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ABSTRACT

The major purpose of this study was to determine tke effect on
system design of using manpower and personnel resources data as
design requirements. Secondary objectives were to determine under
what conditions and in what form these data should be used to have
maximum effect on design. Equipment, manpower data (e. g., quanti-
ties and skill levels), and personnel resources data (PRD) inputs
(e. g., task information) which were produced during the development
of the Titan III propellant transfer and pressurization subsystem were
adopted and presented incrementally to six design engineers to simu-
late the Air Force phase lA/lB development of that subsystem.
Subjects were required to create schematics, equipment descriptions
and drawings, control panel layouts, operating procedures and bills
of material.- Cost-effectiveness measures including equipment Zoat,
equipment reliability, human reliability, system safety and design
adequacy were applied to th e data. It was found that manpower ro-
quirements and PRD inputs do influence the equipment configuration,
but in this study only moderately, because the equipment design
proceeded so rapidly that incremental PRD inputs inevitably lagged
the design. Engineers were responsive only to inputs which ire
framed as design requirements and which were interpreted in design-
relevant terms. Confirming the results of previous studies, engineers
were found to be generally unaware of or indifferent to personnel
considerations. Different engineers interpreted the same design
requirements and assigned priority to deaigi. criteria differently.
The engineers relied heavily on experience and stereotyped solutions
for design ansivers. The results of the study indicate that, if man-
power and personnel resources data are to be incorporated into design,
it is necessary to supply these inputs to the engineer as design
requirements in his initial statement of work. Consequently, funda-
mental manpower and personnel analyses must be performed prior
to the issuance of a Request for Proposal (RFP) and not delegated to
the development contractor. The contractor must be required to
design to a detailed manning structure which is specified in his state-
ment of work. Further recommendations are supplied which suggest
ways in which Air Force management of the persoanel subsystem
program should be revised.
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GLOSSARY

Air Force Specialty (AFS)

A grouping of duties and tasks related in ekill, knowledge, difficulty,
operational sequence, and the like, 2nd making up a job or specialty.

Design Input Tests (DIT)

Design Input Tests require the subject to analyze an individual
input directly rather than integrate the input into an overall design
as required in the DPT. (Sessions 9-10 of the present test series
were modeled after the DIT.)

Design Product Tests (DPT)

Design Product Tests in w'hich the solutions to the problem was the
actual completion of the design task; the actual designing of a systern
to satisfy the problem inputs or requirements. This type of test
examines design "longitudinally,"' that is, the entire process from
assignment of the problem to its completion. (The first eight sessions
of the experimental portion of this study were modeled after the DPT
type of situation. )

Personnel Equipment Data (PED)

An element of the Personnel Subsystem which is made up of the
analytical data, in tne form of task and equipment information that
describes tihe nature and interrelationships of functions performed
by system personnel and system hardware.

Perionnel Resources Data (PRD)

Personnel Resources Data is defined as the data which implements
or interprets a specific personnel requirement.

Qualitative and Quantitative Personnel Requirements Information (QQPRI)

QQPRI is composed of data describing the quantitative requirements,
quaiitative requirements, training requirements and prerequisites for
the personnel required to operate, maintain, and command a given
system. This data are used in planning for system personnel, training
and manpower.
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Requirements Allocation Sheets (RAS)

Requirements Allocation Sheets (R-AS) are a form of system design
documrenttion upon which are identified the design requirements for
specific operations, maintenance, test and activation functions.
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

A. NATURE OF THE PROBLEM

The Importance of Human Factors in System Design

The importance of human factors to system performance has
been shown a number of times. Both logically and empirically,
the negative effect of inadequate consideration of the human
element during design can be demonstrated The contribution of
human error to the unreliability of overall system performance
has been graphically illustrated by Meister and Rabideau (1965,
Figure 1-1) and empirically by Meister (1967). In the latter
study, approximately 24% of overall system unreliability could
be attributed to the effect of human error. In 1960, Shapero
et al. reported on a survey of several major missile systems
and reported that the percentage of equipment failures caused
by human error ranged from 20% to 53% of the total failures
reported. Willis (1962) estimates "that 40% of the problems
uncovered in missilck testing derive from the human element.
63. 6% of the (shipboard) collisions, flooding and grounding
could be blamed upon human error. Reports produced by the
United States Air Force indicate that human error was respons-
ible for 234 of 313 aircraft accidents during 1961" (p. 1).

A second area of concern is that of the cost of the system,
which is defined today in terms of life-cycle costs. The evidence
is accumulating that the cost of the personnel to operate and
maintain a system throughout its useful life is equal to or ex-
ceeds those of the hardware. Thus, we have a double-edged
problem, performance decrement and high costs, which can be
related to the human element of the system.

This problem has been made more severe by a history of
development of new systems with emphasis primarily on the
design of hardware and with little or no regard for the capability or
cost of the personnel that will be available to support the system.
It has been advocated that one way to reduce the problem is to
develop systems with human factors data included as design
requirements. To this end, the Air Force put into practice 10
years ago what has come to be known as the Personnel Subsystem
Concept. The Personnel Subsystem is defined (AFR 30-8, USAF,
n. d.) as "that major functional part of a system which, through
effective implementation of its various elements, provides the
human performance necessary to operate, maintain and control
the system and its intended operational environment."

-ma- ,•
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"The major objectives of the Personnel Subsystem program are:
(a) to promote the acquisition of functionally integrated systems and
facilities which can be safely and reliably operattd, maintained,
and supported by USAF personnel; (b) to provide appropriate
agencies with timely planning and technical information concerning
personnel, training, and life support requirements which systems
will impose on the Air Force structure; and (c) to insure timely
development and acquisition of training equipment, facilities, and
protective equipment for the support of system personnel. To
accomplish these objectives, the FS effort embraces virtually all
the considerationq of man in the system, whether these involve
the application of human engineering principles to the design of
the operational hardware, the selection anJ development of train-
ing equipment, or the preparation of informational job aids intended
to assist personnel in carrying out their assigacd tasks. "1 (AFSCM
80-3, USAF, 1963)

Despite this, and despite very intensive missionary efforts by
human factors specialists and governmental managers, it is
almost a truism that human factors specialists, working on system
development projects, experience grave difficulty in making
effective inputs to that development. Thus system failures resulting
from human error continue high and system manpower costs con-
tinue to grow at an accelerating rate. Why do these conditions
continue to exist? The answer is obvious to those experienced with
the system development process. It is the fact that human factors
specialists are brought in late to system development projects
after basic dewign concepts are developed, concepts which reflect
only superficially any consideration of personnel factors. Thus
the human factors data which should be incorporated in system
design to achieve an optimal, more cost/effective system are too
late to have an impact on design. To make matters worse, many
of these human factors inputs are regarded by design engineers as
so much paper work and rejected out of hand. The lowest priority
in design analysis is given to criteria dealing with personnel aspects
(This is not to say that human ta,,ors data are completely ignored;
they play a role obviously in such PS aspects as the development of
training curricula. )

All of these conditiuns routinely exist in almost every system
development project (except those fortunate few like the NASA man
in-spa ce flight program) despite very large sums of money expended
for proper implementation of the personnel subsystem.

"* What can be done to in-prove the situation? The answer can only be
determined by an examination of the devign/development process
itself and by an evaluation of the usefulness of the various human



factors data and analyses to that process. Those data and analyses
which are ineffective should be discarded; those which .re only
marginally effective should be modified to improve their utility;
those which appear to have the greatest potential for influencing
design should be emphasized.

This study is, therefore, directed toward a controlled examina-
tion of the utility of PRD in system desibn and to the determination
of the conditions under which PRD can be effective in influencing
that design.

Manpower Requirements and Personnel Resources Data

The data and analyses sulected as the focus of this study were
those descriptive of the quantity and skill capability of the personnel
required for a system. Rationa ly, tf s-ernei that these kinds of
inputs used as design requirements could have an effect vn the
syatem configuration. These data have been termed Manpower
Requirements (MR) and Personnel Resoui.es Data (PRD). MR
were defined as those data which prescribe th, quantity and quaiity
of personnel comprising the crew, and PRD were de.,ned as that
information which implemented or interpreted the Manp3wer Require -
ments for the designer, e. g. , list of tasks, task time capability,
task human error rate probability. Table III, page 26, further
describes these data.

It was assumed that manpower requirements can be quantitatively
and precisely derived from carly analysis of mission/system re-
quirements, before equipment development begins. Hence, man-
power requiremens with their supportive personnel resources data
can be made available to the design engineer at the same time he
begins design of the system.

The Potential Effect of Manpower Data Upon System Debign Can Be
Logically Demonstrated

If the number of personnel available to crew a subsystenm under
development is increased or decreased by a factor of 2, it seems
reasonable that the subsystem design would be substantially modi-
fied to accommodate the change in personnel. The same should
apply to a change in skill level, as between highly trained, well
experienced personnel and apprentices who have received only
basic training.

Can this effect be empirically demonstrated, however? Does
the designer react to the imposition of a manpower requirement
by a change in design which reflects at the very least his attempt
to satisfy that requirement) One of the goals of the study was to

3-



determine the conditions under which manpower requirements
(apart from its implementation data) can most influence the sub-
system co-figuration.

It is possible, for example, that the consequences of such
requirements are not sufficiently apparent to the system designer.
If one were to specify that for one design all operators will be
approximately 6 feet 4 inches in height, and for another the maximum
operator height will be 3-1/2 feet, it is apparent that equipment
configuration will be materially affected (or if it is not affected,
performance decrement will be high). Indeed, where requirements
are so extreme, it is likely that the designer will not need the

* prompting of the human factors specialist to cause him to include
those requirements in his design.

But how does the designer cope with a manpower requirement
that he design for a subsystem which will be operated and main-
tained by personnel between the 5th and 95th percentiles (e. g. ,
personnel with three- and five-level skill designations)?

PRD as Communicated Information

Before exploring the potential reasons for the lack of effectiveness
of PRD in influencing design, it is necessary to place the former in
a conceptual framework. PRD inputs are communicated Information.
Hence the format in which that information is communicated, its
timing relative to other events in the developmental process, the
number of other inputs with which it competes and its clarity to the
recipient of the information (the design engineer) will all affect the
acceptance of the message and its utility to the designer. No matter
how intrinsically meaningful the data presented, if those data are
difficult to interpret in design terms, or are presented at the incor-
rect time, etc. . the effectiveness of the data wili be reduced.

Reasons for Ineffective PRD

Assuming, therefore, that personnel requirements have the
capability of influencing hardware design, the possible reasons why
the PRDinputs implementing these requirements fail to produce
the desired impact fall into the following categories:

-4-



(1) Inappropriate Tir.ing. Many PRD inputs tend to lag sign; icant
design decisions ra than to anticipate them. In fact, even
to be concurrent with these decisions is to be too late. The
average human factors specialist, who often lacks all but a
minimal engineering background--if that--finds himself
heavily dependent upon the flow of engineering information to
him as the basis for his contributions to design. Consequently,
he fails to participate in the preparatory work which results
in terminal design decisions. However, it is precisely in this
preparatory phase that fundamental decisions are made which
become extremely difficult to reverse.

Attention must also be directed to the relatively informal
character of the analyes leading to basic design decisions.
Formal paper work tends merely to describe decisions that
have already been made informally. The utility of formal
PRD inputs (as differentiated from informal directly expressed
verbal inputs), therefore, tends to be reduced. If formal in-
puts are made, they must be made in advance of the formal
decisions or they will not be considered.

The implications of inappropriate timing should, it was felt,
be one of the factors examined in the proposed study. If the
utility to the designer of the PRD input can be significantly
improved by improving its timing relative to major system
development milestone, then appropriate solutions to this prob-
lem could be recommended.

(2) Inadequately Expressed Implications. It must be presumed that
each human factors datum has some implications for the design
configuration; but in many, if not most, PRD inputs, these im-
plications are not expressed. It is, for example, no use to
tell the system designer merely that the personnel who will
man his system wil have a five-level skill. it is necessary
to tell him, in addition, what this datum implies for his design
or what he should do in concrete equipment terms to account

for that skill level. Without this additional information, the
,lesign engineer is lost. It is, therefore, a reasonable hypo-
thesis that the utility and acceptability of PRD inputs would be
much increased if greater attention were paid to describing
the design corsequences of PRD.

(3) Inappropriate Designer Attitudes. The whole problem is com-
plicated by the fact that, according to the results of previous 4

studies of huna.a factors information utilization by designers

(Meister and Farr. 1966. Meister and Sullivan, 1967), de-
signers accord behavioral inputs a rather low priority in the

I LI
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scheme of things. (The studies cited, which have significant
interrelationships with the present one, will be discussed in
some detail later. ) Although he would--and does--protest
the contrary, the designer has an acquired bias against PRD
inputs, and thus the clarity of the information presented must
be intansified if it is to breach this barrier. These difficul-
ties are intensified because system development is often
chaotic and characteristically behind schedule. The designer
is beset with a host of data inputs, each competing with the
other; hence, the human factors message must be louder than
would otherwise be required if it is to receive a hearing.

Factors to be Examined

It is apparent, therefore, that in any investigation of the effective-
ness with which manpower requirements and personnel resources data
inputs are utilized in system developmenit, the following factors must
be examined:

(I) The manner in which the engineer ordinarily designs, because
FRD inp"ts .mut fit into that process;

(Z) The format or manner in which PRD inputs are supplied to
design engineers;

(3) The timing or sequence with which PRD inputs are provided;

(41 The design-relevancy of the data supplied in PRD inputs;

(5) The effect of manpower requirements as requirenments on
hardware design concepts;

(6) The availability of information as a whole to the engineer
during the design process;

(7) The engineer's attitude toward the personnel aspects of the
system and to human factors data as inputs to design.

-o -
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B. PREVIOUS RELEVANT RESEARCH

Research Relevancy

A discussion of all the research which has been published on the
general subject of manpower, personnel requirements and PRD is
beyond the scope of this report and would in any event be irrelevant
to the questions raised in Section A. (For those interested in a
general review of the available literature, it is suggested that they
read the following reports: Powell (1963), Hannah (1965).

The irrelevancy of most of this literature results from the
unfortunate fact that, although great attention has been paid to the
mechanics of PRD development, research on PRD usefulness,
particularly to the design engineer, is practically nil.

With the exception of two studies performed by Meister and Farr
(1966) and Meister and Sullivan (1967), which will be discussed in
detail below, research has not addressed itself to the practical
utility and effectiveness of human factors inputs within the design
process. It is--or should be- -characteristic of any empirical
discipline that its techniques, data and theories are constantly
under examination and revision to bring them into accord with
reality. Human factors inputs should also be subjected to the same
kind of reality-testing. Unfortunately, however, with the exception
of the two studies cited above, there has been very little, if any,
validation of human factors tools.

There are two reasons for examining these studies in some de-
tail. First, because the general research strategy employed in
these studies was also used in the present investigation. Second,
the results achieved in the present study are much more under-
standable if viewed in the light of the previous research.

Previous Research Goals

The specific goals of the two studies which are relevant to the
present investigation were to answer the following questions:

(1) What kind of information does the designer use as the bisis
of his design decisions anJ what kinds of analyses does he
make of design problems?

(Z) How efficiently does the designer utilize particular human
factors inputs and what design implications does he drxw
from these inputs)

-7
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(3) In what form will *hese inputs' have their greatest effect?

(4) What are the design engineer's attitudes tows, J human
factors personnel, human factors information and the role
of the operator in design?

(5) To what extent does he routinely include human factors in
his design analyses?

In contrast to the present research, the two studies dealt with
human engineering data inputs of the "knobs and dials" type, that
ii, those inputs which are most directly relevant to the character-
istics of the equipment.

Research Strategy

TbA- general philosophy underlying the approach in these studies
assames the following:

How engineers analyze their design problems determines how they
use human factors information and the manner in which operator con-
siderations are incorporated into design. In other words, informa-
tion has value to the engineer only to the extent that he can relate
it to his design task.

Consequently, in order to secure data about the usefulness of
human factors inputs to design, it is necessary to place the engineer
in a situation which requires him to design and in which the inputs
provided can be (if useful) related to the design task.

Thus, it is no good asking designers to verbalize their design
methodology, to ask them, baldly, how do you go about designing?
Much of their methodol 'gy is covert; the engineer may even be
unaware of the essential creative processes he employs. In addition,
the engineer is not overly verbal.

Consequently, a formal interview/questionnaire methodology was
rejected, as well as any technique which was not based on, or could
not be incorporated into, concrete design situations. The. method
followed was, therefore, to (1) present the engineer with a series
of realistic aesign problems (representative of those he ordinarily
encowitered), (Z) provide him with informational inputs related to
these prc' lems. (3) require him to solve the problems, (4) observe
how (or if) he used the inputs in the problem solution, (5) and then,
following problem solution, ,'eview with the engineer how he achieved
that solution and the value of the inputs provided.

'iv-



Types of Test Situations

Two types of test situations were developed. The rationale for
these test situations was as follows:

Any individual design problem will (if it is to be realistic) re-
quire only a limited number and type of human factors inputs. Thus,
for example, a console design may require consideration of anthro-
pometric requirements but not commanications; or consideration of
meter sizes, but not maintenance test points. Consequently, it is
impracticable to develop a complete range of fully articulated design
problems in any one test situation.

The two types of design tsts developed were:

(I) The Design Product Test (DPT), in which the design solution
or product was the actual layout of an equipment to satisfy the
problem inputs or requirements. This situation studied design
"longitudinally, " that is, the entire process from assignment
of the problem to its completion. (Parts of the experimental
methodology of the present research were modeled after the
DPT type of situation.)

For example, one DPT required the layout of a command/control
station aboard a missile frigate. Another required the zketch of
a self-contained portable test set for circuit modules (printed
circuit cards). Design requirements for these equipments were
desc.. ibed in terms of a design specification format commovnly
used in Department ot Defense military procurement, e. g.,
applicable specifications, performance, operability, reliability
and maintainability requirements, use of standard &ad commer-
cial parts, etc.

The design required for the DPT was that of a "concepwal sketch,"
something between an artist's rendering and a fully detailed
design. Such a drawing is often made for an initial design analysis
such as might be required in responding to a Request for Proposal
or in the very early stages of conceptual system definition.

(Z) The Design Input Test (DIT), in which an equipment layout was
not required of the designer, but in which he had to analyse the
individual input directly. These .'cruss sectional" situations
particularly emphasized the analy-ic inferences to be drawn
from the design problem. (Another part of the experimental
methodology of the present study was modeled after the EIT,,)

i
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As an example of a DIT test item, the designer might be presented
with the problem of designing a shipboard equipment and asks-.d to list
the human engineering inputs he would need to solve the problem. DIT
situations were necessarily somewhat more abstract than those of the
DPT, because they dealt with methodology that would or should be
adopted, rather than the completed product of that methodology, i. e.,
a drawing.

The diffe3rence between these two test situations was one of degree
only; in each came a design problem was explicitly or implicitly presented,
but in the first the focus of interest was the design output, whereas in
the second interest lay in the designer'. direct response to input charac-
teristics,

It is important to note that the tests were so developed that they

demanded aftalysis of operator factors if the designs were to be optimal.
In other words, the production of responses involving analysis of opera-
tor considerations waa not merely incidents to these designs, but were
an integral requirement. For example, the design specification for DPT
I required that a. decision be made between single vs. multi-operator use
of the equipment, a decision which would have significant implications
for design.

It was essential that these test problems be highly realistic, since
designers tend to react negatively to situations in which technical details
are incorrect or inappropriate. To ensure the necessary degree of
realism, highly experienced senior design personnel reviewed the tests
and made any required modifications before the tests were presented to
subjects. (This procedure was followed in the present study as well.)

Test Atmosphere

Each test required 4 hours (a pretest had indicated that this length
of time was sufficient to elicit the desired responses), and there was a
weekle hiatus between each test. The tests were administered individ-
ually.

A highly informal atmosphere was encouraged. During the TPT test
period, the designer was entirely free to reopond as 1b= wis•.da, even to
the point of leaving the test area if he wished. He had available to him a

standard drawing board, drawing equipment, copies of all military
specifications noted as applicable in the design problem statement, as
well as other human factors, reliability and maintainability handbooks
which are considered "standard" texts in these fields. The designer
was informed that he would be observe%.• during the sessiun, but that

he was free either to ignore the observer or to interact with him as he

wished. A tape recorder was provided to record the designer's verbal

responses.

10-
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During the DIT, the investigator interacted directly with the subject,
and the test items can be considered as a specialized type of interview
schedule. DIT responses were recorded primarily on tape recorder
with some written responses required (where lists of alternative responses
had to be ranked). Because of the unstructured nature of the interview
probes, the test situations can be considered as having an almost clinical
atmosphere.

The debriefing following the engineer's completion of the design and
during the DIT was extremely "loose." Although a series of standard
questions was asked by the investigator , the subject's responses were
followed up to secure greater detail, so that in effect the engineer
determined where the discussion led. At the same time, the investigator
did not content himseli with the initial response to a question, but con-
tinued to probe intensively, requiring the subject to explain his answers
in more detail, until the subject' s ability to respond was exhausted. This
procedure was followed to get beyond any relatively stereotyped response
patterns the engineer might have. Discussions were sufficiently probing
that a few subjects became somewhat emotional in their replies.

1 Sample questions included:

(1) Did the specification contain enough information for you to
design what you would consider a satisfactory contrul panel?

(2) Did it lack any information that you felt you needed? If so,
what was lacking?

(3) What would you consider tu be the major problems you had in
designing this equipment?

(4) What factors (design parameter3) did you consider most im-
portant in designing this equipment?

These questions were considered only as models. The irivestigator
was free to modify them in terms of the sequence and content of the sub-
ject's responses. In particular, the subject was asked to explain each
design behavior observed. Emphasis was placed on the reason why a
particular design action was taken. (Example: I see that you located
this bank of toggle switches at the extreme lower left of your control
panel. Can you tell me why you located them in that position?)

- 11



The same procedures were employed in the present test ceries.

Subjects

K Subjects in the first study (Meister and Farr, 1966) were 20 design
engineers, including three design managers (differentiated from their
colleagues by greater breadth of experience and responsibility). These
subjects were selected from the Product Design and Services Department
of The Bunker-Ramo Corporation (BRC). This is the department whose
design responsibilities would ordinarily involve human factors consider-
ations most heavily, since these responsibilities include tl-' design of
control panels, the external chassis of the equipment, the packaging of
the total equipment for maintainability, etc. The engineering responsi-
bilities these subjects had were largely confined to detail design; in
other words, although they made design decisions, these decisions were
on a detail level.

The subjects selected were those who had had a reasonable amount of
experience in actually designing equipment. Draftsmen and junior engi-
neers, who had responsibility for providing only the details of a drawing
Iafter the basic concept had been provided by others, were excluded.

The median amount of subject experience was 14 years. However,
only half of the subjects had a bachelor's degree in engineering or the
equivalent in course credits.

Subjects in the set )nd study (Meister and Sullivan, 1967) were 10
design engineers from the McDonnell-Douglas Aircraft (DAC) Division.
Their range of specialization was substantially broader than the BRC
subjects, including crew accommodations, cockpit design, controls and
displays, escape systems, life support systems, interiors, etc.

These subjects represented a more sophisticated and experienced
population than the BRC group; this sophistication and experience were
reflected in their responses to the design problems.

Median years of experience were 15, about the same as the BRC
group. However, 41l but two of the DAC subjects had their engineering
degrees, whereas only half of the BRC sample had degrees or their
equivalent. All of the DAC subjects were what one could categorize as
"lead engineers."

In summary, therefore, 30 design engineers, with varied experience
and education working in two industrial environments, were tested on a
variety of human engineering inputs for a total of approximately 360 hours.

- 12-
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Findings

The principal findings of the two studies which are relevant to the
present investigation can be summarized as follows:

(1) Design engineers have little or no Iuterest in human factors
and characteristically fail to employ human factors criteria
in their designs.

(2) Design analysis is largely determined by constraints and exper-
imental stereotypes.

(3) The most important source of information for the designer is
the design specification (statement of work).

(4) The designer makes little or no use of human factors informa-
tion.

(5) Human factors information is considered by the design engineer I
as lacking applicability to specific design problems.

C. PURPOSE OF THE PRESENT STUDY

The present study was conducted to determine the effect on system
design of using manpower and personnel resources data as design re-
quirements and to determine under what conditions these inputs can be
made to have maximum influence on system configuration. One might
suppose after reading the largely negative results of the two previous
studies that no further investigation of the effectiveness of human factors
inputs need 1,e performed. But, in fact, these studies documented only
what is generally accepted by human factors specialists who are in a
position to obfierve the use to which their recommendations are put.

Therefore, as was pointed out in sub-section A (Nature of the Prob-
lem), it is necessary to find out why human factors inputs are not effective
in system design and under what conditions they can be made effective.
The inputs provided to the design engineer in the previous studies were
limited to handbook-type data. There are, moreoever, a number of
distinctions between the previous sudies:(l) the inputs provided to the
design engineer in the previous studies were limited to handbook-type
data and did not reflect manpower requirements which ought, on a
purely logical basis, to be considerably more relevant to the design of
the system; (2) the inputs used as test material in the previous studies
were those which would ordinarily be supplied in the later phases of
detail design, after fundamental design decisions had been made. Hence,
one would expect them to have less influence on design than PRD inputs
which should be applicable to the initial design concept; (3) the effective-
ness of the human engineering inputs used in the previous studies were

-13-
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not related to the chronological sequencing of system devolopment, hence
it was impossible to determine at what stage of that development theme
inputs could be effective.

Thus, the primary objectives of the present study, stated in question
form were:

(1) Do differences in manpower requirements (MR) influence sub-
system configuration?

(Z) Do personnel resources data (PRD) inputs have a significant
effect on equipment design?

(3) At what stage of subsystem development do MR and PRD inputsj have their greatest impact on equipment design?

(4) In what forms are PRD inputs most effectively used by designers?

Secondary questions necessary for a better understanding of the design
process were:

(5) What is the design engineer's concept of human factors in system
design, and his attitude toward PRD inputs?

(6) How does the manner in which the engineer designs affect the
utilization of PRD inputs?

(7) How available is information as a whole to the engineer during
design?

14 -
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SECTION II

TEST METHODOLOGY

A. GENERAL STRATEGY

The research strategy developed by Meister and Farr (196")
and Meister and Sullivan (1967) infolvs placing the engineer in a
realistic design situation in which he must dolve a series of design
problems by using informational inpits related to these problems.
In adapting this general methodology to the present study, the fol-
lowing steps were performed:

(I) Selection of an already operational subsystem which
could serve as a model subeystem for the development
of test inputs.

(2) Selection of appropriate engineer-subjects skilled in de-
sign of the type of subsystem selected.

(3) Determination of the equipment and PRD inputs which
are characteri.%.tically provided during the system
definition phase of development. 1

(4) Development of manpower and personnel resources data 4
inputs.

(5) Determination of the sequence in which these inputs should
be provided.

(6) Determination of the design responses and outputs which
the engineer-subjects should supply in attempting to
solve the design problems.

(7) Determination of specific measures which could be used
to answer the questions which initiated the study. (See
Experimental Design, page 39 ).

B. DEVELOPMENT OF THE EXPERIMENTAL SITUATION

1. Selection of the Test Subsystem

The initial step in the development of the experimental situation
was the selection of an already operational subsystem which could
be used as a model for the development of experimental inputs and
required design outputs. Since one of the goals of the study was to
determine at what stage PRD inputs were most effective, and since

15
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PRD inputs are supplied progressively during system development,
it was necessary to simulate the progressive development of a sub-
system. As the time available for testing was limited, the sub-
system level was the most complex which could be handled reason-
ably in the time available. The subsystem level was also selected
as requiring a greater variety of inputs and design outputs than the
development of any single equipment, no matter how complex.

The original motivation for using an already operational sub-
system as a model was to permit the comparison of the experimental
subsystem designs developed by subjects with the original subsystem
design. It was hypothesixed that if the experimental subsystem was
developed with the aid of PRD inputs, the resultant design would be
superior to the one originally developed. This, in turn, would
demonstrate the usefulness of PRD inputs.

Differences Between the Original and Test Subsystem.

During the development of the test materials, however, it was
found that the conditions under which the original subsystem was
designed were found to be sufficiently different from those under
which the experimental subsystem was designed so that any compar-
ison of this type would be hopelessly contaminated. Among the
differences in design conditions betwren the original and experimental
subsy'stems were the following:

(1) The test period during which subjects developed the
experimental subsystem was highly compressed in time
(i. e., three months) relative to the original development.
(Obviously, sincetest time was not unlimited.)

(2) The original subsystem design was the product of a large
number of interacting design engineers, some of whom
worked only on minor phases of the design, whereas in
the experimental situation each subject performed a
complete independent design. The r,--ason for the latter
was to secure a sufficient number ot independent designs
to test the effect of the experimental variables. Had all
subjectf worked together on the design problem, only one
subsykaem would have been available for analysis.

(3) Although cost and schedule constraints were undoubted
factors affecting the original subsystem design. these
param•eters could not realistically be included in the
experimental situation. Schedule was irrelevant to this
stady, and subjects were merely asked to minimize cost
commensurate with safety.

16



(4) To maintain experimental control, the experimental
situation had to be orderly and progressive, whereas
actual design is ordinarily harassed by many pertur-
bations.

(5) The state co the engineering art in propellant transfer
design had progressed between the time the original
subsystem was designed and the experimental subsystem
was begun; consequently, differences in selection of
components and design concept would undoubtedly be
found.

For all of these reasons, the concept of comparing the original
subsystem design with the experimental subsystem was impossible
to achieve; any such comparison, since it was uncontro!led, would
have been like comparing apples and oranges. Z

However, the ideal of using an already operational i,•bsystem
as a model was an excellent one, for several reasons:

(1) Both equipment and PRD inputs, the details of which would
otherwise be difficult to create if one had to create them
out of imagination, could be abstracted from the original
documentation.

(2) The amount of informational detail that should be provided
at the various stages of the experimental subsystem de-
velopment could be determined from the original documen-
tation.

(3) The face validity (i.e., realism) of the inputs could be
assured because they were produced in the original sub-
system design.

(4) The design responses required of ?ubjects could be
determined on the basis of the design outputs developed
in the original subsystem.

These differences, however, should not lead the reader to assume

that they invalidated the experimental qitu•tion as a tool for studying
the design process. The essence of that process--which is the
presentation of realistic problems and realistic inputs--was included
in the experimental simulation. All subjects were impressed with
the realism of the test atmosphere, especially since the testing was
conducted in their own plant and practically at their own desks.

-17 -
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Criteria for Selecting the Operational Subsystem

The criteria for selection of the model subsystem were as
follows:

(1) The subsystem should be one to which personnel function-
ing is important. Obviously, the selection of a subsystem
which was so automated as to require few personnel
functions would not enable the investigators to provide
PRD inputs that could be meaningfully related to the
design problem.

(2) The subsystem should be one which involved both opera-
tor and maintenance functions. This would permit the
analysis of the effect of inputs related to both types of
functions, if a subsystem was selected that was com-
pletely operator or completely maintenance -oriented,
the conclusions derived would be limited.

(3) The subsystem should have an appropriate degree of com-
plexity. Overly simple subsystems should be avoided
since the number of PRD inputs and their effect on sub-
system design would be minimal. At the same time an
overly complex subsystem would have made it difficult
to supply the necessary subsystem inputs within the time
schedule established. A subsystem requiring the services
of between five anti ten personnel was seen as the ideal
size.

(4) The subsystem should be one whose development proceeded
in accordance with AFSCM 375-5 (USAF, 1964) or whose
materi,!.s could be so modified that they fit into the con-
text of the 375 system engineering approach. AFSCM
375-5 is utilized as a framework for the development of
the experimental PRD inputs because Air Force systems
are required to be developed in the spirit, if not to the
letter, of AFSCM 375-5. The historical records of sub-
system development should be complete enough to mini-
mize the development of new material (as opposed to
editing or revision of old material).

The Subsystem Selected

With these criteria in mind, several alternative subsystems
were considered and evaluated before the investigators selected the
model subsystem.

-18 -
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The subsystem selected was the Propellant Transfer and
Pressurization Subsystenm (PTPS) for the Titan IIl Space Launch
system. For those not familiar with missile technology, the Titan
III PTPS is a large scale bi-propellant transfer subsystem used to
support a fixed base, two-stage booster for scientific payloads.
This subsystem is responsible for receiving propellants from rail-
road cars, for storing propellants in Ready Storage Vessels (RSV)
for a period of up to 30 days, and for transferring the stored
propellants to the booster tanks. The propellant consists of a
mixture of nitrogen tetroxide as oxidizer and unsymmetrical
dimethylhydrazine and hydrazine, highly volatile and extremely
toxic either individually or in combination, automatically imposing
the most stringent safety provisions. Additional material describ-
ing this subsystem can be found in Appendix 1, PTPS statement of
work.

2. Selection of Stbjects

Characteristics. The six engineers who made up the subject
population for this study were selected from the Test Engineering
Department of The Marquardt Corporation (TMC), Van Nuys,
California. Engineers were selected from this company because
the use of the Titan HI propellant transfer subsystem as the model
for the experimental design required the selection of personnel
skilled in the design of propellant transfer subsystems.

The organizational structure within which these subjects
functioned made a particularly unique group fcr use in a micro-
simulation of the design process. Each of the subjects had been
and was at the time of testing charged with the responsibility for
the complete design of propellant subsystems. This included such
major developmental stages as definition of initial system require-
ments, development of fundamental design concepts, definition of
the equipment configuration, costing the system design, writing of
operating procedures, and test and operation of the prototype system.
Consequently, they had had extensive eAperience with all of the phases
of system development with which this study was concerned.

Sophistication. In comparison with the subjects utilized in the
prevTious two studies reviewed in Section 1, the engineers in the
oresent study can be considered the most sophisticated. If one de-
fines a system engineer as one who must be concerned with all
aspects of the system under development, they were true system
engineers, Moreover, they had a much greater feel for the actual
molecular design, installation and operation of hardware than the
usual system engineer who ordinarily concludes his work at the
"paper-work" stage.
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During the test sessions, the investigators found the engineers
to be an unusually qualified population with regard to the type of
subsystem they were accustomed to design and the problems involved
in the operation of these subsystems.

One might ask, then, in advance of the study results: Might
their very sophisticatton make these subjects non -representative?

In actual subsystem development only highly qualified system
engineers are permitted to make fundamental design decisions.
True, the in-estigators might have selected a loes experienced
subject population; however, the study results might then have been
attacked as possibly resulting from subject unfamiliarity with these
design problems.

In one respect, however, the engineer-subjects of the present
study may be considered atypical, perhaps. Because of the extreme
hazard involved in the type of systems with which they were con-
cernsd, they were particularly sensitive to the safety aspects of
the system. They, therefore, considered human factors in their
design from the standpoint of avoiding situations which could be
hazardous to life.

An aaal, is of the education and experience background of TMC
subjects is presented in Table I. The two experimental groups
described subsequently were equated on the basis of number of years
of emperience.

Once recovered from their initial reserve and wariness in the
face oa an unfamiliar experience, all subjects were extremely co-
operative and displayed great interest in the pursuit of the study.

3, Determination of Equipment Inp,!ts

In addition to PRD inputs, equipment inputs were provided to serve
as the context for the PRD inputs as well as the information base for the
design. Timse included the following:

(1) Statmoent of work which initiated subsystem development.

(Z) System and equipment functional flow diagrams 4at pro-
gressive levels of detail).

(3) Requirements Allocation Sheets (RAS).

(4) Descriptions of equipment characteristics.

(5) Maintenance analys•-
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TABLE I

SUBJECT EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE

Subject Education Years of Experience

K BSME 12

J 3-1/z ra. (M. E.) is

D BSCE 15

S Z years (M. E.) LZ.

H BSME 26

N BSME 24

17.3 Mean
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To develop the equipment inputs, documentation produced
during the development of the Titan III PTPS was examined,
courtesy of the Martin-Denver and Ralph M. Parsons Companies,
and pertinent material extracted. The basic data sources reviewed
are listed in Table IV, To ensure technical accuracy and complete-
ness of the equipment inputs provided to the subjects, they were
reviewed by the Chief Design Engineer of The Marquardt Corporation,
and required revisions were incorporated.

All inputs were- provided in complete form except where it was
desired that the subject solve a problem which required him to
develop or complete some part of the input. For example, if system
functions on Requirements Allocation Sheets were to be analyzed by
the subject to determine appropriate equipment characteristics, all
necessary data were included on the sheets except for those dealing
with the equipment characteristics. Complete inputs were provided
because the designers were not expected to be able to develop all
the documentation which veuld ordinarily be developed due to the
time-scale involved in the simulation. Moreover, all PRD inputs
were presented in toto, since designers do not ordinarily develop
such inputs and do not have the experience needed to do so. In
addition, it was the designer's response to the PRD inputs as reflected
in his design outputs which was of interest.

Input Presentation Ground Rules

The following gr -'und rules were followed:

(1) Each PRD input was supplied, along with an engineering input
which required some analysis, decision or drawing. It was
assumed that the engineer ordinarily would not analyze PRD
inputs, except in terms of some system development require-
ment which involved the use of that PRD input.

(2) All inputs to subjects were supplied in wiitten form, except
where immedipote circumstances (e. g., answers to questions
asked by the subject during the test session) made this impos-
sible. Any input provided orally was documented immediately
following its transmission.

(3) Instructions to subjocts were provided verbally, but they were
allowed to read the same instructions in written form; and
those written Instructions were available to him throughout the
test session.

- 22 -
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4. Development of the PRD Inputs

Phase LA/lB

The PRD inputs selected for inclusion in the study were those which
would be developed as a product of the analyses performed during Phase
IA/lB in the System Definition stage (see Table I1). This stage ordinar-
ily follows the development of the PTDP in the Conceptual Transition
phase and the writing of a Request for Proposal (RI P) during Phase IA
for contractor definition of the system. It precedes the Acquisition stage
in which the system is designed in detail. Ordinarily contractor defin.-
tion is the second phase (IB) of System Definition, but occasionally the
System Planning Phase (IA) is contracted out, e.g. , the 411L-AWACS
presently under study. Hence, in referring to the developmental phase
which the testing was designed to simulate, the term "phase lA/lB"
will be used.

During the contractor definition phase, the planning analyses reflected
in the PTDP and RFP are refined in terms of an equipment configuration
and an appropriate manning structure. The reason fcr confining the PRD
inputs in this study to phase IA/lB is that the major decisions influencing
the system configuration are made in this phase. It is the effect of PRD
on these major decisions which the study was designed to investigate.
Although it may appear as if this ignores a great deal of human factors
activity in the Acquisition stage, the detail design (including PRD) per-
formed during Acquisition represents only an amplification and extension
of decisions made earlier through progressive reiteration of earlier
decisions. Only under conditions of a major redirection of system re-
quirements will decisions made during earlier phases (lA and 1B) be
reversed. Consequently, the influence PRD can have on system config-
uration dtring detail design is restricted to relatively molecular aspects
of hardware configuration.

Criteria for Selection of PRD Inputs

The basis for selection of PRD inputs were the two following ground
rules:

(1) Inputs must be logically derived from and be capable of being
tied to the analyses required by the system development
sequence. It is assumed that if PRD inputs are to be used by
the design engineer, they must be related to the design prob-
lems which arise during system development. Theoretically,
there should be a PRD input for every engineering milestone
and every equipment input; in actuality, no such precise cor-
relations of PRD and equipment inputs can be made. Since
system development activities are iterative, certain inputs
may be presented moze than once with increasing detail and
definition.

- 24 -
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(2) Within the framework of system development requirements,
as described in (1), PRD inputs must also be developed to
satisfy certain personnel subsystem requirements (e. g. ,
selection criteria, training courses) which demand certain
inputs (e. g., skill and training requirements analyses).

The PRD inputs provided are listed in Table III and are also presented

in Appendix I.

5. Determination of the Sequc nce of Providing Inputs

Because of the many iterations invol .ed in system development, the
developmental sequence included in this study can only approximate
reality. In the development of this sequence, documentation describing
system development were analyzed and the final sequence was checked
with a number of experienced equipment designers.

Milestone Stages

The general milestone stages within phase IA/lB were hypothesized
to be as follows:

Once received, the design Statement of Work (SOW) is analyzed to
determine system functions and sub-functions. Equipment and personnel
functions based on these are listed and progressively refined. Responsi-
bilities for performing system sub-functions are allocated between equip-
ment and personnel. Both equipment and personnel functions are organized
in terms of their sequential interrelationships in the form of functional
flow diagrams. Based on system/mission requirements and the detailed
function flow diagrams, a set of equipment that will implement these
equipment functions are specified, and the equipment are described.
Hardware for controlling the equipment is specified (e. g. , controls and
displays) and top level control panel drawings are developed. Mainten-
ance analyses are then performed. These maintenance analyses are
performed comparatively late in system development because it is im-
possible to determine maintenance requirements befora sufficiently de-
tailed equipment descriptions are available. Once control-display
hardware has been specified, specific operating procedures can be
developed. Based on equipment descriptions, a bill of material (complete
list of hardware components) can be drawn up. The sequence is completed
when contract end-item (CEI) specifications are drawn up. (The experi-
mental design did not include the development of CEl specifications
because these were considered to be only a summarization of the design
information developed previously).
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TABLE III

LIST AND DEFINITION OF MANPOWER

REQUIREMENTS AND PRD INPUTS

Manpower Requirements

Item Definition

(1) QQPRI data, inclu-ling:

(a) Nuinber of personnel Quantity of personnel required to
perform subsystem operations,
defined initially in terms of max-
imum number to be utilized,
later in terms of actual number
needed.

(b) Skill type Characteristics of the job to be
performed in terms of demands
upon personnel.

(c) Skill level Air Force skill levels required
by the task, defined in terms of
error probability, response time,
and amount of assistance required.

(d) Proficiency Skill characteristics which person-
nel should possess to perform the
job satisfactorily.

(e) Task error- Type of error which may occur
likelihood during task performance.

(f) Personnel Definitions of AFSC type possessing
availability necessary qualifications to perform

the job, together with the probabil-
ity of such personnel being available
for the job.

(2) Training requirements,
including:

(a) Anticipated training Time needed to train to given level
time of proficiency.

(b) Required aptitude Job skills which training should
provide.
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TABLE III (concluded)

I1. PRD Inputs

Item .....

(1) Lists of personnel tasks Tasks defined in terms of personnel
functions and equipment acted upon.

(2) Personnel/equipment flow Diagrams illustrating the sequencing
diagrams and interrelationships among tasks.

(3) Personnel/equipment Description of equipment character-
analyses istics required by tasks or effect of

equipment characteristics on task
performance.

(4) Task analysis, including:

(a) Task structure Task description in terms of function
and equipment operated or maintained
(See Item (1)).

(b) Task criticality Consequences of task being performed
incorrectly or not at all.

(c) Team performance Number of personnel required to per-
form the task.

(d) Probability of Quantitative estimate of probability
successful task that the task will be completed success-
completion fully by personnel (the converse, error

probability, also is provided).

(e) Task location Approximate physical area (e. g. , trans-
porter, launch pad) in which t,,e task
must be periormed.

(f) Task duration Estimate of the time required to perform
a task.

(g) Difficulty index Estimated difficulty of task defined in
terms of erroT probability and response
time.

(5) Time-line analysis, Distribution over time, including over-
including task frequency laps, of individual task durations.
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TABLE IV

BASIC DATA SOURCES FOR DEVELOPMENT OF PTPS INPUTS*

(1) Titan III Student Study Guide, Propellant Transfer Revised 5/26/66
System ITL 624A-662

(2) Task Analysis for PTPS Launch and Checkout August 1959
Equipment (OSTF)

(3) Functional Flow Diagrams for PTPS Revised 3/10/67

(4) Maintenance Function Analyses for PTPS Revised 7/17/67

(5) Design Specifications for Major End-Items of PTPS Revised 3/16/65

(6) Operating Procedures for Major End-Items of PTPS Revised 11/17/66

(7) Schematics for Major End-Items of PTPS Revised 11/17/66

(8) Figure A Diagrams for Major End-Items of PTPS August 8, 1963

(9) Personnel Subsystem Data Books WSl07A
Activity Flow Diagram January 1961
Launch Complex Operations November 1962

(10) Human Engineering Problem Report February 21, 1964

(11) Top Level Drawings of Major End-Items of PTPS Revised 1/25/67

(12) Panel Installation Drawings Revised 4/5/67

(13) Acceptance Criteria for Major End-Items of PTPS Revised 5/8/64

(14) Bill of Material for ]Aajor End-Items of PTPS (fuel) Revised 1/20/67

The following classes of informational inputs were used to develop the
PTPS inputs. The number of items within each class is so long that a
complete bibliography is not included.
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TABLE IV (concluded)

(15) Component Lists for Major End-Items of PTPS Revised 1/5/67
(fuel)

(16) System Installation Diagrams for PTPS Revised 5/31/67

(17) Equipment Specifications for Major End-Items Revised 7/11/67
of PTPS

(18) Decal Drawings Revised 8/30/66

(19) Basic QQPRI for Titan H January 1962

(20) Forms C and Cl (Maintenance Analysis) for January 1962
PTPS for Titan II
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Sequence of PRD Inputs

It is somewhat more difficult to specify the PRD inputs which should
be provided at each milestone stage. Although AFSCM 375-5 (USAF,
1964) prescribes a sec.-nce/rmilestone schedule for PRD inputs, this
schedule is somewhat gross and replete with iterations. Tentatively
the following sequence was hypothesized, based partially on 375-5 and
partially on interviews with a number of experienced design engineers.

Personnel functions and function flow diagrams should be provided
at the same time engineers are analyzing equipment functions. Personnel
tasks and performance requirements should accompany the listing of re-
quired equipment and equipment descriptions. Personnel/equipment
analyses should be provided as soon as initial equipment descriptions are
available. Task analyses should be available at the time the engineer is
deciding on control equipment. A description of personnel tasks involved
in maintenance should be available when the designer is performing his
maintenance analysis. Preliminary QQPRI should be available by the
time operating procedures are b'eing developed. Final QQPRI should be
available prior to the development of the CEI specification.

Throughout the process, there are repetitive iterations of sub-stages
designed to refine individuz.l design outputs. The entire process is
schematically represented in Figure 1. The test sequence as finally ad-
ministered to subjects is shown in Table V and may also be reviewed in
Appendix I.

One may ask whether the developmental sequence shown in Table V
represents the "real world" sequence in which inputs are made and vie-
sign activities are performed. The development of the design sequence
in the study was admittedly one of the most difficult tasks the investiga-
tors had, because of the complexity of the activities involved. Subjects
questioned concerning the realism of the inputs and the sequence of
simulated events indicated that these were generally characteristic of
the order in which they received their inputs. However, as shall be
seen later, certain modifications in this concept of how system design
proceeds during system definition were made necessary by the perform-
ance of the subjects.

Test Procedure

The general procedure for the individual sessowns was to determine
the effect of a particular input on the design task. At the start of any
session, the engineer was told his design task, the inputs available to
him were described, and he was asked to review them (in the event he
had not reviewed them since he was first handed them at the close of
the previous session). The subject then performed his design task.
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TABLE V

SEQUENCE OF INPUTS AND OUTPUTS

FOR D1MSIGN OF EXPERIMENTAL SUBSYSTEM

1. Introduction

Group session. Subject is informed of the nature of the study.

2. Session I

(a) Equipment input. Statement of work (SOW) which containsSop evel"iciJZn flow diagrams,

(b) Personnel input, Flow diagrams of personnel operations, and
5oW containi-ng qualitative and quantitative personnel require-
ments.

(c) Required output. Subject will deve'op two flow diagrams of
detailed subfunctions, one for transfer of fuel from trans-
porter to RSV; the other, for fuel transfer between RSV and
rocket tanks. Subject will ind-cate on the flow di_•_ams which
functions are to be performed by personnel and which are to
">e performed by equipment.

The control group* will receive no personnel input; this pro-
cedure will be followed wherever a control group is noted in
:•he following subsections.

3. Session 2.

(a) E uipment input. Partially filled cut Requirements Allocatiot,
neets rT1T. e. , statement of design requirements).

(b) Personne! input. Personnel section of RAS filled out in addition
10a more detailed personnel flow diagram which essentially
replicates the RAS material in graphic form.

(c) Required output., Subject will describe Fhe equipment required
1_' implement c .gn requiremea.ts. Control group.

4. Seision 3.

{a)Ej -ipment input. Supple "enta r sheets to RAS contat-ur.ng
adtditional eqT.pment detail.

Dturing each session, four of the design-rr were experimental s;ubects
and two were control s-ubjects fsee page 4S5
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TABLE V (continued)

(b) Personnel input. Memorandum analyzing control-displky
requirements.

(c) Required output. Subject will review and amp!ifv equipment
descriptions a-Tso, subject will develop c-quipment flow
diagram. Control group.

5. Session 4

(a) Equipment input. Additional supplementary, sheets to RAS,

(b) Personnel input. Preliminary task analysis of operations.

(c) Required output. Subject will develop list of control-display
hardware required to operate the system. He also will
indicate how many men of what types would be required to man
the system. Control group.

6. Session 5

(a) Equipment input. New RAS sheets covering preventive main-
tenance. A maintainability design checklist will be furnished.

(b) Personnel input. Personnel section of RAS will include
description of functional steps required to perform preventive
maintenance. A maintainability design checklist will be
furnished.

(c) Required output. Subject will provide flow diagram of detailed
preventive maintenance subfunctions. He also will list any
special maintenance/test equipment which would be required,
indicating all special design features which would assist per-
sonnel performance of preventive maintenance. He also will
indicate the numbe- of maintenance men. Control group.

7. Session 6a

(a) Equipment input. None.

(b) Personnel input. Two time-line analyses (one for oper-.cion,
one for prevFntive maintenance) per function to be performed.

(c) Required output. Subject will indicate how many control-display
panels are required for his design and where they should be
located. He will supply a rough sketch of the panels, indicating
the functions to be covered and the approximate Arrangement
of the control-display devices. Control group.
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TABLE V (continued),

8. Session 6b

(a) Equipment input. None

(b) Personnal input. PFeliiminary QQPRI, including numbers of
per sonne-an-'ZY o s ition description.

(c) Pequired output. Subject will continue his panel layouts if he
has not completed them. In addition, he will list the steps
required to ope-ate the control-display equipment. The con-
trol group specified for Session 6a also will be used for this
session.

9. Session 7a

(a) Eguipment input. None.

(b) Personnel i,•p.•t. Fuli scale QOPRI, including nurmbers of
pT•-sonnel, skill lerel, a":ticipated t-k reliability, training
-equireme-ats, etc. The 0QPRI also will include a list of
potential htmian error3.

(c) Required output. Sabject will list all potential operating
pi19s ai-aT'dicate design sclutions for these. Conzzol
gru p.

10. Sessior, 7b

This '!,i]l be a continuation of Session 7a, S;.bject will review the
design in the light of the QQPRI and %%ill develop a crmplete list
(f equipmei.t required. This list will be used by the cost estima-
tors and reliability specialists in the final evaluation of subsystem
design. Same control group as in Session 7a.

11. Session

(a) Personnel/equipiv-,rit input. Memorandum from SPO reversing
p'rsonnel requrinments and directing redesign of the PTPS.

(b) Required output. Subject will review his past design and
recommena design modifications to meet new ?ersonnei re-
quiremernts. No control group.
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TABLE V (concluded)

IZ. Session 9

Presentation of special problems. No control group.

13. Session 10

Presentation of special problems. No control group.
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About a half hour before the end of the session (unless he obviously
was not finished, in which case the session would be continued to the
following week), the subject was informed that his work was to be re-
viewed. His output then was reviewed by tho' investigator with him to
elicit any additional information and particularly the reasons why par-
ticular design features wore incorporated. At the same time, the sub-
ject was questioned to determine whether: (1) he thought the input was
useful, (2) the i-put was understandable and meaningful, (3) he used
the input in deriving his design product, (4) the format of the input was
satisfactory, (5) the timing of the input was appropriate, and (6) any
additional information was needed.

At the close of the session he was handed the inputs for the next
stusion and asked to study them if he had sufficient time.

The progressive development of the experimental subsystem was
simulated by scheduling each subject individually for a minimum of 10
weekly three-to four-hour sessions (the length of the session depending
on their speed. A few subjects spent hours between sessions elaborat-
ing their design outputs, a tribute to their interest in the project). In
each session, the subject received incremnents of data corresponding to
those which he would ordinarily have received as system design pro-
gressed and became more complex. For example, in the first session
he would have available to him only the d&sign statement of work, plus
a list of personnel functions; by the fourth session he would have a vastly
increased amount of equipment information plus a preliminary task
analysis of operations; by the sixth sessioz, a time-line analysis, etc.
Naturally, he would have available to him at each successive test
session all the data (and his previous design outputs) from preceding
sessions. At each session, the subject would be asked to supply cer-
tain design outputs which the investigaf,-s hypothesized should be
affected by the PRD input for that session.

6. Determination of Design Outputs

The response secured from the subjects fell into two general classes,
attitudinal or subjective outputs, and application, or product outputs.

When a PRD input was first presented to a subject he was asked
(after he had reviewed the input) to indicate his personal response to
the input. By this is meant that the investigators sought to determine
how the subject felt about his immediate input; whether he understood
it, and if not, why; whether he felt he could use the input, and if not,
why; etc. Since the engineer must first be positively motivated to
accept an input before he applies it, subjective responses were secured
before proceeding to more objective outputs.
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After the subject completed his subjective evaluation of the input,
he was required to make use of the input by performing some engineer-
ing analysis or developing some engineering output, such as a drawing
to which the PRD input was related. He was required to make use of
the PRD input even though he may have indicated earlier that he could
make little use of it. This was because his subjective response might
or might not have been related to his objective output. (To anticipate
the data, certain inputs overtly rejected by the engineer were still of
value to his design in terms of, for example, reminding him of certain
parameters he had overlooked.)

Subjective Outputs

The kinds of subjtctive outputs to be sought of the subject were as
follows:

(1) Preference responses, e.g. , I will accept/not accept the input.

(2) Utility responses, e. g., I can/cannot apply the input to system
design.

(3) Knowledge responses, e. g. , I understand/do not understand
the input.

(4) Implication responses, e.g. , 1 draw the following implications
from the input; the following consequences result from the
input.

(5) Schedule responses, e.g., the input is too early/too late/ just
in time.

(6) Impact (effect) responses, e. g. , my design is/ is not influenced
by the input.

(7) Format responses, e.g. , 1 would prefer the iriput to be in Lhe
following format.

Although there was some slight overlap among these responses
(e. g., utility would seem to imply preference), each of these response
types was considered separately because they could be combined in
different ways, such as understanding an input but rejecting it as being
inappropriately timed.

Product Outputs

The subject's product outputs could fall into two general classes:
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(1) Analytic/decision responses, e.g., determination of functions,
specification of system/equipment characteristics and operat-
ing modes.

(Z) Drawing responses, e.g., physical layout of equipment. These
might be affected in any number of ways. For example:

(a) The number of components in a drawing could be increased
or decreased;

(b) The type of component, its function or the manner in which
it operated could be changed;

(c) Tasks might be added or deleted or their nature changed;

(d) The number and type of personnel required might be
modified, etc.

The specific design responses required of subjects are listed in
Table V under the heading "Required Output. "1

The eaigineer's subjective responses (e.g., attitudes, preferences)
may more directly indicatco the utility of the PRD input than do his de -
sign outputs. The engineer had an opinion specifically about an input
(e. g., yes, it is useful; no, it is not); his design output, such as a
drawing, was influenced by a number of factors, only one of which might
be the PRD input. Consequently, it might be more difficult to differ-
entiate the effect of that input on the drawing from the other influential
factors (e. g. , cost, reliability and safety con3iderations).

Note that to extract the necessary data from subjects, the equivalent
of an in-depth interview (debriefing) was conducted with subjects to ex-
plore the rationale for their responses.

7. Determination of Specific Measures

The measures of the effectiveness of MR and PRD inputs on sub-
system design were derived from the specific objectives of the study
(see page 14 ). To understand the rationale for these measures, it is
necessary to consider them in terms of the overall experimental design
of the study. This study design and its related effectiveness measures
are discussed in detail in the following section.
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C. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

Introduction

To explain the reason why the experimental design for this
study was created the way it was and the reasons for the various
analyses which were performed, this sub-section has been
organized in terms of the specific questions which the study was
designed to answer.

1. Do Differences in Manpower Requirements Influence Sub-
system Design?

Quantitative Analyses

The six subjects were divided into two groups which received
different personnel requirements in their design statement of work
(SOW). Subjects in one group of three received as part of their
SOW the requirement that they minimize the skill demanded of the
operating personnel. This group was termed the Low Skill/High
Number (of personnel) group, henceforth to be referred to as the
LS/H# group, because in any design tradeoff the engineer-subjects
could compensate for minimizing skill level by increasing the
number of personnel they required.

Subjects in the second group of three (High Skill/Low Number
(of personnel) or HS/L# group) received as part of their SOW
(otherwise identiýal-wit'f '_of the other group) the information
that highly skilled personnel would become available as operators
for their sabsystem, and that consequently *n any design tradeoffs
they should minimize the number of personnel they required.

Presumably if the differing personnel requirements influenced
the engineers' design, it would be reflected in the characteristics
of the design outputs they produced (e. g. , function flow diagrams,
number and type of equipment components, operaLtag problems
anticipated, etc. ).

Two general types of measures could be utilized in comparing
the two experimental groups. Since each session r-quired a
specific design output, it would be possible to compare the perform-
ance of the two groups on a session-by-session basis. A list of the
session-by-session analyses performed' is presented in Table VI.

Alternately, one could expect that the overall subsystem design
would be influenced by personnel requirements. -ThiaFt overall design
would consist of the following design outputs produced during the
testing and accumulated at the conclusion of the study:
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TABLE VI

QUANTITATIVE MEASURES OF THE EFFECT

OF PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS AND PRD INPUTS

1. Session 1

Comparison of flow diagrams produced by the experimental and con-
trol subjects is as follows:

(1) The mean number of personnel-related functions produced by
tl'e experimental groups contrasted with the mean number of
personnel-related functions for the control group.

2. Sessions 2-3

Comparison of experimental and control subjects in terms of the total
number of personnel-related equipment items listed by subjects in
completing their RAS.

3. Session 4

Comparison of experimental and control subjects in terms of:

(1) Total number of contrci-display hardware items noted.

(2) Comparison of manpower estimates.

4. Session 5

As jn Session 1, comparison of experimental and control subjects in
terms of:

(1) Number of maintenance/test equipment items listed.

(2) Manpower estimates.

5. Sessions 6a and 6b

Using the combined outputs of Sessions 6a and 6b (control panel lay-
outs and operating procedures), a quantitative estimate of personnel
performance (in probability terms) was made.

6. Session 7a

Comparison of experimental and control subjects in terms of number
of operating problems described.
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TABLE VI (concluded)

7. Session 7b

The eqaipment list supplied in this session was evaluated, together

with the equipment descriptions, by specialists in pricing, reliability,

safety and design specialists to secure rankings of the subsystem

designs. The six designs were ranked in terms of the four sets of

criteria individually and then a mean rank for each design was estab-

lished. The rankings also were intercorrelated.

8. Session 8

Comparison made of the number and type of design changes recom-

mended to satisfy changed personnel requirements.

9. Sessions 9 - 10

(1) Consistency of rankings given to design parameters, subsystem

inputs, informational and manpower requirements.

(2) Mean rank order given to various developmental and informa-
tional inputs, e. g., equipment requirements, number of

personnel available and task descriptions.
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(1) control panel drawings, schematics, function flow
diagrams;

(2) equipment descriptions, tolerances and bill of
materials;

(3) operating procedures.

If one took these three products as a whole, it would be possible
to compare the performance of the two groups in terms of the

adequacy of their overall subsystem designs. This type of compari-
soi., utilizes what are generally termed as "system effectiveness"
measures. They can be applied only to an evaluation of completed
subsystem deaigns, not to output responses to the individual inputs.
The reason for not applying them to individual output responses is
because these measures are uniquely fitted for evaluation of total
system complexes, ratlhir than parts of systems.

Five types of subsystem design analyses were possible:

(1) Cost. Cost is taken to mean the cost required to fabricate
andor procure the first production model of the system,
including required maintenance equipment. Because of
study limitations of time, and money, it does not include
research and development, testing, operating or support
costs which would be included in a thorough analysis of
life cycle costs.

(2) Design adequacy. Design adequacy is defined as the sub-
system's potential for efficient performance based on its
physical configuration. Although this evaluation must by
its nature be subjective, it is measured by criteria such
as satisfaction of all required sul-system functions, sim-
plicity of operation and redundancy of elements where
required.

(3) Safety. Sfety involves two factors: personnel hazard
androtection of the equipment from catastrophic failure.
The specific assumptions utili'zed in the safety evaluationare listed in Appendix II.

(4) Reliability oi performance: equipment. Reliability is the
probabilitýy o a device performing ifts purpose adequately
for a period of time intended under the operating conditions
eircountered. Simply stated, it represents the probability
of successful operation. in the context of the present
study, a reliability measure of the sulbsystem design
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indicates quantitatively how well designed the subsystem is
for performance. (Obviously, the design adequacy and
equipment reliability measures are related, the former
representing a mioe subjective evaluation of performance
probability but probably containing some elements not con-
tained in the latter.) It is hypotheaized that a more effective-
ly designed subsystem--one of the hallmarks of which would be
the consideration of personnel factors in the design -- should
have a higher reliability. A detailed description of the pro-
cedures by which subsystem design reliability is estimated
would be of interest largely to the equipment reliability
engineer; hence it is included in Appendix II.

(5) Reliability of performance: personnel. To the extent that
personnel requirements and PRD inputs are .,corporated in
subsystem design, one would expect that the anticipated re-
liability of subsystem personnel performance would be con-
siderably increased. The personnel component of overall
subsystem reliability (commonly termed "human reliability")
should be most directly, immediately related to personnel
inputs, whereas equipment reliability would be only indirectly
affected by such inputs.

Hence it was decided to make a human reliability estimate of
the completed subsystem designs and to compare this estimate
with the equipment reliability estimate of the same design.

Because the technique for developing human reliability esti-
mates is quite new, there is some point to describing it in
detail.

Human reliability in ices predict the effectiveness with which
personnel will utilize the system in the operational environ-
ment. The technique, which is a,, application of reliability
engineering procedu'res to human performance problems, is
discussed in brief in Hornyak (1967).

Briefly, the technique involves four major steps:

(1) Analysis of the system -r subsystem into discrete measure-
able units. The technique takes advantage of the usual task
analysis or- -in the case of the present study, the operating
procedures and control panel diagrams developed by eacil
subject--to derive these units, each of ,.'hich contains Lnform-
ation concerning the operator's behavwor in terms of inatiat-
ing stimali, mediating processes, and motor responses.
Consequently, the major work involved in applying the tech-
nique is already performed as part of the usual subsystem
analysis.
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(2) Analysis of the subsystem operations in terms of certain
parameters of correct performance of the unit. The list of
13 parameters includes such aspects as the presence or ab-
sence of feedback, the degree of stress imposed on the
operator, type and number of stimuli presented, etc.

(3) Assignment of predictive values (probability of successful
task unit performance) to the behavioral units. This is done
on the basis of tables of expected probabilities derived from
data found in the experimental literature. (Tables of predic-
tive values are included in Hornyak (1967)). For each
parameter found influencing the behavioral unit, an expected
decrement of performance is ascertained from the tables,
and that decrement is subtracted from 1. 0 (so-called "optimal"'
performance) to secure a probability of successful task
performance.

(4) Combination of unit probabilities into a total, unitary figure of
merit reflecting the overall expected probability of successful
utilization of the subsystem. The individual unit probabilities
are combined mathematically on the basis of the independence/
dependence relationships among the units.

The whole approach parallels the development of reliability indices
describing the expected probability of equipment functioning. Although
the technique is still embryonic and depends a great deal on the avail-
ability of performance data from the experimental literature, it appears
perfectly suited for application to the problem of comparing design
configurations.

Qualitative Analyses

During the simJated development cycle (at session 8), the personnel
requirements given the two groups of subjects were modified by exchang-
ing these requirements between the two groups. In other words, the LS/H#
group had the number of r-:rsonnel available to them cut in half (the precise
number depending on the subject's own manpower estimate developed in
sessimi 4), but the skill level of the remaining crew members was corres-
pondlngly raised. The HS/L# group had the number of personnel available
to them raised (depending on their original manpov;er estimates) but the
skill level has correspondingly reduced.

The subjects were then required to analyze their previous design con-
figurations in terms of the new personnel requirements. Presumably,
if the reversed requirements had any effect, they should result in revised
designs.
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Information concerning the influence of personnel requirements was
also secured by interviewing the engineer-subject, particularly at the
conclusion of the first session and during sessions 9 and 10. Since the
initial personnel requirements were contained in the SOW which was the
primary input for session 1, subjects could be asked the following ques-
tions: How do you think the personnel requirements in the SOW will
affect your design? Do you think they will have any significant effect on
your design? In what way? Similar questions were asked at the conclu-
sion of session 8.

Several of the questions in sessions 9 and 10 (see Appendix I) dealt
with the influence of varying numbers and types of personnel on equipmerZ
design. For example, in one question, subjects were asked how they would
design a propellant transfer system if only two personnel were available;
or to contrast the effect on their design of Marquardt technicians vs. Air
Force personnel.

2. Do Personnel Resources Data Inputs Have a Significant Effect on
Equipment Design?

Quantitative Analyse s

The most effective way of demonstrating that a personnel resources
data input has an effect on design is to contrast the performance of sub-
jects who have been exposed to that input (i. e. , experimental subjects)
with the performanrce of other subjects who have not received that input
(i. e., control subjects). Although it is somewhat unrealistic to assume
the absence of any PRD inputs at all in the development of a system
created to miltI•-y specifications, it seemed worthwhile to maximize the
opportunity of demonstrating that under optimal conditions the PRD input
will have a significant effect on design.

Consequently, in addition to the two experimental groups, it appeared
worthwhile to add a control group which did not reccive the PRD input. It
was undesirable, however, to segregate two or three of the six subjects
as a permanent control group. This would create the artificial situation
referred to previously of a group of design engineers who never experi-

enced PRD inputs through the simulated developmental sequence. More-
over, it would drastically reduce the number of subjects exposed to each

experimental variable.

Consequently, it was decided to create a control group by systemat-
ically selecting two different subjects in each test session who would not

receive the PRD input for that session.

Thus, in session 1, subject 3 in both groups acted as a control by not

receiving the PRD input; all others received their appropriate inputs.

Note that all subjects, both experimental and control, always received
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their equipment inputs in every session; the control subjects differed
fr-rni thiexerimental subjects only in not receiving th. PRD input.

In session 2, subject 2 ia both groups acted as a control, while all
other subjects (including those who in the previous session had acted as
controls) received both equipment and PRD inputs. The control subjects
who in session 2 became experimenal subjects now received the PRD
input they missed in the previous test session (1); however, it did them
no good for that previous session's work. They were given the PRD in-
put, however, so that they could catch up with the other subjects in their
group.

This piocess was continued throughout the test sessions as shown in
Tabl, VII, with the exce- `on of sessions 8, 9 and 10, which were pre-
sented to all subjects in the same manner.

The major advantage with this procedure of selecting control subjects
was that, first, it avoided the artificiality of eliminating all PRD inputs
for the control group; second, it permitted us to examine what the subject's
reaction to the PRD input was when it arrived late. Obviously, when a sub-
jezt who was a control in session 2 received the PRD input for session 2
in session 3, that input was, as far as '-e was concerned, late for the de-
sign work he performed in the previous s'es-ion. Finally, while only two
subjects formed the control group, their variability was representative of
the entire subject population, which made them much more representative
of the engineering population as a whole.

The one disadvantage of this scheme, however, is that it permits u.-
to compare the performance of experimental and control subjects only
within each session.

Qualitative Analyses

The effect of individual PRD inputs on equipment design was also de-
termnined subjectively, by asking the engineer the following typical ques-
tions during the debriefing which concluded each session:

(1) Does the new input(s) provide you with enough information to
perform the paft....±lar design output required?

(2) Did you find the (session PRD input) useful in performing
today's task?

(3) Could you apply this information (i. e. , PRD input) to your
(design) analysis?

(4) What equipment design implications can you draw from the
(PRD input)?
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TABLE VII

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN FOR STUDY

Sessions

Group Sa 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

LS/H# 1 0 0 X 0 0 X 0 0 0 0
2 0 X 0 0 X 0 0 0 0 0
3 X 0 0 X 0 0 X 0 0 0

HS/L# 1 0 0 X 0 X 0 0 0 0
2 0 X 0 0 X 0 0 0 0 0

3 X u 0 X 0 0 X 0 0 0

Reversal of personnel
requirements

Special problems

Ss - Subjects
0 - Experimental Subject
X - Control Subject
LSIH# - Low Skill/High Quantity
HS/Il# - High Skill/Low Quantity
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During sessions 9 - 10, subjects were asked to rank the priority of
various parameters (e. g., equipment characteristics, cost, reliability,
accessibility) to be ccnsidered during the design of various subsystems,
and to rank the relative importance of all the inputs provided to them
during the study.

Summary of Experimantal Measures of Manpower Requirements and
Personnel Resources Data Impact

The categories of experimental measures possible to answer the
questions regarding impact of MR and PRD can be summarized as follows:

(1) To determine the effect of PRD data on design: session-by-
session comparisoms between all experimental subjects corn-
bined and the control subjects.

(2) To determine the effect of manpower requirements on design:

(a) Session-by-session comparison between HS/L# and
LS/H# groups.

(b) Total subsystem design comparisons (i. e. , reliability,
cost, safety, design adequacy) of designs produced by
HS/L# and LS/H# groups.

(c) The effect of changing manpower requirements after
subsystem design has been completed (session 8).

Note that it is impossible to make total subsystem comparisons be-
tween experimental and control groups, because in the present experi-
mental design there is no clearly distinguishable control group as a
aro , all subjects having at one time or another participated inFe- study
as control subjects.

One other general statement concerning the experimental design
should be made. Tests of significance between experimental treatments
(e.g., between HS/L# and LS/H# groups, and between these groups com-
bined and control subjects) were not possible because the number of
subjects in any comparison was never more than four. Moreover, session-
by-session data could not be combined to increase the number of dbta
points because each session involved a somewhat different design output.
Comparisons between the various groups in terms of their design outputs
have therefore been confined only to reporting of means. It is. therefore,
necessary to look for measures of significance in terms of the consistency
of results. If one group or the other is consistently higher or lower than
the other, then the likelihood that a genuine phenomenon exists.
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The rankings made by subjects in sessions 9 and 10 were tested
for consistency by the Kendall W statistic (Siegel, 1956). The Spearman
rank order correlation was employed on one ranking item (see Table 13)
to determine the relationship between rankingo of the present subjects
with those of the previous studies. Rankings of the overall subsystem
design outputs were correlated using the W statistic.

3. At What Stage of Subsystem Development do MR and P171D Inputs Have
Their Greatest Input on Equipment Design?

Because this study did not vary the sequence in which PRD inputs were
presented to subjects, it is impossible to present any quantitative data on
this point. However, it was possible to infer the usefulness and impact of
the individual PRD inputs as a function of stage of development by asking
questions such as the following at the conclusion of each session:

(a) What information would you ordinarily receive at this stage of
system development? Would this information be sufficient?

(b) Is the PRD input (presented at this session) too early, too late
or just right in time?

(c) What additional information would you want to have?

(d) If you knew the number and type of personnel you were going
to have, would this help you in performing the design task?

4. In What Form are PRD Inputs Most EffectivedyUsed by Designers?

Again, the information relative to this question is largely qualitative.
The following questions asked of the engineer during the individual session
debriefings are pertinent:

(a) Do you have any difficulty understanding the personnel input?
Why?

(b) Where two versions of the same PRD input were presented,
which version did you finid more useful?

In addition, one of the questions presented during sessions 9 - 10
dealt with the form in which personnel requirements were supplied in thc
design SOW. These requirements varied in format from the qualitative
and general to the quantitative and highly specific. Subjects were asked
to anticipate the impact of the various requirements if they were required
to design to these.
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"5. What is the Design Engineer's Concept of Human Factor3 in System

_"r---- gn and Vis Attitude Toward PRr Tnp1UT?

Quantitative Analys i__s

By asking the design engineer to supply matpower estimates at
session 4 and at the conclusion of the study, it is possible to determine:

(a) If he had a concept of the manning required by his subsystem
(that is, whether or not he could estimate the number and type
personnel needed);

(b) The consistency of his manning concepts as additional inputs
were provided;

(c) The relationship of his manning concept to the particular type
of debign concept he developed?

For example, it is possible to analye the consistency of the designer's
manning concept by determinina if it changed over the courne of the study.
The validity of that manning concept is determined by correlating his de-
sign concept (categorized in automation terms as, completely automated,
partially automated and remote-manual) with the number of personnel he
felt he needed to man his subsystem. If the correlation was high, one could
say the engineer's marining concept was realistic; if it was low, it was un-
realistic.

Qualitative Analysis

Engineer attitu:ies toward PRD inputs and human factors as a whole
were dectermA.Led by analysis of subject reactions to individual PRD inputs
and to questions asked in the debriefing sessions at the conclusion of
individual sessions. In this respect, it should be reiterated that the in-
vestigator was not limited to a fixed schedule of questions, and that the
specific questions asked invariably led to an in-depth interview.

6. How Does the Manner in Which the Engineer Designs Affect the
"Ut~tiiation 3:. FD Inputs7

The engineer's design style was determined by analysis of the follow-
ing indices:

(-) TIe speed with which he developed kus initial equipment con-
figuration;

(b) The amount and quality of the analysis he performed prior to
and during the development of the equipment configuration;
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(c) The nuar ber and extent of changes to that configuration as
testing progressed;

(d) The design -rit*exia he reported using as the basis of his design;

(e) Expressed attitivis of a,:c-ptance or rejection of PRD inputs;

(f) The practices he reported as being characteristic of the manner
in wLich he ordinarily designs.

These were analyzed in relation to the following PRD utilization
factors:

(1) Usefulness of the PRD inputs provided;

(2) Timeliness of the PRD information supplied;

(3) Intelligibility of the PRD informiation;

(4) Applicability of the PRD inputs to ti-e design outiputs;

(5) Implications for design drawn by the engineer from the PRD
input.

7. H-ow Available is Information aa a Whole to the Engineer During Desin•?

Data on this point was secured from questions such as the following:

(a) Do yoa have ex•ough (equipment and personnel) intormation aoout
(the design task presented) to accomplish your task?

(b) What additional information would you want to have about (the
design task presented)?

(c) What information would you ordinarily receive at this stage of
system development? Would this information be sufficient?

(d) When would you ordinarily expect to receive information of this
ý,ort 'e. g., the PRD input)?

(e) Could you (would you) have derived this information (presented
at the individual session) on your own?
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SECTION III

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

A. RESULTS

Introduction

Before proceeding to the specific study results, it may be
helpful to the reader if he refers to Appendix III, which presents
some representative design outputs which subjects produced and
which will give him a better "feel" for the nature of the design
process. The following is a list of the outputs illustrated in
Appendix MI:

(,) Figures 12 and 13 are two schematic diagrams developed by
subject K during the first session, with minor changes made
as simulated development progressed.

(2) Table XV is a partial copy of the equipment description which
accompanies that flow diagram.

(3) Figure 14 is an initial control panel sketch by subJect D.

(4) Table XVI is a copy of a detailed operating procedure which
accompanies the schematic diagram in (1) und the control
panel sketch in (3).

(5) Table XVII is a copy of a representative list of hardware com-
ponents created by subject J.

These samples indicate the rather substantial amount of detail
to which the subjects went in their design.

Because of the complexity of the study results, w,. will summar-
ize the study results before we proceed to specific details. The
organization of this section is outlined as follows:

A. Summary of study results:

B. Detailed results categorized by the individual
questions which the study sought to answer.
Under each question, then, in the following
order the reader will find

1. Quantitative dat. pertaining to the individual
qttestion;
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2. Qualitative data relevant to ýhat question;

3. Conclusions reached with regard to the question.

Summary of Results

(1) Do differences in manpower requirements influence subsystem
design?

(a) Session-by-session data provide somewhat ambiguous re-
suits. With the exception of session 4, where the HS/L#
engineers listed significantly more control-display hard-
ware needed to operate their aubsystems, the other
differences between the LS/H# and HS/L# groups were
small and not particularly significant.

(b) Session 8 results (in which personnel requirements were
exchanged between the LS/H# and HS/L# groups) indicated
that half the subjects would make some Lhange in their
subsystem design, if not in the physical hardware itself,
,nen in the subsystem operating procedures. There was,
however, considerable resistance to the idea of changing
design at that late date, even though for LS/H# subjects
the reducticn in the availability of personnel inade their
subsystems inoperable.

(c) The LS/H# group had a substantial superiority in equip-
mer, reliability over the HS/L# group, which may be
attributed in part to the need to compensate in their design
for the requirement to design the subsystem for lower
skilled personnel.

(d) When subjects rated /see Table VIII) the anticipated
effect on design of various personnel requirements in the
SOW, those requirements which were conci ete, precise
and quantitative were rated as highly influential on design;
thote formulated in general less specifically design rele-
vant terms were rated as having elight or no effect upon
design.

(e) Apparently, when perso•inel requirements are sufficiently
specific to the new design and when they constrain design,
they do have an important effect upon that design. In the
present study, the effect of personnel requirements was
not as high as it should have been for several reasons:
(1) the personnel requirements specified in the experimental
SOW set high upper limits so that they did not constrain
these subjects, (2) although subjects indicated that skill
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level and personnel quantity are independent parameters
ki. e. higher skill level does not compensate for fewer
personnel and vice versa), the combination of skill le-vel
and personnel quantity in the groups tended to cancel out
their dilferential effect, and (3) the r6sponse to personnel
requirements tends to be quite idiosyncrat-c.

(f) Acting on the hypothesis that differences in personnel
requirements should be reflected also in engineer's man-
ning concepts, we asked subjecto to estimate the manning
needed for their subsystems durinR the fourth session
and at the end of the study.

(g) The engineer also independently develops a manning con-
cept, in some cases simulta•eouisly with the creation of
the design configuration, in other cases (developed later),
as a deduction from that design configuration. This con-
cept includes both personnel number and skill level param-
eters, but does not include training,

(h) The LS/H# group estimated a mean of 8. 3 personnel, and
the HS/L# group estimated a mean of 6. 0 personnel, well
below the upper limits set by the SOW of 12. The results
are consistent with the hypothesis described in (a) herein.
In all cases, during debriefing interviews, subjects re-
sisted the idea of using lesser skilled personnel.

(i) Manning estimates were almost completely uwvarying
throughout the simulated design 1 rocess. The QQPRI in-
put, which itv-iated from subjects' estimated manning,
did not r-&use them to change that manning. As described
pre~viously, engineers are highly reeistant to suggested
changes, once the basic subsystem configuration (which
would include the estimated manning) is established.

(j) There was little correlation between the engineers' man-
ning concept and the type of subsystem he developed.
For example, the completely automated desig"i required
three times as many men as the semiautomated design and
more than the remote-manual subsystems. This suggests
that engineers' manpower concepts aý,e not realistic.

(Z) Do Personnel Resources Data Inputs Have a Significant Effect on
q~uip me n' l- E s z
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(a) The primary analysis here is between experimental
(those receiving PRD inputs) and control (thosc not
receiv•ng PRD inputs) subjects on a session-by-session
baiuis. Comparisons between these groups are available
for five sessions. In threc of the five sessions, the ex-
perimental subjects produced a larger number of p',rxor.-
nel-related design outputs (e. g. , larger numnbcr of
control-display hardware items listed) than the control
su11 .,cts. In one session (the first) the difference between
eyperimntal and control subjects was essentially zero,
viiile in another seesion the difference was in favor of the
control subjects. It appears then that the PRD inputs do
have an effect on deoign outputs, but the effect is less than
one would desire.

(b) Expressionn of opinion from the subjects in debriefing
inter--iews indicated that .half the subjects felt that PRD
inputs were of some ialue, while the other half did not.
Even where the PRD input was rejected by the engineer,
it served a useful purpose as a reminder of factors the
engineer may have overlooked (session 5).

(c) Several reasons for this less than maximal PRD effective-
ness were noted: (1) the engineer responds to an input
primarily in terms of its importance as a design constraint;
most PRD inputo are purely information or predictive. Half
the subjects indicated that PRD inputs would have had a sig..
nificant effect on their design if they had been included as
requirements in the SOW, (2) engineers had difficulty inter-
preting the significance of PRD inputs (e. g., skill leve!
description) in design-relevant terms, and (3) because the
design concept is developed so rapidly, many PRD inputs
supplied in later design stages have been anticipated by
engineers.

(3) At What Stage of Subsystem Development do MR and PRD Inputs
Have Their Greatest Effect cn Equipment Design?

Because the engineer develops the hardware details of his
design concept so rapidly (the basic concept was complete for
all subjects in session V, and because he is responsive primarily
to design requirements and constraints (which a-e usually in-
cluded in the design statement of work, to which all ubjects re-
ferred most often), MP. and PRO inputs have their greatest
impact on equipment design whun they are incorporated as part
of the statement of work which initiates that design.
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(4) In What Forms are PRD Inputs Most Effectively Used by Designers?

(a) The relevant evidence is derived from debriefings at the con-
clusion of irdividual test sessions and from rankings of PRD
inputs made in sessions 9-10. Although the most important
inputs to the enginieer are his SOW and other equipment in-
formation, because these supply him with data on design
requiremo nts and constraints, the most important PRD inputs
to the engineer are the performance requirements data on
the Requirements Allocation Sheets, personnel-equipment
analyses (e.g., control-display memoranda), lists of tasks
and task descriptions. Note that these are all relatively
concrete and interpretible in terms of subsystem operations.
A PRD input is preferred to the extent that it describes or
can be easily related .o concrete operations. Least useful
to engineers is information dealing with training require-
ments, personnel availability, time-line analyses, probabil-
ity of task completion and personnel descriptions, because
these are relatively abstract in character.

(b) Some of the same reasons which determine the overall
effectiveness of PRD inputs are responsible for determin-
ing which of these inputs are most useful. The engineer's
overwhelming concentration on physical parameters and
his unawareness of human factors ensure that the only PRD
inputs he can use are those which cati be most clearly tied
to physical parameters, e. g., lists of tasks and task
descriptions which he interprets as operating procedures;
personnel-equipment analyses which deal with relatively
molecular aspects of the equipment configuration, etc.
As was referred to earlier, the engineer lacks the ability
to interpret data phrased in behavioral terms, like skill
level, proficiency, difficulty, etc., so that in order for
PR!?P inputs incorporating such concepts to be accepted,
tho,.y must be rephrased in terms closer to the engineer's
experience.

(5) What is the Design Engineer's Concept of Human Factors in System
Design and His Attitudes Toward PRD Inputs?

(a) There was a general tendency on the part of engineers to ig-
nore operator considerations in the very brief analysis
which preceded his development of the subsystem configuration.
Because )f the emphasis upon safety, personnel factors related
to design for safety were a major expressed consideration in
his design.
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(b) The engineer has a concept of the personnel subsystem
as being largely human engineering of the molecular
"knobs and dials" type. Hence, he conriders that most
PRD inputs should be provided relatively late in sub-
system design.

(c) The engineer generally considers the personnel aspects
of the subsystem as deriving from and depende!nt upon
equipment characteristics. He rtsists the concept of
personnel resources analysis being a -art-er in the sub-
systen, configuration or as controlling it ir. any manner.

(6) How Does the Manner in Which the Engineer £Deiigns Affect the

Uti/ization of PRD Inputs?

(a) Most important in terms of its effect upon the engineer's
use of PRD is the excessive speed with which he proceeds
to develop his design concept. In every case, this concept
was fully developed by the end of the first test session,

The consequences of the speed with which he devebps the
hardware details o.f hib design are that the system analytic
process, during "ich human factors involved in the design
would be coniluder-. , is highly compressed, so that in fact
there ia 'iggle or no :onsideration of human resources
prublem s.

(b) That the initial system concept is modified in only very
minor d&tails as design progresses is also quite important.
Consequentiy, most of the PRD supplied after the start of
design are essentially irrelevant to the engineer. PRD can
rither ccacincide with the engineer's system concept, in
which case they serve merely to reinforce that concept,
or they will conflict with that concept, in wi~ich case they
will be ignored or rejected.

(c) The major reasons for the speed with which the engineer
designe is his reliance on his past experience and his use
of the design stereotypes which he brings to the design
problem.

(d) The engineer relies primarily on inputs which are inter-
preted by him either as design requirements or design
constraint:.. T'±us, the major information sotyrce for the
engineer is the SOW and associated equipment information.
Hence, PRD which cannot be interpreted in this manner
are ignored.
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(e) Because the engineer designs primarily in terms of
requirements and constraints, many engineers resist
the introduction of information which may constrain
his design. The following antithetical attitudes are
expressed according to the engineer's characteristic
design style: either he prefers to receive as much
information as possible as a gui.de to his design or he
res',ts what he considers excessive information as
limiting his creative freedom.

(fI The subsystem d&signs produced by the engineer-subjects
5 show considerable variations in basic design concept.
L These differences are due to a number of factors: (1)

variation in the -aanner in which the originating design
SOW is inte.preted, in terms of the priorities placed on
design criteria described in the SOW, such as coat,
safety, reliab;iity, and (2) the experimental stereotypes
he possesses, such as rejection of automated systems
(in genera.) or rejection of manual systems (in general).
The major differences in design are reflected in diffe.-
ences in equipment and personnel reliability, safety and
cost.

(g) Three kinds of subsystem designs were developed: (1)
Four of the six could be described as rermotc rmaxual;
one as semiautomated and one as completely automated.
Three of the four remote manual systems were developed
by the HS/L# group; the two autormate' systems 'y the
LS/H# group. However, these differences cannot te
ascr'bed to varying personnel requirements, but rather
to the way the individual engineers interpreted the SOW.

1h) The design criteria which the engineer typically applies
in his design arc indidc-te6 by ranking supplied by sub-
jects in Item 9-I (see Tabic XIII. In orrder of decreasing
importance, these are: physical equipmert char r.ttristics,
reliability, cost, i;omplexity of operating procedures and
the effect of equipmr'nt :hiracteiiitics on personnel.

(i) The foregoing design process cha'act•cristiza are startingly
similar to characteristics observed with the 30 enginecrs
tested in the two previous st.'.dies by Meister and Farr (1966)
and Meister and Sullivan (1967).
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(7) How Available is Information as a Whole to the Engineer During
Desi ?

(a) Design engineers usually have less information han was
provided them in the study. This was particularly true
of PRD information. Engineers generally prefer as much
equipment-related information as possible, and as early
as possible, but this is true of PRD inputs only in the case

of certain subjects,

(b) In the subjects' opinions, the information provided them
in the study was more than sufficient for them to accom-
plish their design tasks. The only exception to this was
a lack of detail describing the characteri ,tics of the space
launch vehicle.

(c) Engineers felt that they could have developed certain types
of PRD information on their own, e.g., personnel/equip-
ment analyses and task data, i.e., information closely
related to the equipment functioning of the subsystem.
Howevev, they would not and could not have deveioped
QQPRI on their own.

Detailed Results

1. Do Differences in Manpower Requirements Influence Subsystem
Gonfigura-ions?

The six subjects were divided into two groups which received different
manpower requirements in their desi~n SOW. The LS/H# group received
the instruction that they minimize tie skill required of operating personnel,
even if it necessitated a larger number of personnel. Subjects in the HS/L#
group were required to minimize the number of operating personnel even if
it necessitated an increased skill level.

Quantitative Results: Session-by-Session Measures

Measures of the effect of manpower requirements on the design outputs
of the two groups are available from session-by-session analyses. These
results are based on all six subjects, since presumably the differing man-
power requirements werc cffective even when control siubjects received no
PRD inpu..s.

It was hypothesized that the HS/L# group would include in their sub-
system design a greater number of manual functions than would the LS/H#
group, because the former engineers would have more confidence in the
ability of higher skilled personnel to perform subsystem control tasks.
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"This hypcthesis assumed that a larger quantity of personnel would not be
considered by the engineers of the LS/H# group as compensating for the

L lesser skill of the personnel available to these designers. Consequently,
the LS/H# engineers would be more inclined to automate their subsystems.

(1) Session 1. Differences in number of personnel-related functions,
e. g., manual interfaces, and primarily manually operated valves
specified in the schematics produced by the two groups:

HS/L# LS/H#

S No. of Functions S No. of Functions

1 7 1 10
2 4 2 3
3- 3 3 8

Total "4 Total M
M 4.7 M 7.0

"The small number of subjects, as also the small number of
functions (perfectly understandable at this gross level of system
description), makes it impossible to draw any meaningful
statistical conclusions from the data. The differences do not
appear to be significant, however. These differences are largely
due to the degree to which the individual engineer initially detailed
his design.

(2) Sessions 2-3. In sessions 2-3, subjects were required to describe
the equipment which they would need to implement their design
concept. Again, the number of personnel-related equipment items
(e. g., manually operated valves) which they required is of interest.

The mean number of items noted by tWe HS/L# group is 58. 7; the
mean number for the LS/H# group is 68. 0. The individual values
are listed below-

HS/L# LS/H#

S No. of Items S No. of Items

1 35 1 43
2 59 2 70
3 82 3 91

M 58.7 M 68.0
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Again, because of the small number of subjects in each group,
any statistical comparisons would be meaningless. However,
these differences do not appear to be significant, again for the
same reason cited previously for session 1.

(3) Session 4. In this session, subjects were asked to list the con-
trol cdisplay hardware needed to run their systems. It is, there-
fore, possible to compare the two groups in terms of the number
of control-display hardware items they required. The results
are shown below:

HS/L# LS/H#

S No. of Items S No. of Items *
I 250 1 50
2 50 2 142
3 185 3 118

M 161.7 M 103.3

The difference here in contrast to the previous three sessions,
is quite substantial, but again the small number of subjects
prevents meaningful statistical comparison of the two groups.
The two subjects who responded with only 50 items were con-
trol subjects (i. e., those who had not received the PRD input
for that sessL.-). When control subjects are eliminated, the
difference is even greater, HS/L# subjects having a mean of
217 items, and LS/H# subjects having a mean of 130 items.

It is necessary to explain why the differences between the two
groups in session 4 are so grea' in contrast to the smail dif-
ference3 noted in previous sessions; and why the HS/L# group
produced more control display hardware, when in previous
sessions they had had fewer subsystem functions and manually
operated valves.

As indicated previously, it is hypothesized that the I-S/L# group
'elt it could assign more manual tasks to its small number of
personnel because these personnel were highly skilled. Conse-
quently, they permitted their techniciai-, to perform their tasks
manually (i.e., by switching controls in response to subsystem
display indications) whereas the LS/H# group felt that they had
to automate subsystem processes more because lower skilled
personnel could not be relied on. Since the HS/L# group de-
signed their su .tc;tm so that its control processes were to be
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"performed manually, they had to include a substantially
greater number of controls and displays to accommodate
these manual tasks.

The appar'ent reve-c:-1 between the results of session 4 and
sessions 1-3 (the -.1, .# group prodiucing a high number of
personnel z elated equipment in session 4, whereas they
produced a low number in sessions 1-3) is accouited for
by the fact that the listing of control-display hardware is a
much more direct, sensitive measure of response to man-
power requirements than is the listing of subsystem func-
tions and manually operated valves which are tind only
indirectly to manpower requirements. The manual valves
were required by all engineers because only in this way
can propellants from the storage tanks to the launch vehicle
could be performed in different ways depending on the degree
of aubmation in the design concept.

S(4] Session 5. In wession 5, subjects were presented with
m-intenance functions and tasks and asked to indicate the
maintenance/test equipment they would require to implement
their systems. It was hypothesized Lhat the group more re-
sponsive to personnel requirements would list more test
equipment. When the two groups are compared in terms of
the number of maintenance/test equipment items listed in
the equipment descriptions, the following appears:

HS/L# LS/H#

S No. of Items S No. of Items

1 0 1 2
2 3 5
3 1 3 1

M 1.3 M 2.7

The essential infoz :.;Ation which one can derive from session 5
is that subjects were not particularly maintenance conscious,
as evidenced by the low number of items they produced (one
subject requiring none). The difference between the two groups
cannot, therefore, be considered significant, even though the

"* iLS/H# group produced twice as many items ui test equipment
as the HS/L# group. The larger ,iumber of test equipment
items for the LS/H# group was due largely to one man (subiect
H) who designed the only completely automated subsystem and
who might, therefore, be expected to b! mo-e concerned about
mairtenance.
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(5) Sessions 6A and 6B. The outputs of these sessions were
esigne_-to be usede1 for analysis of the total subsystem design;

hence they will be discussed later.

(6) Session 7A. In session 7A, subjects were asked to list the
operating problems they could anticipate in the functioning of
their subsystems. A comparison can be made between the two
groups in terms of the number of personnel-related problems
noted by subjects. This is shown below:

HS/L# LS/H#

S No. of Problems S No. of Problems

1 7 1 6
2 18 2 9
3 12 3 9

M 12.3 M 8.0

The increased number of operating problems noted by the HS/L#
group can lbe explained in terms of the larger number of manual
functions (see results of session 4) which this group included in
their subsystem design. Since personnel were used by this
group to control the subsystem dii ectly (by swit-.h operations,
on the basis of displayed information), it could be assumed that
more operating problems would arise in this situation than in
the LS/H# designs where control operations were, despite the
larger number of personnel, more automated.

(7) Session 8. Session 8 results will be evaluated in the qualitative
subsection of this analysis, since the outputs produced during
this session do not lend themselves to quantitative evaluation.

(8) Sessions 9-10. Only one of the items presented in these two
sessions is iFelevant to the question of the influence of persor--
nel requirements in the SOW.

Fourteen statements representing requirements of varying
degree of concreteness, specificity and quantity were presented.
Subjects were required to indicate whether the individual state-
ment would (1) greatly affect design, (2) sliphtly affect design,
and (3) h,.. no effect on design, Unfortunately, subject cin-
sistency failed to be significant when tested with Kendall's IV
at the . 05 level. Thirteen uf these statements described various
types of PRD, e. g., personnel availability, maximum number
of personnel permitted, training, etc.
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TABLE VIII

RATINGS BY SIX DESIGNERS OF THE INFLUENCE OF

VARIOUS TYPES OF PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS UPON DESIGN

Number of Responses
in each Category* Requirement

item N!. 1 Ii III

1 6 In crder to avoid safety problems, all
subsystem operations will be performed

4 from a remote control station.

2 6 For reasons of economy, all subsystem
operations will be performed manually,
consistent with safety provisions.

3 6 Subsystem design and production of the
initial system cannot exceed $200, 000.

4 6 The following subsystem operations will
be performed manually: transfer of
propellant irom the railroad car to the

RSV; control of propellant temperature;
the addition or removal of incremental
amounts of propellant to '"top" the roc-
ket tanks; return of propellant from the
rocket tasks to the RSV; flush and purge
of the subsystem.

5 5 1 The maximum number of personnel in
the systerm operating crew w-ll be two.

6 5 1 Because of the nonavailability of exper-
ienced personnel, it is required that
all tasks with a difficulty index of two
or more shall be performed by auto-
matic means.

|.7 2 4 A maximum of 18 personnel will be
available for the operating crew.

8 3 2 I The subsystem will be operated by Air
IF orce personnel with no prior experJencP
exctpt a three- -nonths course in msslic

operations

Subjects were required to ,ndicate whether the .ndtvidual Satemnent 70. 7 d

(1) Greatly affect design. " :-t'v affect. design. (111) Have no att e " on

de s ign.
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TABLE VIII f

RATINGS BY SIX DESIGNERS OF THE INFLUENCE OF

VARIOUS TYPES OF PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS UPON DESIGN

Number of Responses
in Each Categury* Requirement

Item No. I II III

9 1 The subsystem will be operated by Air
Force personnel with an AFSC 3 skill
level.

10 The subsystem will be operated by Air
Force personnel with a 7 AFSC skill
level.

11 1 2 3 The capability of Air Force personnel
to operate the subsystem will be dem-
onstrated over a minimum of 20 oper-
ating cycles. No more than one error
in each operating cycle will be per-
mitted.

12 1 1 4 The satisfactory condition of all sub-
system operations performed by per-
sonnel will be verified by one or more
monitoring personnel before the next
subsystem functicr- can be initiated.

13 1 5 All Air Force personnel who will even-
tually operate the subsystem will be
trained and their capability to perform
verified by the contractor before being
permitted to operate the subsystem
without supervision.

14 6 It is anticipated that phasng out of
Titan I operational squadron will make
available a supply of personnel trained
to operatt and maintain the subsystem.

Subjects were required to indicate whether the individual statement would-
(I) Greatly affect design, (II) Slightly affect design; (III) i'ave no affect on
design.
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Leaving out the third item in the table (which refers to a cost
constraint) as not being relevant to the question, it is apparent
that for five ot the manpower requirements (Items 1, 2, 4, 5
and 6), at least five of the subjects considered that the poten-
tial effect of the requirement, if included in the SOW would be
to greatly affect design. Nine of the 1 3 requirement, (Items
1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10) wire considered by subjects
either greatly r ightl- affect design. The other four man-
power requiremnents (itemsiT-14) were considered by at least
five of the six subjects to have no effect on design. These four
requirements were the ones which, when the requirements were
deineloped initially, were deliberately made most general and
were phri sed in informational terms only; they deal with rela-
tively abstract concepts (e. g. , personnel availability, training,
etc. ).

Are these data the result of pure chance? The answ..r can be

derived by testing the distrF'ution of responses acrJss the
three categories by use of the Chi-square statistic.,

If these responses occurred by chance, the total number of
responses in each category would be 26 (i. e., number of sub-
jects, 6, times number of statements, 13, divided by the num-
ber of categories, 3). The distribution of responses in each
category is as follows:

I II Ill

Actual 36 23 19
Expected Z6 26 26

It is apparent that one must reject the hypothesis of responses
distributing themselvesi across the three categories by chance
at the 5% level. Chi-square equals 6. 04, 5. 99 being required
for significance at the . 05 level. One can say then with a fair
degree of con.idectce that when PRID statements are phrased
precise)y, as requirements, a&d are ielevant to concrete sub-
systeir operations (e.g., Items 1, 2, 4, 5 and 6), they will
influence design greatly; on the other hand, when PRD inputs
are non'specific and deal with what to the engineer are relatively
abstract concepts, (e.g., Items 11-14). they will have no
influence on design.S~I
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(9) Overall subsystem design comparisons. Each engineer's sub-
8-Yirm design was evaluated n terms of equipmrtnt reliabiiitv,
numan reliability, safety, design adequacy and cost. The com-
parisons are shown in Table IX.

The first thing one wishes to know is how consistent these eval-
uations are (e.g., whether the five evaluations correlate sig-
nificantly with each other).

Kendall's W meab'ire of consistency indicates tnit the rankings
of the various parameters which enter into overall subsystem
effectiveness are not significantly consistent (W = . 24),
Certain of the parameters are, however, highly correlated, i. e.
equipment reliability, human reliability, and safety. The lack
of overall consistency may result fr')m the subjective elements
entering into the safety and d..sign adequacy evaluations, or it
may be that the various aspects of system effectiveness cannot
be combined to form a single measure.

Nevertheless, for the extremes r-f the design di.9tribution, Lhe
agreement among the measures is quite marked. The design
(subject H) found to be most reliable from an equipment stand-.
point is also most reliable from a personnel -itandpoint and has
second ranking from a safety and dcsi r ade luacy standpoint.
Significantly, this design ia tne most costlv f's"ich is quite
understandable).

Subject K's design, which is least reliable from an equipment
standpoint is rated as least adeqLatety designed and almost as
costly as subject H's.

In terms of differences between the two gr,-,"ps, the L..S/H#
group has a mean equipment reliability of .9648, whereas. the
HS/L# group has a mean equipment reliability of .9267. A,-
though any statistical test of these differences would be mean-
ingless with an N of 3, it is apparent that if t:.e sanre range of
differences were reflec~ed in a larger group of engineers, Lhe
difference between the two groups would be highly significant.

The difference in equipment reliability may be - reflection ot
the same factors which caused the HS/L# 'roup tc incorporate
mc:-e manual tasks in their subsystem: the tact that they were
required to design for a more highly skilled set oý operalors
may have led them to do sign a less automated subs-stem awd
this in turn produced a lower mean eouipment reliability. Or
the other ,hand, the greater automation found in the dcsi 'ns of
the LS/H# group {a reflection of the fact that they were required
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to design for lesser skilled personnel) could have resulted in
higher reliability. This is a point which needs further investi-
gation and is raised here largely as a reasonable hypothesis.

The differences between the two groups in terms of human re-
liability are even more striking than are those of equipment
reliability. The mean human reliability for the LS/H# group
was. 8479; that of the HS/L# group was . 7252. This difference
cannot but be highly significant.

If we make the same hypothesis as before, that the LS/I-# group
automated their designs to compensate for their lesser ... Led
personnel, then the higher human reliability of this group re-
suits from deliberately removing the opportunity for human
error by eliminating manual functions. The converse of this
would also seem to be reasonable: the lower human reliability
of the HS/L# group resulted from the inclusion in their sub-
system designs of more manual tasks, thus permitting a greater
opportunity for human error.

The human reliability results do suggest the important influence
of manpower requirements. These results, however, should not
be interpreted to mean that a better subsyste,n design is automat-
icaliy produced by c'iminating human functions. The human re-
liability measure is directly responsive to the number of manual
tasks only and does not take into account the probability that more
highly skilled personnel would be less likely to make errors, even
when they had a greater opportunity to do so.

The differences between the two groups in terms of safety are
obviously so slight as to be insignificant. The difference in mean
ranking for design adequacy between the two groups is also so
sJight as to be meaningless: 3. 3. for the HS/L# group, 3. 6 for
the LS/H# group. Costs for the subsystems, when distributed
by group, are almost identical: the H-S/L# group having a mean
of $789, 000, the LS/H# group having a mean of $788, 000.

What do these results imply? Manpower requirements do seem to have an
influence on equipment and hum.an reliability, but none on safety, design and
cost. One possible reason for the iact that the latter indices failed to dif-
ferentiate the two groups is that they depend on rather global, subjective
rankings which may be comparatively Lisensitive to fine design variations.

The effect of manpower requirements on system effectiveness measures
is, however, probably not direct.

The effect oi any set of requirements, whether these be cost, reliability
or personnel resources, is filtered through a medium or barrier which
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attenuates the influence of those requirements. This medium or barriez.
is what has been termed in this report the engineer's idiosyncratic
"design style. " That design style consists of the engineer's interpretation
of the initial set of requirements and the established means he has of im-
plementing those requiremento through design. If the initial requirements
were not modified by the engineer's interpretation of their relative impor-
tance, and the means he employs to implement them, their effect on the
equipment configuration would probably be greater.

This can be clarified by reference to some individual subject examples.
The advantage in mean equipment reliability of group LS/H# was consid-
erably assisted by subject H, whose subsystem had the highest reliability.
Why? H's design was that of a completely automated subsystem involving
the use of two computers, one for backup. The reason H went to such a
design configuration was not particularly that he was influenced by the
personnel requirements expressed in the SOW (although the constraint of
having lower skilled personnel in his crew may well have reinforced
already existent design attitudes within him), but because he viewed the
time and reliability requirement in the SOW as more important than any
other. He felt he could .iot meeL the time and reliability requirements
in any way other than by automation. His interpretation of the severity
of the time and reliability requirements was :iot shared by the other
engineers. With his idiosyncratic design style, Subject H proceeded to
design a completely automated subsystem with special provisions against
the possibility of failure, either of equipment or personnel. Hence, his
high reliability and equally high cost.

Other subjects had other design styles. Subject K and several others
believed just as strongly in manual as opposed to automatic systems.
Subject K also interpreted the high reliability requirement in the SOW as
being of top priority, but solved that problem by including redundant com-
ponents rather than automaticity in his subsystem. K's increased numr-
ber of components cost hiyr dearly in terms of equipment reliability and
almost as much in terms of money.

Attention must, therefore, be drawn to the necessity of clearly ex-
plaining the priority to be accorded to design criteria in the SOW. If
cost is the essential factor in a subsystem, this must be indicated beyond
any shadow of doubt. The same is true of other design rr;-i-:ria. it does
not help the procuring activity to get the system it desires to include
equivocal statements such as, "The system will be designed to the highest
possible reliability commensurate with cost," or "The system shall be
designed to minimize the possibility of human error, within cost and re-
liability limitations." Such vague statements will force the engineer to
apply his own design criteria and design strategy which may or may not
coincide with those of the procuring agency. Possibly, the procuring
activity sbould apply an ordinal scale of priorities to the several require-
ments in the SOW. Tradeoi's between cost and reliability, cost and per-
sonnel requirements, etc., shunld be clearly indicated in the SOW.
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From the standpoint of personnel requirements, which are "foreign
territory" to most design engineers, these requirements must be
phrased unequivocably and emphatically. General statements reflecting
design goals such as, "The system shall be designed to take maximum
advantage of personnel capabilities" are practically meaningless to the
design engineer (and even to the personnel specialist). The explication
of personnel requiremen,'s in the SOW may not completely overcome the
effect of the engineer's peculiar design style and strategy, but it will
mitigate its effects.

Qualitative Analysis

Another way to determine the effect of personnel requirements on
design was to reverse the requirements for the two groups in session 8.
Subjects of the LS/H# group arbitrarily had the number of personnel they
had assigned themselves cut approximately in half (e.g. , from 12 to 6),
and the skill level of the reduced crew was substantialiy increased.
Subjects of the HS/L# group had their estimates of the number of person-
nel available to Lhem increased signiiicantly (e. g, , doubled or tripled
depending on the original estimate the engineer had made), and the skill
level of the new personnel reduced substantially.

"These changes in quantitative and qualitative manning produced changes
in equipment design, but certain subjects strenuously resisted design mod-
ifications. The flavor of the subject responses can be seen in the follow-
ing:

High Skill/Low # Group

(1) Subject K. He estimated 7; this was upped to 15. This subject
eit tMat the addition ot personnel would not compensate for their

r,•duced skill level. In terms of what he would do to modify his
design, he indicated he would )-nge his procedures; make them
more inflexible, more proceduralized (step by step), with noth-
ing left to the imagination. He might tend to automate more, but
felt that cost would negate this.

(2) Subject D. Estimated 8; upped to 15. This subject felt the change
was unreasonable but normal for system development. fie would
make changes only in the control area; would add some displays
and would eliminate checklists. fie felt that the lowered skili
level would require a more automatic system hence he would add
more interlocks.
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(3) Subject J. Estimated 3; upped to 10. This subject felt that the
chge in manning would not affect his design, because it was
already automatic and the automaticity was required because
of the reliability requirement.

Low Skill/High # Group

(1) Subject H. Estimated 9; cut to 6. This subject felt that the
change was unreasonable and that he could not maintain the
system with the reduced number of personnel. However, he
would not change his design configuration.

(2) Subject N. Estimated 4; cut to 2. This subject felt that the
system could be operated by two people, but one would have to
do away with the "buddy system" (i. e. , the requirement that
all personnel operations be performed by two men). He would
not change the physical design configuration.

(3) Subject S. Estimated 12; cut to 6. This subject would not change
his equipment configuration because of the change in skill level.
Since he had already designed the equipment for lower skilled
people, more skilled personnel would be able to operate it. How-
ever, he might modify the mechanical layout of his equipment,
i.e., centralize his control functions. He might change his con-
trol/display layout to be operated by two people, rather than
four. He would also put in a loudspeaker system to facilitate
communication.

It is apparent that some of the design engineers strenuously resisted
the modified manpower requirements, not only in session 8 but also in
debriefing interviews following the individual test sessions. Several
conclusions are possible:

(1) Personnel requirements do hAve some influence on hardware
design. However, when they are imposed on an already estab-
lished design, their effects are not manifested in the basic
design concept which remains intact, but on peripheral aspects
(e.g., controls and displays, communications, procedures).
The implication is that for personnel requirements to have suf-
ficient influence on the basic design concept, they must be
provided at or before the timý that design concept is developed.
This is reinforced by sul'jects' statements to essentially the
same effect.

(Z) Once he had created his design, the engineer resists the effect
of personnel requirements to the point of denying the obvious need
for a redesign. This implies that if the requirement had been
specified initially (before the design concept was developed), it
would have been accepted more gracefully. In other contextt,
this statement was made by a num'er of engineers.
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(3) Engineers do not feel additional personnel compensates for
reduced skill level. Thus, four lesser skilled technicians
are not considered equivalent to two more highly experienced
technicians. Skill is given a higher priority than number in
these subjects. Thus, the twe more highly skilled technicians
might be considered adequate to replace the four lesser skilled
technicians, but not vice versa. Vence, the skill parameter
appears to be partially independent -A the quantity parameter,
with skill being considered (within limits, of courie) capable
of compensating for reduced personnel numbers.

One may also ask how the engineer's manning concept is
influenced by manpower requirements. If the differing person-
nel requirements had any influence or the engineer-subjects,
it should have been reflected most irimediately in the nurmber
of personnel which the subjects estimated would be required
to maa their completed subsystem designs. In session 4, all
subjects were asked to estimate the number of personnel they
considered necessary to operate their subsystems. They were
asked to make the same estimate also at the conclusion of the
study. The table below indicates the manning estimates
provided.

HS/L# Group LS/H# Group

Number of Personnel Number of Personnel
O0ritgina Final Origna Tl Final-

Subject Manning Manining Subject Manning Manning

1 7 7 1 12 12
2 3 3 2 3 4
3 8 8 3 9 9

Group Mean 6.0 6. C Group Mean 8. 0 8.3

All subjects in the HS/L# group had lower manning estimates
than those of the LS/iH group, indicative t~hat these rcquire-
n-nts did have some effect on their ebtimatep of the manning
required. Unfortunately, the number .t subjects in this study
is too small to make any meaningful statistical teats ot
significance.

Also, with the exception of one subject (who has responding to
thc. "buddy" requirement for safety and hence added one man to
his original estimate as an afterthought), estimates were re-
markably consistent from session 4 to session 10. This suggests
two things:
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(a) Estimates of manning are developed quite early and are
apparently not influenced by the addition of equipment and
personnel information.

(b) Manning estimates are developed by the engineer himself, even
though he may not verbalize the@, formally until later in design.

Although subjects were roý formally asked for manning estimates
until the fourth session, their comments in the first two test sessions
showed that subjects had at least a rough concept of the number of per-
sonnel and the skill level needed to operate their subsystems. With
regard to skill level, all subjects felt that a subsystem with potential
hazards in it required highly skilled personnel. Although it was diffi-
cult for them to understand the terms in which the Air Force skill level
designations are phrased, subjects were acutely aware of the signifi-
cance of skill for the operation of their subsystems.

One would hope that the manning estimates would be influenced by
the QQPRI information provided in session 6. b. The following estimates
were provided as part of the PRD input for that session: HS/L# group:
9; LS/H# group: 12.

Note that this input caused no change in the original manning estimates
developed by engineers, suggesting two things:

(a) Manning estimates provided downstream in design have no effect
on the engineer's manning concept developed earlier.

(b) The design engineer is reluctant to modify his original manning
concept.

Presumably the engineer's manning concept should be related to the
nature of his subsystem design. This can be investigated by comparing
the manning estimates against the type of subsystem design developed.
The subsystem desigus can be described in terms of the following cate-
gories: remote-manual, serniautomated and completely automated,
representing an increasing order of automation. Logically, the more
automated the design, the fewer operating personnel should be required.

Four designs were classified (by the designers themselves) as r.--",te-
manual, one as semiautornated, and one as automated. The manning
involved is described below:
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Re mote-Manual Semiautoma ted Automated

Subject Manning Subject Manning Subject Manning

S** 17 J 3 H* 9
K* 7
N** 3
D* 8

Mean 7. 5

* - HS/L# Subject

** - LS/H# Subject

As in the previous studies, the present engineer-subjects designed on
the basis of very strongly felt experiential stereotypes. For example,
one subject "did not believe" in manual systems, while another believed
just as strongly that automated systems were "no good." Hence, the
choice of a design concept was probably not markedly influenced by the
personnel requirements levied on the individual engineer.

It is even more disturbing to find there is little or no correlation be-
tween the type of design proposed and the manning indicated by engineers
for theae designs. The one completely automated design required more
personnel than the mean of the group of four engineers who designed
manual systems. On the other hand, the semiautomated design required
substantially fewer personnel than either the completely automated or
manual subsystems.

This suggests very strongly that design engineers have a vcry inapprop..
riate concept of the manpower required to operate their systems. From
this, one can deduce that the services of professionally qualified man-
power estimators are required because one cannot rely on the engineer
to develop a manning concept appropriate to his subsysterr design.

Particular attention should be drawn to the fact that all engineers had
great difficu.ty in understanding the meaning of skill levels phrased in
the Air Force's "3, 5, 7-level" terminology. Although such designations
are undoubtedly useful for Air Force administrative purposes. they have
no meaning for design engineers. At the present time, little ýs known
about the parameters involved in the skill level concept, particularly
those aspects which relate to equipment design..

2. Do Personnel Resources Dat,a Inputs }HAve a Significant Effect ,.ri
r•quiment De s ign•

Quantitative Analyses

Irhe basic me.sure here t.,, the conm.parison between the otputs ,.,t the
experirnental and ho.se of " c.ntrol subiects (who did rnot reeive the



PRD input during the seesion in which they provided the output).
Control subjects varied from session to session; hence, it is impossible
to compare the results of one session with those of another, or to comr-
pare overall subsystem designs for control subjects. Results are avail-
able on a session-by-session basis only.

Session I

Inputs: Statement of work and personnel function
flow diagrams.

Design output: Number of personnel-related functions
specified in schematics.

Experimental Mean 5. 3
Subjects:

Control Mean 5. 5

Sessions 2-3

Inputs: (2) Partially completedRequirements
Allocation Sheets (RAS).
(3) Supplemental equipment information
and control/display memorandum.

Design Output: Number of per sonnel-related equipment
items specified.

Experimental Mean 75. 5
Subjects:

Control Subjects: Mean 39. 0

Session 4

Inputs: Additional equipment information and a
prelin inary optrations task analysis.

Design Output: Number of control -display hardware
itemrs noted.

Experimental Me~.n 173. 7
Subjects:

Control Subjects Mea n So. 0
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Session 5

Inputs: Requirements Allocation Sheets dealing
with Preventive Maintenance.

Design Output: Number of maintenance/test equipment
items noted.

Expe rimental Mean 2.3
Subjects:

Control Subjects: Mean 1.5

Session 7

Inputs: Complete QQPRI

Design Output: Number of operating problems anticipated.

Experimental Mean 8.5
Subjects:

Control Subjects: Mean 13.5

Again, it must be emphasized that with the small number of subjects
available (at each session four experimental and two control subjects)
the results can be indicative only. With this qualification it would
appear as if certain PRD inputs did have major effects (sessions Z, 3,
and 4). Certainly, the number of personnel related equipment and
control-di splay items noted were substantially greater for experimental
than for control subjects. The number of maintenance/test equipment
items produced by all subjects in session 5 and the number of operating
problems anticipated in session 7 were too small to draw any conclusions
relative to the hypothesis.

If one associates the type of PRD input with the individual test sessions,
it is possible to develop an explanation for some of 4he conflicts in these
results. Sessions 2-4, those with the most significant differences between
experimental and control subjects, presented PRD inputs which engineers
utilize most readily. These inputs are task performance requiremen'b,
personnel/equipment analyses (e. g. , control-display memorandum) and
preliminary task analysis.

In session 7, which showed a slight reversal between experimental
and control subjects, the experimental subjects had received the QQPRI
which listed many of the potential operating problems which the designers
had been asked to anticipate. It is possible that the engineers in the
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experimental group felt that they need only add certain problems to the
list already provided in the QQPRI. Since only these additional operat-
ing problems could be counted for the experimental-control group com-
parison, the number of these problems would be less than that produced
by the control group.

One may ask how, in view of the engineer's indifference to PRD inputs,
some of these inputs could exercise an influence on design outputs. What-
ever other specific value these inputs possessed, they were valuable from
the standpoint of "prodding" the engineer to consider certain aspects which
he had overlooked. For example, the memorandum of control-display
requirements may not have caused the designer to buy the particular con-
figuration described in the memorandum, but it caused him to think abouL
the need for controls and displays in general.

Likewise, when maintainability inputs were presented to subjects in
session 5, some of the engineers reported that they had completely for-
gotten up to that point about subsystem maintainability. The new input
then required them to modify their design somewhat. Thus, even when
it appears as if a particular PRD input has missed its mark because it
does not produce an immediate effect in terms of the design change for
which it was developed, it serves a useful purpose in reminding the
engineer of factors he might otherwise have ignored.

Qualitative Analysis

Results of the debrizfing episodes at the conclusion of each test session
produced varying responses to the question of PRD utility.

In the first two sessions, all subjects indicated that the PRD provided
would not be particularly useful at this stage of design, but that perhaps
it would be of more value later in the design process (later on being re-
lated to the creation of operating procedures, etc.). In this connection,
note that a PRD input was seen as useful when it could be immediately
(or eventually) tied to some concrete system design output, such as an
operating procedure.

In the third session, subject opinion was split as to the value of PRD.
Half the subjects i-dicated that they still saw no need for PRD, including
what was previously available. The other half indicated that they felt
some indication of the type and quantity of people as a definite necessity
at this design stage.

In later sessions, the utility of PRD inputs did not show significant
improvement, particularly because of inappropriate timing. That is,

decisions as to the number and location of control panels, for instance,
had been made by the individual designer far in advance of the arrival
of the memorandum describing human factors recommendations for these
items. This tendency of PRD to arrive too late to influence engineering
decisions was repeated at every stage of design.
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Three of the six subjects were consistently more positive in their
reactions to PRD inputs than the remaining three.

An analysis of subject characteristics (e. g. , years of experience,
educational bacKground, type of job responsibility) does not indicate
any particular factor, other than their attitude, which differentiated
them from nonreceptive engineers. This suggests that, if the subject
sample used in this study are representative of the entire engineering
population, there are many more engineers than had been suspected
who can be influenced to some degree by personnel resources re-quire-
ments. It also suggests the need to study engineers in greater detail
concerning what can be termed their "design style."

3. At What Stage of Subsystem Development Do Manpower Requirements
and Personnel Resources Data Have Their Greatest Effect on Equip-
ment Design?

The consensus of subject opinioa with regard to PRD inputs was that
they would have considerably greater impact if they were made available
either in conjunction with or soon after the SOW. Engineers indicated
that specific items of information, such as the number of personnel the
subsystem should utilize, recommended controls and displays, etc.,
would probably have a greater effect on equipment design if they were
presented as requirements within the SOW. Throughout the test program,
subjects reiterated that in order for PRD inputs to be particularly effec-
tive in influencing or changing an already established or about to be
established design they must either be provided early enough to act as
one of the initiators of the design concept or be a constraint or restric-
tion imposed upon the designer.

4. In What Forms are PRD Inputs Most Effectively Used by Designers?

With regard to the individual PRD inputs, the following car. be said:

(1) Statement of work, including definition of skill level and flow
diagrams ot •T-sonnel functions. Because these inputs were
nurely informational (i. e. , not phrased as requirements), they
were considered by engineers as having no influence on design.
This does not conflict with the statements made immediately
above. These inputs would have been effective had they been
phrased as requirements and included in the SOW. As purely
information data, they were thought to be more appropriate to
a later design stage. The reason for this is that engineers
typically feel that personnel data as data should be outgrowths
of equipment rather than as factors in uencing that design;
hence, they considered that these inputs should be delayed
until that design had been formalized.
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(2) Requirements Allocation Sheets with personnel section completed
and more detaileil diagram o ri-equired personnel functions.
Subjects interpreted the PRD input as a preliminary operating
procedure. They felt that "the design should dictate this (the

PRD input) rather than have the PRD control design. "1 Informed
that the PRD input was an outgrowth of design rather than a con-
straint on it, the engineer proceeded to ignore it.

(3) Control-display memorandum. Five of the subjects found the
memorandum more or less useful in that they interpreted it as

being directive of a certain approach toward controls and dis-

plays which the customer wanted taken. The sixth subject re-

jected the memorandum because it conflicted with the design

approach he had adopted.

(4) Preliminary task analysis. Subjects all concurred that the task

analysis had some value. Half the subjects indicated that they

would not expect to receive this kind of information dhiring de-

sign, while the others indicated that they would have to develop

this kind of information themselvea in the course of design.
When questione• as to the elements of the task analysis which

were particularly useful, half the subjects indicated that the

simple tzý.sk listing was the most useful; the other indicated that

the performance requirements section, e.g. , specificatio,, of

task complexity, communications needed, etc., was the most
uaeful element.

(5) Maintenance analysis (included on Requirements Allocation
Sheet). Thit-is includes preventive mairitenance functions with

personnel section of the Requirem.-nts Allocation Sheet (RAS)

filled out, supplemented by a maintainability checklist. Sub-

ject reactions indcated Zhat four of the subjects regarded the

information provided as useful and having an impact on the
assigned task. They found the data under the task heading on

the RAS to be m.st usef'd. The other two subjects were not

impressed by nor did they find the RAS useful.

Threk, of the subjects regarded tht checklist provided as an

extremely useful tool. The other three, however, were not

impressed and in one case even opposed the use of the checklist,
i. e. , it was something a "checker" would use to check a design.

Those opposing the checklist indicated that all the elements
mentioned in the checklist constitu.ed an integral part of "good

design': or good standard practice, and that while the designer

may not outwardly mention these things, they are present in

the "back of his mind" and the "mportant things would get taken

care, of.
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(6) Time line analyses. There was one each for operations and
maintenance functions, and a Preliminary QQPRI (see Glossary)
described the qualifications and number of personnel required
in the system. Subjects did not view the time-line analysis as
particularly helpful, indicating that its informational content
merely confirmed their own conception of time sequences in
their system. With regard to the QQPRI, all but one of the sub-
jects disagreed with the number of personnel predicted. The
only subject agreeing with the QQPRI prediction did so because
"of the chance coincidence of his prediction with that of the QQPRI.
Subjects refused to modify their predictions of the crew sizes
they had selected.

(7) Full Scale QQPRI. The existence of the QQPRI had no significant
effect on subject performance and only one subject indicated that
it was useful. Questioned as to the effect of timing, subject opin-
ion was evenly divided between those who felt it was impossible
to develop this level of detail any earlier and those who felt that
this type of information would be most useful at the inception of
design.

It is obvious from these subject responses that no simple yes or no
answer can be provided to the question of utility. Certain inputs do have
valte: those which describe the operations of the system, such as task
information; and those which are interpreted as representing the custom-
er's wishes (e.g., control-display memorandum), thus imposing a de-
sign requirement. The directness of the relationship o" the input to
equipment features is important also: those inputs, such as training re-
quirements, position descriptions, etc., which have only a peripheral
relationship to equipment functioning are considered of much less im-
portance than inputs such as lists of tasks.

Additional evidence is available from rankings supplied by subjects in
Items 9-2, 9-5, and 10-3 concerning the particular PRD items which are
the most useful and have greatest effect on design.

Item 9-2. Subjects were asked to rank the importance of all inputs
provid•ed-to-them during the study. The mean rank assigned to each
individual input is shown in Table X. The disparity in responses noled
previously is reflected in the subjects' lack of consistencý, with Kendall's
W statistic (. 38) failing to be significant at the . 05 level. However, the
mean rankings are consistent with other subject mean responses during
the test sessions.

As would be expected, the SOW and the additional equipment informa-
tion provided during the sessions were considlered most important. Of
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TABLE X

RANKING OF THE IMPORTANCE OF INPUTS

PROVIDED DURING THE STUDY

Mean Ranking Item

1 Statement of Work

2 Additional equipment information

3 Performance requrement on RAS

4 Control-display memorandum

5 Description of tasks

6-7 (tie) List of personnel tasks

Task durations

8 Functional flow diagrams for personnel
functions

9 Number of personnel available

10 Difficulty index

11 Kinds of personnel available

12 Probability of successful task
completion

13 Time-line analysis

14 Training requirements



the PRD inputs, the most importan:t are those which are equipment-
oriented in terms of the operations needed to be performed. Task
information which cannot be readily related to equipment operations is
considered of little importance.

Upon c:.mpletion of the ranking task, subjects were questioned as to
the utility of the infov',.-.tion contained in the input, the impact of that
information upon his design (if any), and the nequencing ot the input.

Item 9-r. Subject's rankings of the relative value to be placed upon
iteis wh-i' ic might appear in a statement of work (SOW) are summarized
in Table XI. Those items were presented to subjects as they might
appear in a SOW for the design of a PTPS to be manned by Air Force
technicians about whom the design engineer knew nothing.

As before, those items which are restrictive are given higher priority
than those which are essentially informational in nature. Cost and physi-
cal equipment parameters rank higher than any behavioral parameters.
However, the sequence of task operations and the maximum number of
personnel permitted in the crew take fourth place. Skill and difficulty
level descriptions, human error probabilities and training details are
considered relatively of little value. Kendall's W statistic indicates that
subjects are fairly consistent in their responses to this item. W .61,
which is significant at the . 05 level.

Item 10-3. In Item 10-3, subjects were asked to raak the items of
informahton they might want to know in order to develop an appropriate
design for a PTPS system to be operated by only two men. The under-
lying hypothesis was that the extreme restrictions on the number of per-
sonnel to operate the system might cause subjects to change the order
of priority of the various informational parameters available to them,
in other words, to emphasize more information items relative to per-
sonnel. The results of the ranking is shown in Table XII. Subject
responses are consistent, as mcan~ured by Kendall's W, at the . 05 level
(. 51).

Despite the severity of the personnel requirement, apparently the
engineer still structures his design analysis first in terms of the physical
parameters describing th2 system. Thus, the firet four items ranked all
relate to the physical parameters of the system configuration. It is only
after this that parameters which we would consider to be personnel-related
(e.g.. sequence of task operations, concurrent task, skill level, etc.
are considered. As before, training, human error probabilities, and
personnel availability are considered of relatively little importance

because of their more abstract nature.
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TABLE XI

IMPORTANCE OF ITEMS IN THE STATEMENT OF WCRK

Mean Rank Item

1 Cost restrictions, if any

2 Customer's philosophy with regard to sub-
system automation

3 Physical configuration 3f the site on which
the PTPS is to be located

4 The mmimum number of men you will be
permitted to have in each crew

4 Sequence of task operations

5 Lists of tasks to be performed by each
crew member

6 Criticality of each task to be performed,
in terms of consequences to system
prformance and safety

7 Identificatioi of which tasks must be
performed concurrently

8 Number of personnel required to perform
each task

9 Description of the experience background
which crew members must have

10 Air Force skill level designators of system
personnel

11 Difficulty associated with each task

12 Probability of human error in performing
tasks

i3 Details of the training which will be pro-
vided to the Air Force technicians

14 Availability of personnel within the Air

Force to become PTPS operators
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TABLE )II

ITEMS OF INFORMATION OF IMPORTANCE

IN THE DESIGN OF THE TWO-MAN PTPS

Mean Rank itern

I Manner in which fuel will be transported to

the RSV

2 Type of fuel to be transferred

3 Physical configuration of the site on which
the PTPS is to be located

4 Required performance reliability of the

system

5 Sequence of task operations

6 Identification of which tasks must be per-
formed concurrently

7 The speed with which each individual task
vi-ust be performed

8 Latest information about process control
equipment

9 Air Force skill level designation of pro-
spective perbonnel

10 Education background to be required of
prospective personnel

11 The number of displays which can be
accurately monitored by one man at
the same time

12 Criticality to system cperation of individ-
ual tasks

1 3 Analysis of which tasks shculd&b performed
by personnel

14 Electrical power requirements
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TABLE XII (concluded)

ITEMS Oj" INFORMATION OF IMPORTANCE

IN THE DESIGN OF THE TWO-MAN PTPS

Mean Rank Item

S15 Analysis of the types of human errors which
might occur in operation

16 Probability of human error in performing
individual tasks

17 Description of the training to be given to
personnel

18 Availability of personnel within the Air Force
to become PTPS operators

19 Speed with which personnel in protective
clothing can react

20 Average reach distance of Air Force
personnel
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5. What is the Design Engineer's Concept of Human Factors in Systems 4
Design and His Attitude Toward PRRD Inputs?

Little more can be added to what has been described previously. The
attitudinal problem as it affects the use of PRD inputs is probably the
most severe one of the complex of factors which militate against the
engineer's use of those inputs.

The acceptability of an input is determined to a great extent by its
source. One can think of ar, input as emanating from a higher level
(e.g. , customer, company management), from a level parallel to the
designer (e. g. , an engineering group recognized by the engineer is
having a technical capability equal to his own), or from a lower lever
(e. g., from a group which is not part of engineering or which does not
have status equal to the designer's.

An input stemming from a higher level is ordinarily accepted as
"1gospel"; undoubtedly, this is related to the engineer's perception of
the input as imposing a design requirement. He may consider the input
as idiotic, but he will comply, provided he has no other recourse.
Lateral inputs (e. g. , from a level parallel to that of the engineer's) are
reviewed and accepted if they fit into the designer's concept or are con-
sidered technically correct (i. e. , cannot be successfully attacked).
Inputs from a lowt~r level (a human factors group is often in this attitud-
inal category) are usually rejected or accepted only after much resistance.

The engineer is very critical of anything which he considers to be
technically incorrect. Vague inputs (i.e., phrased in generalities)
offend his sense of precision and concreteness. The engineer requires
that the input be specific, spelled out in detail, as well as being prac-
tical; consequently, the pirsonnel specialist may have to demonstrate
the practicality of his recommendations. Finally, the input has to
tell the engineer something he has not thought of before or something
he has not fully thought out until now. All of this can be summed up by
saying that if the personnel specialist is accepted by the engineer as an
equal (i. e. , as technically competent), what he has to say about the
engineer's design will be accepted at face value.

I. How Does the Manner in Which the Engineer Designs Affect the
Utilization ot PRD nputs?

The most surprising finding relative to the manner in which the engineer
designs was the speed with which he proceeded to definitize his subsystem

configuration.
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It has been assumed that the development of equipment details would

be preceded by the folio-ing analytic stages:

(1) Determination of system/equipment functions

(2) The allocation of functions between equipment and personnel

(3) The specification of equipment design requirements (as distinct
from system requirements)

(4) The interrelationship between equipment functions

(5) The specification of equipment characteristics to satisfy equip-
ment requirements and functions

Sessions I through 4 were delibt--ately devised to permit the engineer
to reveal these analytic processes overtly. The experimental approach
was specifically modeled on the system analytic steps listed above, and
explicitly called for the subjects to make analytical decisions in accord-
ance -with this process. For example, the first session required the
subject to detail system functions and subfunctions; the second session
asked him to detail equipment functions and subfunctions; and the third
session asked him to specify equipments needed to implement these
functions, etc.

To the investigator's surprise, all subjects in the first session re-
sponded by producing a detailed schematic diagram which included the
following features:

(1) Explicit equipments needed, e.g. , heat exchanger

(2) Piping lines between equipments and even geographical (site)
aarrangements

(3) Valving required to operate the equipment

(4) Determination of which valves would be remotely and which
manually operated

(5) Equipment tolerances

(6) Some indication of crew size and composition

Figures 12 and 13 in Appendix III show tne level of detail produced
in the first session.

In the very first session, subjects had developed a complete design
concept; and subsequent sessions merely enabled them to refine the
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concept, but only in a very molecular manner (e. g. , addition/deletion
of individual valves, etc. ). Under these circumstances, almost all of
the PRD inputs provided were late, in the sense that the basic design
decisions to which they had relevance had already been determined.
Once such decisions are made by the engineer, they are almost impos-
sible to change, as seen by the response of the subjects to the changed
personnel requirements in session 8.

Under these circumstances, if PRD analyses and inputs are to have
any effect on design, they must be available at the very start of design.
This may appear to be at variance with the comments of some subjects,
when they indicated that such PRD inputs were too early, or should be
provided only later, or would be of greater value later in design. The
contradiction is explained by tne fact, pointed out previously, that
engineers typically think of personnel inputs as relating to molecular,
"knobs and dials" characteristics of the equipment which are handled
later on in design.

Evidence with regard to the criteria which the engineer applies to
his designs is presented in Table XIII. In Item 9-1, engineers were
asked to rank the relative importance of various parameters to their
design and the degree to which they should influence the designer. The
same tent item had been administered to the two groups of engineers
tested in the previous studies (BR - Bunker-Ramo, DAC - Douglas Air-
craft). It was administered to the present subjects to determine whether
the present engineer-subjects approached design with the same attitudes
as previous subjects. To the extent that they did, it would permit one to
combine the findings of the previous studies with those of the present
one. In addition, it was of interest to determine the relative priority
assigned to the various considerations that may enter into the designer's
analysis of his design problem.

Responses of the six subjects were fairly consistent when measured
with Kendall's W, being significant (. 38) at the . 05 level. The Spear-
man rank order correlation coefficient was applied to determine the
consist-hrey of Marquardt (TMC) subjects with BRC and DAC subjects.

The correlations between TMG and 3R. and between TMC and DACG
subjects are significant at the . 05 level or better. As with all other
indices of design style noted previously, the present subjects are con-
cerned primarily with physical parameters, equipment characteristics,
cost and reliability. The importance of personnel factors is relatively
low on the scale.

It seems reasonable to assume, therefore, that the present subjects
are highly representative of engineering population as a whole.
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TABLE XIII

RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF DESIGN PARAMETERS

Rank

TMC DAC B-R Design Parameters

1 4 1 The physical characteristics of the
environment (e. g. , te nperature and
vibration) which the equipment must
tolerate.

2 5 2 The reliability required of the equip-
merit (e.g. , 150 hours MTBF).

2 3 Characteristics of the equipment (e. g.
type of componert, its operating mode,
arid the way in which internal compon-
ents must be mounted).

4 6 The relative cost of components tc be
selected for use in the equipment.

5 3 5 The complexity of equipment ope:at-
ing procedures.

6 1 4 The effect ot equipment character•stics
on the ease with which personnel
operate and maintain the equ.prneat.

7 9 7 The accessibility of internal equipment
components to maintenance personnel.

7 b rhe ease with which equipment can be
manufactured.

9 8 1 The manner in, which the equipment
should be calibrated and mairtained.

Rank correlation bewtween TMC and IDAC grout .". .
Rank correlatnon between TMC ard vN zgcu)s 5
Rank correlatuor. between DAC' and AR groups ..



7. How Availa,.e is Information as a Whole to the Engineer During Design?

In general, engineers receive less information than they would prefer
to have. Ozi the other hand, their attitude toward that information is
highly significant.

Depending on the engineer's design style, he either welcomes as much
information as possible as early as possible, or views information as
potentially constraining hi, freedom to design creatively. The former
would be willing to accept PRD inputs even if they did not use them. The
latter would vehemently refuse even to accept such inputs. Oi.e subject
had to be replaced after the initial session, because he considered that
the personnel inputs for session 2 were so detailed as to demean him
(e.g. , "an experienced designer doesn't need all ths (word deleted) in-
formation; if you have to tell an engineer all these things, you may as
well get someone off the street, " etc.

B. CONCLUSIONS

The major conclusions one can derive from this study are summar-
ized below:

(1) Manpower requirements and personnel resources data inputs do
have an influence on the equipment configuration, but this infl-u
ence is attenuated by a complex of factors such as the engineer's
indifference to and inability to interpret huiman factors consid-
erations meaningfully; and more importantly, by the inadequa.
timing ef PRD inputs.

(2) The potential influence of personnel requirements and P1RD inputs
on the equipment contiguration is .much greater than is pr'isentlv
achieved. PRD inputs would exercise much greater effect if
they were

(a) Phrased as specific desigr requirements and constraints
and included in the SOW.

(b) ?hrased in concrete desigrn-relevant terms.

(3) The manner in which the engineer desiksns has a signific int
effect upon his reaction to personnel requirements and his u•"
of PRD t,-put5, hence or their influence on the subsystem coil.-
fig-ration. The engineer's deleirn c.ncept is so quickly developed
on tue basis of experienttal stereosypes (design style) that
trAditional timing of MR and PRD inputs jag that con-ept. The
engineer resists any changc to hi.s initial design concept as a
restriction on hie tree-lonr ,o design creatn.ely.
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(4) The importance of supplying meaningful manpower information
as design requirements in the SOW and subsequent QQPRI
analyses by trained Human Factors personnel is highlighter, by
the fact that the engineer's manning concept does for his own
design not appear to correspond to the needs of his subsystem
designs.

(5) The results of this study are in accordance with those of pre-
vious design engineering studies. This increases the confidence
one can feel in the conclusiorns derived.
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SECTION IV

RECOMMENDATIONS

The fact is that the engineer, relying heavily on his past experience,
develops his hardware configuration soon after he receives his Request
for Proposal (RFP) and design statement of work (SOW). This means
thp*almost all manpower requirements and personnel resources data
inputs provided after this point in time will lag that hardware configura-
tion and the decisions which entered into the design concept. Presently,
these inputs are supplied by Human Factors personnel progressively
during the contractor's design of the system. If what has been found in
this study can be relied on, this increme• tal development of PRD has
only marginal utiility to the engineer and little impact upon his design.

There is independent evidence for the engineer's extremely rapid
creation of the design concept and his exce9sive reliance on experience
as a substitute for systematic analysis of the design problem. Tessmer
(1967) analyzed a number of actual system development case histories
to determine the criteria used for systems tradeoffs. He found that "in
practice, most tradeoff areas are identified and tentative decisions made
during preproposal and proposal efforts (emphasis supplied by the
authors).-These decisions are solidified or modified within the first
few •.otLhs aiter contract award. It is remarkable that so many trade-
offs are typically resolved in so short a time. A key factor is engineer-
ing experience... There is an aspect associated with extensive exper-
ience which should be recognized. The possibility exists for excessive
"design by decision" with too few detailed studies of areas which should,
in fact, be thoroughly investigated. Sometimes the correct decisions
are made, but this seems attributable to good luck. .as well as exper-
ience" (p. 3-3).

It would seem then that manpower requirements and PRD must be
available to the design engineer at the time the RFP and design SOW are
supplied to him. PRD inputs should be included in the RFP and SOW as
design requirements.

In order to accomplish this, however, certain analyses must be per-
formed, either by the Air Force or under contract to it, which will
permit the specification of the necessary personnel inputs as timely
design requirements,

Until now, these analyses have (with only a few exceptions) been
delegated by Air Force Syste3m Project Offices to the contractor to be
performed as part of the normal system development process. The
engineer is consequently pr-esented with not or at least only very gross
manpower requirements as part of his initial design criteria. This has
led to the present situation in which systems are developed without ade-
quate consideration of personnel inputs.
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It is, therefore, recommended that the Air Force, not the hardware
development contractor, should perform the initial and basic personnel
analyses and determine manpower requirements for systems under
developrient; that the Air Force, not the hardware contractor, should
specify the manning structure for the new system; that the Air Force
should impose that manning structure on the hardware contractor as a
design requirement; and that the contractor should be forced to imple-
ment that requirement in his design. None of this is done at present.

Since PRD presently has so little effect on the hardware aspects of

subsystem design, it is obvious that the present method of managing
personnel subsystem development is severly lacking. The management
methodology described in AFSCM 375-5 does not do what it is supposed
to do. Its actual implementation by the Air Force fails even to tgree
with the very.regulations (e. g. , AFSCM 375-5, AFR 30-8) set up by the

Air Force to develop the personnel subsystem.

The management methodology depcribed in AFSCM 375-5 requires
that during the System Concept and Feasibility stage of system develop-
ment (see Figure 1, p. 31 ) Air Force human factors specialists should
perform analyses of human performance and personnel requirements of
the system to be developed.

During the Conceptual Transition Phase, a human factors specialist
is supposed to be detailed to the System Project Office (SPO) and is
supposed to participate effectively in the identification and analysis of
system ,unctions.

By the end of the Conceptual stage, Air Force human factors special-
ists are assumed to be in a position to specify preliminary human
performance requirements and identify unique personnel and training
problems.

Personnel subsystem inputs to the Preliminary Technical Development
Plan (PTDP) including human performance, personnel and training re-

quirements, are supposed to become part of the RFP for Phase lB of the

Definition stage.

The amount of human factors participation in developmental studies

performed during the above precontractor phases is minimal. The
analyses which AFSCM 375-5 had intended to be performed by Air Force
specialists are ordinarily delegated to contractor personnel in later
development phases. Since the contractor is eager to arrive at a hard-

ware configuration as soon as possible, the necessary personnel re-

sources analyses are either not performed at all, or if performed, are

hopelessly late.
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Since the problem is one of management of the personnel subsystem
and timing of inputs, it cannot be solved by purely technical means,
such as developing a "new" task analysis methodology or a "new" re-
porting form.

What must be done:

(1) The analyses which AFSCM 375-5 requires be performed by
Human Factors specialists in the phases prior to issuance of
an RFP must be performed by Human Factors specialists in
the spirit of, if not to the letter of AFSCM 375-5.

(2) The results of these analyses in the form of at least a prelim-
inary manning structure must be included in the RFP as a firm
design requirement.

(3) The contractor proposing to develop a particular system must
include in his proposal an analysis of the effect of that manning
structure on his hardware configuration.

(4) The selection of the winning contractor must be based partially
on his ability to design hardware in accordance with that man-
ning structure.

(5) The SOW handed to the selected contractor must include the
manning structure as a firm design requirement.

(6) The contractor's Human Factors specialists must have as their
major responsibility the task of interpreting the manning struc-
ture to engineers in design-relevant terms and of insuring that
the equipment configuration developed incorporates that manning
structure as a basic element.

(7) During contractor development of the system, SPO representa-
tives must monitor design activities more intensively than they
have done in the past to "encourage" company management to
"allow" the participation of Human Factors specialists in the
design process.

(8) The contractor should be required to demonstrate that he has
included personnel considerations in his design of the system.

Part of the problem is that until now personnel data have been used
to predict and describe what the manning structure should be based on
in the hardware configuration. Since personnel inputs produced under
such an orientation have had minimal influence upon system design, it
is necessary to consider a new concept of system management of per-

sonnel subsystem development. This concept has been called Human

Resources Engineering (see Eckstrand et al. 1907).
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The essence of this concept is th-it human resources data (i. e.
manpower requirements, personnel resources data inputs) must be used
as a control parameter during system design to bring the equipment con-
figuration into greater compatibility with the desired manning structure.
Human Resources Engineerang (HRE) conceives of personnel inputs as
influencing the total system configuration (including hardware) in the
same way, although perhaps not the same extent, as do equipment inputs.

This requires not so much a change in proccdure as it does a change
in implementation. In general, the methodology required to exercise
HRE control over equipment design does not differ greatly from that
presently required for the development of personnel data. The new con-
cept assnmes, however, that the methodology which AFSCM 375-5 re-
quires will be fully implemented and that it will be directed at influencing
not only the personnel subsystem but also the equipment subsystem.

It may be objected that the required personnel and human performance
analyses cannot be performed prior to issuance of the RFP because of
lack of data and that consequently a definitive manning structure cannot be
provided to the contractor. This is merely an excuse.

While it may appear as if at very early stages comparatively little
system information is available, it is possible for the PS engineer to
make man;- deductions concerning personnel requirements based on even
a small amount of information. Knowing the general class of system re-
veals much about the kind of ,quipment and personnel functions to be
performed. Few systems in development are complete technological
innovations without any similarity to systems that have preceded it. (If
this were so, engineers could no longer design as rapidly as they do. )
The data available from predecessor systems can be used to arrive at
valuable conclusions.

Note that the system engineer starts his analyses with little more
information about the prospective system than the PS engineer has.

It should, therefore, be possible to derive from that initial informa-
tion a preliminary mission/event analysis, the functions and tasks (to a
certain level of detail) to be performed by personnel during the mission,
who should perform these, the number of personnel needed to perform
the mission sequence, the skills required, etc.

In the performance of this analysis, the Air Force Human Factors
specialist will find it necessary to participate in system development
in a very vigorous manner, since military engineering personnel, like
their contractor counterparts, may be largely unaware of or indifferent
to human factors.
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Outputs of the personnel analysis must be included in the personnel
section of the PTDP. Human resources requirements at a level of
specificity -rquivalent to that of equipment description .nust be included
in the P to insure proper consideration of these requirements by
the hardw r designer.

The R 4 P and SOW must also include the following:

(a) Description of the manning structure which the detailed equip-
ment design will fit. Requirements must be specified for:

(1) Maximum number of operating/maintenance personnel to
be included in the crew by job position. Such a maximum
number for system personnel constrains design by speci-
fying that any system configuration requiring personnel in
addition to that number will be unsatisfactory. Job posi-
tions, when these are described in terms of Air Force
positions, should be referenced to the closest civilian
equivalent.

(2) Functions and tasks to be performed and their interrela-
tionships. Although the term "manning structure" usually
implies only numbers of personnel and very general
descriptions of job positions and skill level, the term as
used in this report implies a detailed description of system
operations as these are performeZy b personnel or influence
their performance. Since the designer is oriented toward
specific operations, function and task description should be
phrased in terms of events to be performed in the system
mission.

(3) The skill level required for each job position. In describ-
ing skill level to the hardware designer, it i3 essential
that this level be related to the specific tasks to be per-
formed by personnel in that system. In addition, the degree
of skill required should be described in terms of the amount
of supervision required to perform the job.

(4) Length (e. g. , three months) and type of training (in terms
of capability to perform specific system operations) must
also be specified.

(b) Backup data in terms of detailed mission/event analyses and time
line plots should be supplied in the form of an appendix to the RFP.

The potential contractor should be required to specify the effect of
these requirements in terms of the hardware design concept he is proposing
and to indicate alternative design configurations that will satisfy these
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requirements. He must indicate the impact of the requirements in terms
of expected system performance, reliability, cost and safety. Where it
is impossible for him to design to personnel requirements he should in-
dicate why and how, in his opinion, the preliminary manning structure
should be revised.

The PS information to be included in the winning contractor's SOW
should include the same requirements included in the RFP. However, it
should be possible to make these requirements more specific, since the
contractor has included in his response details of the anticipated system
configuration which can be applied to refine the PS requirements. For
this reason, the original RFP requirements should be re-examined by
the SPO in terms of the winning contractor's response. Descriptions of
functions, tasks and skill level characteristics can be made more detailed
by phrasing them in terms of the contractor's anticipated system config-
uration.

The implementation of such a program will, of course, generate
opposition from contractors. The cry will arise, reminiscent of some
comments by subjects, that the engineer's freedom to design creatively
is being abridged. Such objections are invalid, sinre the amount of
creativity in the engineer's design is limited by his reliance on experien-
tial stereotypes.

These recommendations will, of course, work only if the Air Force
personnel specialists analyzing system requirements prior to the issuance
of an RFP are highly qualified, if they have time to analyze that require-
ment not only in human factors terms, but also in terms of their hardware
consequences and their interaction with cost and schedule, and if they do
not become bogged down in paper work. Naturally, stringent personnel
requirements should be imposed only on systems which will operationally
stress s9stem personnel.

The implementation of this program will also require a substantial
increase in the number of Air Force personnel specialists and their assign-
ment to SPO offices. The Air Foxce must be sufficiently convinced of the
necessity for incorporating personnel requirements into design to spend
the money needed to actually do the job and to provide the authority to in-
sure that the job gets done.

During Phase IB (contractor definition), personnel subsystem activi-
ties performed in the contractor's facUity must emphasize the interpre-
tation of PRD in design-relevant terms.

Because the RFP and the SOW contain firm requirements describing
the new system's manning str oture, the role of the contractor's PS
engineer during development must change from what it has been. Pre-
sently, the contractor's PS engineer spends most of his time attempting
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to predict a manning structure which is implicit in an already established
equipment co-rfiguration. The result is that his efforts dissipate them-
selves in largely useless paper work.

Under the new HRE concept, since the desired manning structure has
already been specified in the RFP and SOW, it should no longer be neces-
sary to perform these analyses. Rather the emphasis must shift to:

(1) Interpretation of the manning structure requirements in terms
of what they mean for equipment design.

(2) Perforrrjnc- of further analyses to determine more detailed
personnel r-quirements.

(3) Analysis to determine that the detailed elements of the design
configuration (e. g. , controls and displays, work place layout,
etc. ) are compatible with the detailed personnel requirements.

All of this means that the contractor's Human Factors engineer will
have to become more intimately involved with the hardware aspects of
the man-machine interface and participate more vigorously in the design
process. He must become more concerned about such things as the
number and type of controls and displays, the procedures system person-
nel must perform, the amount and type of feedback, communication, per-
formance job aids, eec. All of these m-ust be considered in terms of
whether they permit the specified number of personnel with particular
levelb of skill and training to perform efficiently.

The individual PRD inputs, the information they should provide, and
how this information should be presented is described in a series of ex-
hibits in Appendix Iv.

buring this development effort, SPO representatives can make a
major contribution to the efficiency of the contractor's personnel analyses
by "showing the flag," as it were. Periodic inspection visits, conferences
and monthly HRE progress reports from the contractor to the SPO can do
much to focus attention on the importance of personnel--related activities.
Since it is unlikely that anything other than a major educational effort will
change the engineer's deep-seated indifference to personnel factors, the
next best solution is to endow these factors with the aura of authority.

A good deal depends on the quality of the Air Force and contractor
personnel subsystem specialists. Their competency ir. interpreting
behavioral requirements to engineers is an indispensable factor in
arriving at a solution.
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The recommendations made in this report cannot be implemented
overnight. In the meantime, ni".-h more needs to be done in the way
of research to provide the Human Factors specialist with the tools that
will permit him to translate behavioral requirements into hardware
equivalents.

Two areas of research are most important. These are:

(1) Determination of the information required in order to perform
the pre-RFP analyses needed to specify detailed manpower
requirements in the RFP

(2) Determination of those skill level parameters which are mean-
ingful for design and translation of these parameters into eng-
ineering design-relevant terms.

The pre-RFP analyses needed to specify manpower requirements
have generally been phrased in some variation of the function/task
analysis methodology described by Van Cott and Altman (1956) and
Rabideau et al. (1961). This methodology is excessively vague. More-
over, it has never been validated with reference to the very early (i. e.,
pre-RFP) system development phases in which it is presumed to be
utilized. One reason for the Air Force's failure to perform the needed
manpower analyses in these early developmental phases may be the
difficulty of applying the function/task analysis methodology in these
phases.

Specifically, therefore, it is recommended that an empirical study

be performed in which the following questions would be answered:

(1) What kinds of information are needed by the system engineer
and the Human Factors specialist in order to develop man-
power requirements information in this early period?

(z What kinds of deductions leading to the determination of man-
ning structures can be made from very early system information?

(3) How should these manpower analyses be perfcr;..7d in the pre-
RFP period?

The present study has also demonstrated the need for translating
Air Force skill level descriptions into terms which are relevant to the
design engineer. Present skill level parameters (e. g. , capability
difficulty, error rate) are oriented around behavioral concepts which
do not easily translate into design equivalents. It is, therefore, sug-
gested that skill level be analyzed with the aim of determining (1) huaw
does the engineer conceptualize skill parameters and the skill continuum
(i.e. , how does he differentiate classes of skill capability)? (2) how d-,
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the engineer's skill level parameters relate to those desired in behav-
ioral terms? and (3) which of these parameters, phrased in equipment-
oriented terms, will exercise a significant influence on equipment
design?

More generally, we would like to piress for more empirical research
on the design engineer, particularly with regard to his characteristic
ways of attacking design problems. The design engineer is a focal
point--perhaps the most important one--of our technology. Despite this 4
and the previous research performed by the authors, very little ia known
about him. Much more needs to be known. This, of course, is where
all research leads: to the need for more research.
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APPENDIX I

ABBREVIATED SCENARIO OF EQUIMENT AND PERSONNEL

INPUTS PROVIDED TO ENGINEER-SUBJECTS

NOTE TO TIE READER

The length of some of the equipment and personnel inputs provided
to engineer-subjects In this study is so extensive that to have included
all inputs in their entirety would hLve made this report extremely
unwieldy. Consequently, less important inputs have been compressed
by reproducing only that material which is illustrative of the general

character of the input. Where an input has been compressed, it has
been so indicated by brackets, ( J" Inputs considered by the
authors to be of major importance have been reproduced in their entirety.

Where the purpose of a particular input or part of an input may
have been unclear without additional explanation, explanatory material
has been added in brackets.

INTRODUCTORY SESSION

Instructions for Participating Engineers

The United States Air Force, through a contract with The Bunker-
Ramo Corporation, is conducting a study to determine how engineers make
use of the information they are given (or develop themselves) to design
a subsystem. Since any subsystem is composed of two basic elements,
equipment and people, we assume that the engineer has available to him
two kinds of information: information about equipment requirements,
characteristics, functions, etc.; and information about or relevant
to the personnel who will operate and maintain that equipment.

The Air Force is interestek! in the engineer's use of both types of
information, but it is particularly interested in the use made of
personnel information. The reason is that although the engineer is
accustomed by training and experience to using equipment information,
personnel information is relatively unfamiliar to him. The Air Force
is interested in finding out if the personnel information it supplies
to the engineer is used by him, and especially if that information
makes a difference to the overall subsystem design.

To answer these questions, it is necessary to present this informa-
tion in the context of the development of some subsystem. Short of
actually conducting the study during the development of actual equipment,
which would take an excessive length of time, the only other way of
creating a developmental/design context was to reproduce or simulate
the development of a subsystem in a highly abbreviated form. This
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simulation will naturally have to be of the paper and pencil variety.
However, this does not concern us too much since we are interested in
studying the very early design phases, before detailed drawings are
made and equipment fabricrted.

What we have done is to take an already developed (operational)
subsystem, extract the items of information used in its development
and arrange them in a sequence which corresponds to the way in which
they were actually used to design that subsystem. The subsystem
selected by the Air Force is the prcpellant loading subsystem for a
liquid fueled two stage missile. The reason you were selected as
subjects for this study is because you have helped to design similar
subsystems.

Obviously, such a propellant transfer subsystem is a very large
one, and it would be impractical to ask you to try to redesign the
entire subsystem. What we have done is to select only one function
of that subsystem - fueling. In addition, we have arbitrarily simpli-
fied the subsystem by ignoring many equipments and operations which you,
who are experienced in the design of such subsystems, will obviously
note. Do not be disturbed by this. The subsystem is supposed only to
represent propellant subsystems in general.

The general manner in which we will work is like this. [ Description
of test procedure follows.J

One thing I should emphasize. The questions we ask and the tasks
we ask you to perform are not tests in the conventional sense of the
word. Th? word "test" suggests that only one correct response can be
made to these design problems. In these design problems there are no
correct or incorrect answers, because only you can tell us what the
correct answer should be. For this reason it is most important that,
although we cannot completely provide all the conditions under which
you ordinarily design, you respond to these problems in the way in
which you would ordinarily solve an actual design problem. Remember
that the value of the information you provide depends on how accurately
it reflects the way you ordinarily design on the job. Remember also
that this is not a test of your ability, although we want you to do
your best. We would not have selected you to do this work if we did
not think you could do it.

We will probably meet cnce a week and the schedule will be adapted
to your convenience. Between our sessions you may, if you.wish, refer
to the inputs you have been given. However, this part of the study is
purely voluntary. During your sessions and in the interim, you may
consult anyone in-plant from whom you wish additional information. We
do ask one thing of you, however; do not confer with your fellow parti-
cipants in the study on any aspect of the study. To do so would seriously
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reduce thý,. value of the results.

Are there any qut tions?

Here is the Statement of Work which you as the project engineer
for the PTPS will haN, to design to. We would like you to take it
with you end to examine it carefully. Please bring it wv th you
when you return for tne first session.
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STATEMENT OF WORK

PROPELLANT TRANSFER AND PRESSURIZATION SYSTE4 (PTPS)

1.0 PURPOSE AND SCOPE

1.1 Purpose

This Statement of Work (SOW) establishes the requirements
for the conceptual design of a propellant transfer and pressurization
subsystem (FrIPS), including any peculiar handling, checkout, maintenance
and instrumentation equipment required. The PTPS is to be used as an
integral part of the Titan X Space Launch Vehicle (SLV). The Titan X
SLV, which is a two-stage liquid-fueled rocket vehicle, will provide
the Air Force with the capability of lifting both manned and unmanned
systems into either an earth or lunar orbit. The SLV itself is currently
being designed to be launched from fixed surface launchers already avail-
able at Vandenberg AFB.

The PTPS tn be designed will provide facilities for receiving
propellants from GFE railroad cars, for transferring fuel from these
cars to ready storage vessels (RSV), for storing the prcpellants in
the RSV for a period of 30 days, and for transferring the stored pro-
pellants to the SLV tanks. The propellant to be transferred will consist
of a 50% mixture of hydrazine and unsymmetrical dimethylhydrazine.
Because of the highly volatile nature of these chemicals, provisions
for safety of personnel and equipment will have the highest design
priority.

The contractor will note that no provl3ions have been included
in the 3 OW for work beyond the conceptual design stage (phases IA and
IB). The government intends to negotiate a follow-on contract for test
and production of the FPTPS smbsystem based on an evaluation of the
effectiveness of the designs provided at the conclusion of the present
contract.

1.2 Scýoe

The contractor will design and develop a system having the
following capabilities:

1. To provide . capability of receiving propellants from
transport vehicles and to store them in storage tanks.

2. To provice a capability for transferring propellants
into either of the missile propellant tanks and to retlirn the propellants
to the storage tanin.
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3. To perform (2) above while accurately measuring the amount
of' propellants being transferred. and while controlling propellant temp-
erature.

4. 'iT add or remove incremental amounts of propellants from

Stage I or Stage II missile tanks in order to optimize the load under
changing temperature conditions.

5. To provide a means of distributing nitrogen within the PTPS
to provide blanket pressure and to purge the system.

Figures IA and 2A present functional flow diagrams of basic
PTPS functions. These describe only fueling functions, since oxidizer
functions are essentially identical.

2.0 APPLICABLE DOC3MEWTS

General - ThE following documents form a part of this specifica-
tion to the extent specified herein. In the event of conflict between
the requirements of this specification and any document referenced herein,
the requirements of this specification shall govern.

Specifications

Military

MIL-N-6Oll - Nitrogen, Liquid and Gas

MIL-P-26539 - Propellant, Nitrogen Tetroxide

MIL-P-274OI - Propellant, Nitrogen Pressurizing

MIL-P-27402 - Propellant, Hydrazine - Unsymmetrical
Dimethylhydrazine

MIL-D-1O00 - Military Specification, Drawings,
1 Mar 65 Engineering and Associated Lists

MIL-M-26512 - Maintainability Requirements for

13 Dec 63 Aerospace Systems and Equipment

MIL-H-27894 - Human Engineering Requirements for
9 Jan 63 Aerospace Systems and Equipment

Standards

ASME Boiler - Section VIII Construction of Unfired
and Pressure Pressure VIessels, Current Ediion
Code
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MIL-STD-803AI - Human Engineering Design Criteria for
Aerospace Systems and Equipment. Part 1
Aerospace System Ground Equipment

AFIX) UC-1-6 - General Safety Precautions for Missile
Liquid Propellants

MIL-STD-210A - Climate Extremes for Military Equipment
2 Aug 57

MIL-STD-721 - Definitions for Reliability Engineering
2 Aug 62

MIL-STD-756 - Reliability Predictions

15 May 63

MIL-STD-778 - Terms and Definitions of Maintainability
9 Apr 64

MIL-STD-785 - Requirements for Reliability Programs
30 Jun 65 (for Systems and Equipments)

2.1 Other Publications

The following documents form a part of this specification to
the extent specified here~n. The issue in effect on date of this SOW
shall apply.

AFSCM 80-3 - Handbook of Instructions for Aerospace
Personnel Subsystem Designers

MIL-HDBK-217 - Reliability Stress and Failure Rate
Data for Electronic Equipment

AFSCM 375-1 - Configuration Management during
1 Jun 64 Definition and Acquisition Phases

AFSCM/AFLWM - Management of Contractor Data and Reports
31U- I
15 Mar 64

3.0 ENGINEERING INSPECTIONS

3.1 Preliminary Design Review

The contractor sha]l conduct a prelim.nary design review not
later than 60 days subsequent to awE.rd of contract. This review shall
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be in accordance with AFSCM 375-1, and shall be subject to approval

of the Titan X SLV Project Office.

3.2 Critical Design Review

The contractor shall conduct a critical design review 180 days
after award of contract. This review shall be in accordance with AFSCM
375-1, and shall be subject to approval of the Titan X SLV Project Office.

3.3 Final Acceptance

Final acceptance of the contractor's work shall be indicated by
accomplishment of a DD Form 250 reflecting technical acceptance of the
designs provided by the contractor and completion of all contractual
requirements as specified in this SOW and associated documents. In the
event there are exceptions to acceptance reflected on the DD Form 250
or attachments thereto, the contractor shall be required to correct
all exceptions as specified within the time limit mutually agreed upon
during the execution of the DD Form 250.

4.0 PERFORMANCE REQUIREMenTS

4.1 Components

The PI•PS and its component parts may incorporate those tech-
nological advancements which can be utilized without unnecessary develop-
ment risks or expense inappropriate to performance gain. PTPS equipment
and components fall into four categories: liquid, vent, nitrogen and
electrical.

Electrical components will be designed to operate from 28 VDC.
Components are to be either hermetically sealed or continuously pressur-
ized with nitrogen gas to a minimum oi 50 inches of water pressure to
prevent contamination.

Liquid components, define,, as those items normally in direct
contact with propellants, shall be designed to withstand an operating
pressure of 225 PSIG, proof pressure of 350 PSIG, burst pressure of
900 PSIG. All liquid components are to be designed to have a self-arain-
ing capebility or are to be provided with drains. CFurther equipment
details follov.)

The system shalt have the capability of transferring fluel from
the RSV to MLV tanks at a rate of 50 GPM to 200 GPM. 'ranking of the
two SLV stages shall be performed sequentially.
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4.2 Time Requirements

The system is to be so designed that fuel and ozidizer can be
loaded into the SLV tanks within a 90 minute period, once the requirement
to transfer propellants has been given. Maximum time requirements for
the individual transfer functions are given below (only for fueling, since
oxidizer functini~s are considered to be identical):

(a) Transfer fuel from RR car to RSV - 4 hours

(b) Transfer fuel from 1SV to SLV - 90 minutes

All times are for maximum propellant loads.

5.0 NVIRONMENTAL REQDU-£REM

5.1 Climatic

The PTPS shall be designed to operate under the following
conditions:

(1) Ambient temperature

(a) Operating - 32F - 9OF

(b) Non-operating - 2OF to ll5F

(2) Rumidity

The equipment shall be operable during and after subjection
to ambient humidity of 95%.

(3) Barometric pressure

(a) Operating and non-operating - sea level to approx-
imately 10,000 feet

The PTPS shall incorporate provisions designed to protect
against salt, sand, and dust. in accordance witb the requirements ox'
MIL STD 210A. Wind, iceload, rainfall, fungi, provisions are not
applicable.

5.2 Mechanical

The PTPS shall be designed to meet the following mechanicml
conditions:
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(1) Vibration -- 50-100 cycles for 15 seconds

(2) Shock -- minimum lOg over burst pressure

6.0 SERVICE LIFE

The design and installation of the PTPS shall be such that a minimum
operational life of 10 years with required maintenance will be achieved.

7.0 PERSONNEL SUBSYSTEM

7.1 Manpower Requirements

[The following was created for and presented to the high skill,
low number group ( I ) only.]

The contractor shall design and develop the PTPS for operation
and maintenance b3r Air Force personnel. It is desirable that only a
minimum number of personnel be required to man the system. This criterion
shall have top priority in any design situation in which skill level
and number of personnel must be traded off. It is anticipated that
operational personnel will be a small number of highly trained special-
ists who possess 2onsiderable skill in the performance of their duties.
It Is anticipated that uot more than 15 personnel will be available to
operate and maintain the system. Seventy-five percent of these personnel
will be 5 and 7 level Air Force personnel; the remaining 25% will bc
3 level Air Force personnel. In view of the hazardous nature of the
system, however, situations in which humn error could occur are to be
avoided. For this reason the PMIS) shall be designed to applicable sections
of MIL STD 803A-1.

CThe follcwing was created for and presented to tne low skill,
high number of personnel group (II ) only.]

Me contractor shall design and develop the PTPS for operation
and maintenance by Air Force personnel. A primary goal in design of the
PTS is that these personnel shall require a minimim amzunt of training
or skill in the performance of their duties. Every effort shall be made
to avoid the necessity for complex manual operations. It is anticipated
that not more than 20 personnel will be available to operate and maintain
the system. Seventy-five percent will be 3 level Air Force personnel;
the remaining 25% will be 5 and 7 level Air Force personnel. In view of
the hazardoub nature of the system, situations in which human error
could occur are to be avoided. For this reason, the FTPS shall be
designed to applicable sections of 141 STD 80OA-l. In any design
situation in which skill level And nier of personnel mast be t•raded
off, the requirewent for minlmum skill level sh-ll be accorded firs•
priority.
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The following is a definition of the Air Force skill levels
rcferenced in this statement of work.

3 level -- Performs simple manual operations readily (without
assistance) but may require assistance (supervision or use of manuals)
with more complex operations, particularly those involving a combination L
of tasks or requiring significant decisions involving extrapolation of
data or judgment. Performs simple responses quickly, shows h.±sitation
or significant delay with more complex ones. Has a low error probability
(1-5%) for simple or moderately precise operations, which rises to an
extremely high level for complex operations (50%).

5 level -- Performs simple tasks and those requiring moderate
precision with little lifficulty but may require assistance (supervision
or use of a check-list) with more complex operations, particularly those
involving significant decisions or judgments requiring extrapolation of
data. Performs moderately prec'. se responses quickly and with assurance,
but shows hesitation or delay with more complex ones. H'as a very low
error probability for simple or m"derately complex operations (1-A)
which rises to a significant errur rate for highly complex operations (20%).

7 level -- Display, little difficulty in Performing all opera-
tions required including those of a nature involving judgment ant extma-
polation of data. Little or no supervizion required. Responses are
q•ick and assured, requiring no assistance from others or from manuals/
checklists. Has extremely low error probability for simple and moderately
complex operations (.1%) which rises to approximately 5% for highly
complex ones.

The 4 level requires admirdstrative skills which are not

significant for PUSS operations.

7.2 Information Provided

The cont actor will develop and maintain analytic~al data in
the form of task and equipment information which will define the inter-
relationship of functions to te performed by systems, people i.nd hkvidware.
This material will not duplicate other analytical efforts. Tt!u information
will contain a description of personnel tasks and skllls re~quired to
operate, maintain and control the ?ITPS. The contractor shall prýi-i- to
his Engineerirng •epartiaent the following inputs:

(i) De rsonrne !equipenfnt task •Wiy~iz;

(,') IHumr engineering analyser.;

( Qu~antitative sal Qua~lltative Personnol. ui~;
Inforvation( );
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(4) Training Requirements Analyses.

7.3 Human Engineering

As outlined in MIL-H-2789LA, the contractor will apply human
engineering to hardware and system design to assure optimum operation
and maintenance, utilization of the human as a component in the system,
and reduction of tasks affected by human limitations to a minimum. This
will include human design considerations for maintenance, operations,
coum•unications, illumination, noise level, reliability, safety, climate
and environment. Studies and recommendations will be directed by Titan
X SLV Project Office for the improvement of procedures and design as
inefficient operation situations are detected.

8.0 SAFETY

Safety engineering will be a pri.e consideration in the design of
the PTPS. Personnel safety requirements shall be in accordance with
AFTO iiC-1-6. All designs shall incorporate maximum protection for
operating and maintenance personnel against hazardous conditions.
Adequate provisions shall be made to warn and/or protect personnel and
equipment against injury and damage. All designs shall be reviewed by
qualified safety engineers.

9.o0 ELIABILITY

9.1 Requirements

The avd labtlity of the PTfS, defined .n terms of being able
to initiate propellant transfer when required, shall be .9998. The
reliability of the PTS, defined in terms of its being able to complete
propellant transfer within previously stated ti=e rcq-uirements, given
that transfer can be initiated, shall be not less than .9950.

9.2 Prediction

An initial prediction of reliability rerformance shall be
submitted to the procuring activity no later than 60 days after award
o? contract. A revised reliability prediction shall be issued no later
than every 90 days ftom the submission of the initial report. A comparison
o the predicted MIBF with the required KMBF shall be made. A separate
prediction for the reliability of human performance shall also be made.
When the predicted figure is less than the requirement, the c6ntractcr
shall accomplish such changes in design, part application and part strczs
and personnel task allocation as are necessary to raise the predicted
MTBF to the required value.
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10.0 MJUiTXI:NABILITY*

Thle contrzic tr Lhul'L -- 3tablish a mair~tainability prograzi in accordi-
ýince with applicable .;ection-; of MIL-M-2'>%12 anid Appendix A thereto. The
terms ýtnd definitions for maint~ainability not o--herwL.,e described orF
d.elineated shall be in accordance with MIL-STD-778.

As a design. goal the PTPS' shall incorpov-ate factors that enhance
its mainuainability %.nu a~cce~ssbility. The mainta-Inability character-
istiLct shvill be such as to mi±iim~ize the. requiremen-s for specill tooýls
or support equipment, inspe~ction, servicing, test, replacement wid o-er-
haul o-per-:"i~ons required to restore operational capability vith a mini-mum
expenditure of time, men and materilals. Wheni other factors prohibit
compliance wi,,h this requirement, special tools and sc-rvice ý-quipaent
shall be ident~fied. -.le inclusion o" maintai-vabi.lity characteristics
:is an inheren~t feature shall- occur simultaneo sly vith initial design
und shatll ýVe.cont' .uially in-alyzed -ind cont~rollted throughout --he dev'-lop-
rnent cycip. The eqluipmw-nt zhall !,- designe-d so that- *-he follaving systpm
menv L-id maximum correctiv*e maintenanceý times shall not be exct-ed-ed:

Mean Correc t, i e Maiintenance 7"ime ( M), t') hours

Maximumi Corre-ctiAve Maintenance TLIme (M.tx9, 19.0 hour--



SESSICN 1

Instructions To Participating Engineers

The information proesently available to you consints of the Statement
of Work (SOW), which includes Figures 2 and 3 (the top level function
flows for fueling) and the list of persounel functions (including
Figures 4 and 5) ýhich rgresent an anal¶is, based on the SOW, of the
Uers5mel functions that must be performed to accomplish PIS requirements.
rIn this and subsequent instructions underlined material was providedonly to experimental subjects.

Based on this information, we want you to describe, in as much
detail as possible, all the functions and subfunctions which must be
performed to "ccomplish:

1. Transfer of liel from the railroad car to the storage tanks;

2. Storage of fuel;

3. Transfer of fuel from the storage tanks to the rocket tanks.

We would like this in the form of two flow diagrams indicating the
sequential or parallel relationships among subfunctions. One flow diagram
would be for transfer of fuel to the ISV including storage; the other
would be for transfer of fuel from the IMV to the rocket tanks. O.n cach
flow diagram you will indicate which functions are to be performed
primarily by equipment and which primarily by personnel. Do this by
putting an X beside each personnel function.

Before you begin this task, however, but after you review the SOW
dnd the flow diaMs, there are a number of questions I would like you
to answer. I will record your answers on this tape recorder.

1. Do you have enough Information about system functions and
equipment requirements to accomplish your task?

2. Do you have enough information about personnel functions
involved in the PTPS?

3- What additional information would you wish to have about either
system or equipment functions or personnel functions?

i. What information would you ordinarily receive at this stage of
"system development?
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5. How do you think the personnel requirements in the SOW will
affect your design? Do you think they will have any significant effect
on your deFign? In what way?

The following is for experimental subjects only: [Control subjects
dWd not see thiz section of the instructions.j

6. Do you find the flow diagrams of personnel functions (Figures 3A
and 4A)useful?

7. Would you ordinarily expect to receive information about
personnel functions at this stage of system design?

8. Do you think this information is too early, too late, or just
in time?

9. Could you have derived the personnel information in the flow
diagrams on your own? Would you ordinarily have done so?

10. Do you have any difficulties understanding the personnel input?

11. Do you feel there is enough information about PTPS requirements
in the S9W to develop these personnel functions?

12. Which version of the personnel functions do you find more
useful, the list or the flow diagrams? Is there any real difference
bý.tween them?

13. Can you apply the personnel input to your design task?

14. What design implications can you draw from the personnel inputs?

The engineer will then proceed to develop the two flow diagrams
At the conclusion of the session he is told (both experimental and control
subjects): Now that you have completed your task, I would like to
review your diagrams with you. Specifically, I want to know why you
included the particular functions you did, and whether any information
you received at the start of the session suggested the functions you
listed. I also want to know why you allocated certain functions to
equipment and others to personnel.

At the conclusion of the session, the experimenter will retrIeve
the diagrams the engineer has developed and give him the next session's
inputs. A xerox copy of his diagrams will be made, and they will be
returned to him on the siane day.
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PENcuiMM AHMOrNc/TAsK TMUMMCKT(

Transfer Fuel from 0 car to H&V

1. Find and connect the appropriate flex hoses from the RR 'ar
to the storage tank,

2. Open fill valve on M car and storage tank.

3. Open vent valves on storage tA'nk.

4. Initiate fuel transfer.

5. Monitor amoumt of fuel being transferred.

6. Close storage tank and HR car fill valves.

7. Disconnect V•ex hoses frc. storage tank.

8. Monitor fuel temperature.

9. AMJust fuel temperature.

Transfer Fuel from RSV to SLV Tanks

1- Connect PM l.il•cals to missile tanks.

2. Open rocket tank fill and vent valves.

3. Open storage tank fill and vent v\lves.

1•. Determine tLat fill and vwnt valves are open, drain valves
closed.

5. Initiate pressurization of PTFS.

6. Signal return of all personnel from the laun !h area.

7. Initiate filling of PI•S.

8. Determine that fuel haw beg-m to flow.

9. Monitor fuel flow and anauut.

10. Rlegulate amoumt of fuel being transferred.

11. Check '!%el temperaturc and adjust.
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12. Determine tlbat rocket tankr, are filled to the proper aamowt.

13. Stop transfer of fuel.

i4. Close storage tank fil: valves.

15. Drain and close PUfS fill lines.

16. Close rocket tank fill and vent valves.

It

k

I

S.
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SFSSION 2

Instructions To Participating Engneers

In this session, we ask you to imagine that a period of time
in the development of the PTPS has elapsed and that consequently
additional information, gathered by other members of the project team,
is available concerning PTPS functions. This information !q Prescnted
in two forms, a partial)y completed Requirements Allocation Sheet (RAS)
and a more detailed functional flow diaeam of personnel operations

I r _ an "7 ).0 On the RAS the following is available:

1. Major subfunctions (Function Name and No. Column);

2. Initial design requirements for these subfunctions
(Design Requirements Column);

"3. Personnel tasks which must be performed to accomplish
these subfunctions (Tasks Column_);

4. Performance requirements to accomplish these personnel
tasks (Performance Requirements Column).

The flow diaam of personnel operations corresponds to the taskE
listed on the RAS.

Your job in this session is to take the initial design requirements
together with tho other information available to you (including
information from the preceding session) asd describe the characteristics
of the equipment needed to accomplish the design requirements. We
would like you to describe in as much detail as possible "Le following:

1. The nature of the components required (e.g., motors, valving,

piping, pumps, etc.)

2. How this equipment would operate to perform its functions

3. Function limitations and tolerances

4. How the equipment ties in with other equipments and functions

5. The physical facilities (e.g., geographic layout) you would

need to have to implement the design requirements.

Indicate only general dimensions, without worrying about precise
tolerances.
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Before you go ahetd, hcrwever, but after you re.view this material,
would like to aak a few questions:

1. Do you have enough inrformation to describe the equipment you
need to accomplish these functions?

2. If not, what is lacking? What information wouJd you like
to have? What information wold you expect to have?

3. Is there too much informat. ' for this stage of system
development?

4. W'hat information about personnel functions and tasks would
you wish to have to perform your task in this session?

9. What personnel information would you ordinarily have r.t this
stage of system development? Is this information sufficient?

6. If the number of men needed to operate and maintain the PTPS
and their skill levels were available now, would it help you in iescrib-
inis the required equipment? If so, how?

The following questions are asked only of the experimental subjects:

1. Do you find the information oa personnel tasks and performance
requirements on your RAS sheet uzeful in performing today's task?

2. Would you ordinarily expect to receive information of this
sort at this stage of system design? Would you generate this informa-
tion yourself? Is this information too early, too late or just in time?

3. Do you understand the personnel information? If not, what do
you not understand?

4. Is the performance requirements information on the RAS more,
or less or equally useful as the information under the task column?

5. Which versiorn of the personnel task information do you find
morc useful, the flow diagram or the RAS material?

6. Can you apply the personnel information to your anplysis of
equipment requirements?

7. What equipment design impll.ations can you draw from the
personnel information?

[Procedures for debriefing at the conclusion of the session aze
the same as in Session 1.3
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FESSION

Inwtructions To Pat-icipatin& Engineers

In this session additional information is available to you concern-
ing the primary functions which the PPS mast perform.

The informationx consists of more detailed design requirements and
equipment characteristics than was available previously. In addition,
an analysis has been made by the Hfuman Factors section of the control/
display eqaipment which the PiqS system will require. r•ot given to
control subjects.] Naturally you may use all your previous information.

What we want you to do in this session is to review and amplify
your previous equipment descriptions ir the light of the new information.
In addition we would like you to develop a set of equipment flow diagrams
which describe in as much detail as you can how the equipment operates.

Before you go ahead, however, I should like to ask a few questions
with reference to the new infoimation provided in this session:

1. Do the new inputs provide you with enough information to
describe the ejuipment you need in as much detail as you would wish?

2. What additional information would you like to have? Of what
tr? What additional information would you expect to receive?

3. What information about personnel activities would you wish to
have to make up your equipment flow diagram?

4. What personnel information would you ordinarily have at this
stage of system development? Is this information sufficient?

5. If the number of men needed to operate and maintain the PTPS
and their skill levels were available now, would it help you in develop-
irAg the equipment flow diagrams? If so, how?

The following questions are asked oaly of the experimental group:

6. Do ycu find the memorandum on control/display requirements
useful in performing today's task?

7. Would you crminarily expect to receive information of this
sort at this stage of system design? Would you generate this information
yourself? Is this information too early, too late, or just in time?

8. Is the information sufficiently precise and detailed; too general?
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9. Can you apply this infoimation to your analysis of equipment
requirements?

10. What equipment design implications can you draw from the .
memorandum?

11. Do you agree or disagree with the recommendations made in the
memorandum?

As in previous sessions, a review of the engineer's design outputs
will be performed at the close of the session.
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Supplementary Infcrmation To Be Added To
Requirements Allocation Sheets After Approval

Function: Transfer Liquid P_ ellants to Ready Storage Area

A requiremaent exists to transfer Titan X SLV liquid propellants from
the Propellant TanK Car Storage Area or a Bulk Storage Area tc ready
storage areas at Launch Complex 4 0.

The Titan X SLV liquid propellants are:

A. Hydrazine/umsymmetr;cal-Diuethylhydrazine (50%1 2 H4 - 505' UItlH),
which hereafter will be referred to as fuel. Reference is
made to MIL-P-27402 (USAF), 25 August 19-61.

B. Nitrogen Tetroxide (N2 04), which hereafter will be referred
to as oxidizer. Reference is made to MIL-P-26539A, 31 July
1961.

The maximum amount of fuel required in the fuel holding area at
any one time is 22,000 gaLlons. The maximum amount of oxidizer required
in the oxidizer holding area at any one time is 28,000 gallons.

The fuel and oxidizer must be transported to separate ready storage
areas by either railroad tanh cars or road tank trailers.

A. Railroad tank cars will be the primary mode of transportation.

The fuel holding area must be separated from the oxidizer hold.ng
area by a miniinm of 700 feet.

It is anticipated that fuel will be delivered in railroad tank cars
similar to Model ICC 103C-W which has an app-oximate capacity of 7,500
gallons.

B. Provisions must be made to obtain personnel access to the
dome housing on each railroad tank car.

Platfcrms, ladders and handrails must be provided to qa~n access
to the dome hoasing on each railroad tank car. Walkways for each tank
car must be constructed so that they can be not-ed )ut cf the way for
tank car movements.

The hazards (toxic, fire, corrosive) presented by each of the
propellants require preparatory tasks and functions. These must be
accomplished prior to the time either cf the two r]clell nt3 are, by
any means, removed from a tank car. It is required to validato all
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supporting tasks and functions necessary to the actual transfer of
propellants as follows:

A. Safety regulations and procedures for the handling of liquid
propellants shall be provided and strictly enforced in accord-
ance with the following document and applicable waivers:

1. AFTO llC-1-6 General Safety Precautions for Missile
Liquid Propellants, dated 27 November 1961, latest
revision.

B. Criteria for the protection of personnel have been established
for all functions performed during transfer of propellants.

1. Complete protective clothing and the conditions under
which it will be used.

2. Partial protective clothing and the conditiont, under
which it will be used.

3. Portable toxic vapor detectors which are used to sense
the quantity of UMHH and NO2 vapor in the atmosphere.

C. In order to accomplish the propellant transfer operations, the

following communication systems must be provided:

1. Dial telephone

2. Public address

3. MITOC (Missile Technical Operations Communication)

D. A hazard warning system must be provided to alert personnel
to the presence of propellants on the 2aunch complex.

The existing requirement to transfer propellants to ready storage
vessels must be accomplished by utilizing a oortion of the propellant
(fuel and oxidizer) transfer system.

That portion of the PTPS that will be used for transfer consists of
fluid equipment end items, components, instruments, and connecting piping
that together enable propellants to be received from delivery vehicles
and stored.

The requirements for the portion of the propellant transfer system
to be utilizcd for this function are as follows:
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A. The equipment end items (ready storage vessel(s) and propellant
loading units), fixed piping and components all of which are
located in the holding areas will be utilized.

B. A requirement exists for a central control, and distribution
unit for the transfer operation.

C. The central control area should contain centrifugal pumps,
totalizing flowmeters in series, an automatic flow control
system, associated valves, monitors, and controls necessary
to perform the transfer function.

1. Propellant shall be pumped from the delivery vehicle
into the storage vessel(s) where it is stored, bypassing
the flow measurement subsystem if desired. Pump shall
operate up to a maximum flow rate of 200 GPM.

A nominal trans±'er rate of 100 GPM is selected as time
is not a prime consideration during this period and
increased reliability of equipment should result.

2. Provide pressurization of tihe delivery vehicles to
satisfy the pump NIPSH requirements. The NPSR require-
ments shall be based on the propellants being pumped
between plus 450 F and plus 900 F. The delivery vehicles
shall be so positioned that propellant can be pressure
transferred to the PIll (Propellant Loading Unit). In
order to prime the pump (PLU) the approximate GN2
pressure to the delivery vehicle shall be as follows:

(1) Fuel: 20 psig to trailers
30 psig to tank cars

(2) Oxidizer: 40 psig to trailers
50 psig to tank cars

D. The purge and vent subsystem within the PLU that will be used
shall consist of control valves, piping, and back pressure
regulators that enable "closed or open loop" transfer. The
same piping arrangement shall also provide the capability
of blanketing and purging the transfer system.

E. The nitrogen subsystem within the FLU that will be used shall
consist of pressure regulating valves, control valves,
instrumentation, aird associated piping to meet the transfer
requirements. The subsystem shall reduce nitrogen gas
supply from 150 psig to pressures required for the following
uses at supply flows up to 0.5 lb./sec:
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1. Blanket pressures for fuels:

7.2 to 12 psig

for oxidizer:

7.2 to 23 psig

2. Pressurization: 20 to 50 psig

3. Purge: 20 to 30 psig

3½ single-spaced pages of equipment information were also provid'd.j
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Control-Display Recommndations

Th. Project &igineer, FmS Project

From: Himn Factors Section, Personnel Subsystem Group

Subj.: Control-? splay R-c,3owndations resulting from

Human Factors An&4.!j -3

The following represents our analysis of control-display require-
ments based on the limited amount of information available to date.

1. Open and closed indications should be provided for all fill and
drain valves in piping leading to Stage I and II missile propellant
tanks, as well as for their respective vent valves. The same recom-
mendation can be mode for the bleed valves for both Stage I and II fill
lines. Since these valves may have to be operated remotely, (once
propellant is in the lines), the use of illuminated (for display)
puhbbuttovxs should be considered. Valves which are never operated
reI te y should not be displayed. The indications provided should
display the actual position of the valve, not merely the fact that
electrical energy has been supplied to the line leading to the valve
(which has often been the case).

One of the problem involved in displaying valve positions is that
in different operating sequences certain valves should be open while
others are closed. It would therefore be necessary not only to indicate
the actual position of the valve but also the position the valve should
be in for that sequence. Consideration should also be given to arrang-
ing the valve displays in a schematic of the lFIS system. This might
assist personnel in understanding the functional interrelationships of
u.* valves.

2. Presoure indications should also be provided for Stae I and II
missile tanks, as veil as coutrols for pressurizing these tanks.

3. Controls should be provided to turn the unit stl~plying the nitrogen
gas under pressure on and off. Pressure indications will also be needed
for the FSV as well as for the fuel transport vehicle.

4. Controls for initiating -. nd stopping fuel flow are required; also
to control blanket pressure within the PFIS lines. A meter is required
for displaying Lbe flow of fuel. Digital conters should be made avail-
able for determining the amount of fuel actually being tanked. This
will Involve a linkage with sensors located in the missile propellant
tanks.
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5. The temperature of the fuel at each place in which it is sensed
should be displayed. Consideration should be given to whether all
locations should be recorded simultaneously, or successively, and whether
the precise temperature should be indicated or simply an indi,'*tion of
over or under temperature.

6. All hoses requiring manual connection should be color coded or
otherwise marked to make their identification easy or their connections
(pins) so coded as to make cross or incorrect connection of hoses
impossible.

7. Consideration should be given to the centralization of all the
control/display fumctions listed above within a sinle. station or console.
If such a central station were established, consideration should also
be given to providing a means of automatically checking out the PIT At

from that station. Such a checkout facility might include the cepabilty
of iso.ating PkFb ma.suftctions to individual valve or other major
components.

Should a central control station be established, consideration
should also be given to having redundant and parallel controls and
displays for each of the various operational/maintenance sequences.
Thus, the station might consist of a section for transferring fuel from
the transporter to the RSV, a section for fuel transfer to the SLV, and
one for maintenance/malfunction identification. Similar sections for
the oxidizer side of the PTPS would also be required. Certain controls
and displays req7ired for transferring fuel from the transporter to
the 1SV may have to be included on the transporter itself. Under those
circumstances it would be necessary to devise some means of integrating
centralized control functions with those of the transporter.

8. Your commnts with regard to the recommendations made in this
memorandum would be greatly appreciated.
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SESSION 4

Instructions For Participating Engineers

Information supplementing what you have been given previously
concerning the equipment characteristics of the Pi has become avail-
able. In addition, the Personnel Subsystem Group has provided a pre-
liminary task analysis of PTPS operations. [Control subjects do not
receive the task analysis.)

In this session we will ask you to review both of these inputs and,
keeping in mind also the information you hdve received previously,
we want you to develop a list of the control-display hardware required
to operate the PTPS. Your list should describe the following parameters:

1. Nature of the control or display (e.g., gage, indicator,

lever, etc.);

2. Any alternative control or display you can think of;

3. The function to be performed by the device;

4. Any characteristic of the device that you can think of;

5. Where the control or display should be located;

6. The reason for the control or display.

In reviewing the material available to you, we should also like
you to think a little about the number and type of men you would need
to operate and maintain the PiL?. By type of men we mean their training,
experience and skill level. We will ask you about this at the conclusion
of the session.

Before you go ahead to make up your liso_, however, I would like
to ask a faw questions:

1. Do you now have enough information to list the control-display
hardware y.u would ne-d to accomplish PTPS functions? Subsequent
questio.s are essentilly the same as in previous sessions.

The following questions are asked only of experimental subjects:

1. Do you find the preliminary task analysis from the P-rsonnel
Subsystem Group useful in performing today's task.
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2. Would you ordinrrily exrect to receive information of this sort 4

and to this level of detail at this stage of system development? Would
you generate this information yourself?

3. Do you have any difficulty in understanding the task analysis?
If so, what aspect of it gives you difficultyl

Take up each part of the task analysis separately and ask about the
engineer's understanding of that part.

4. Does the time information have any design implications for you?
Does it help with the list of control-display hardware?

5. Does the performance reqiirements information have any design
implications for you? Does it help with the list of control-display
hardware?

6. How about the performance probability figures' Can you interpret

them in terms of the design of the PTPS?

7. How about the difficulty index?

8. How well do you feel you know what the iTPS personnel should
do in operating the system? Have any of the personnel inputs to date
helped to give you a better understanding of these operations?

9. As between a task which is simple and one which is complex,
what design differences would you incorporate? What would you do to
make the complex task simpler?
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Additmonal Supplementary Information

Prover Loop

Due to the importance of an accurate SLV propellant load,
the flowmeter circuit should be verified before the missile is loaded.
This verification circuit ,AU iw1lude a calibrated prover tank of
100 gallons and two level sensing devices, one installed
at the bottom and one in 'talled at the top of the prover tank. Pro-
pellant flow is directed into the tank from the bottom. When liquid
contacts the bottom liquTd sensor, the flow totalizer stops. he flow
measuring system is verified, by comparlng the totalizer number with
the known volue of the prover tank.

The prover tank wlfl be coObUbrated to 100 gallons + .05$ by voltme.
A full leugth stght glass &moald show liquid level just above the top
sensor and indicate te. eWpty condition after drainage.

Flow Control Vaa.le

A flow control valve (PCI-i) vili control propellant flow
rates within the transfer system. It is normally closed and moves to
the full open position with the application of supply pressure (60 PSI)
and a 15 FBI instrument N2 signal. The supply pressure is controlled
by a 3-wy solenoid valve. The inbtrment B2 signal is supplied by the

recorder controller. The position of the valve is proportional to the

3-15 PSI instrmint signal.

Check Valve F,-FJPFL-CBV-1

Donstrem of the AV a check valve will be provided. This
acmmuent ts placed here to prevent back flow through the system. It

is a owing type check valve which opens with 1.9 PSI or less. It is
ande of stainless Ateel with seala of virrin unplasticized teflon.

•ick Disconcects

1hew quick disconnect couplin( ) will consist of an airborme
half and a ground baf.. The coupling is used during the filling of the
vehicle propellant tanks frm the ground propellant supply, dire ning
vehicle tanks into tbe ground system, venting nitrogen gas and propellant
vapors from the vehinle tanks into the vent system, etc.

[n all, 7 sinzge-pa-ed pee of suN7ementary equipment details
were prcvided)i
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Preltmanary Task Analysis

Th: Project Engineer, FT1S Project ,l96"(

From: Perwoumel Snbsyst~e Group

",Ibj: Preliminary Tas Analysis of FTPiS Operations

The following is an initial analysis of PWS operations in terms
of the personnel perfozonce requi rnto (including taak complexity
and safety provisions), the estiJmted length of time Itvqure4 .e r the
operation and the probability that the operation vill be performed
correctly. A difficulty index is also provided.

The folliong should be noted. A blank in the timnF coltmn indicates
that the time vill be variable, depending on individual cperntional
condi tions.

The performvce probability Indicates the perceutage probabLuty
that, if the task were repeated over 10,000 operating cycles, the task
would be performed correctly. For example, if the probabilitty is .9995,
this vould mean that one would expect the operator to ke an error onJ.y
5 times out of 10,000. Tn skill equivalents, these probabiUlity values
mean the following:

.9900 - .9999 = extremely simple task requiring little skill.

.9800 - .9W9 = moderately precise task requiring acme traiving
anO. a fair degree of experience.

.9500 - .9779 = hghly precise task requiring judpwnt. a good
deal of training and extensive experience.

Difficultq Index

1. Level 1 involves siqple manumd ope.rations like th,-wiig a
svitch or pushing a button; or simpie recognition of go-no gry idicstioms.
The operation my be performd by a skilled opertor without a erb.xULLAt
or by a novice with a chocklist. (kly simple Judwnt. would be required.
The informuLlon needed to perform the operatian would be liaited to
dtirect r.c-lU of simple facts involved in recogniltion of devicci and
th'eir general function. Rltrrwrly low human error potentlni: for
erperienced persomnel, .001$; for inexperience, persovnel (althougb
trained), .01$.
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2. ¾evel 2 involves moderately precise manual operations such as
adjusting a potentiometer or torquelng a wrench to a predetermined value.
From a visual standi4oint it uaght involve reading a quantitative meter
or lnterpo~kting a scale value. The operation might in~rolve the coordin-
ation of a manurAl action with a visual one, whereas level 1 would not.
A moderate degree of judgment would be required, such as that involved
in estimating how long an action shoula be rerformed, performing a
visual check, or making decisions based on information from several
rources. The information needed to perform the operation might involve
the principles of system operation, e.g., knowing the effects of activating
a control on downstream valves. There is moderate error p.Lobability
for experienced personnel, .01%; for inexperienced personnel, 5%.

3. Level 3 involves very precise, complex manual operations such
as those involved in removinC or replacing delicate components. It may
involve a high degree of perceptual precision, such as reading frequency
waves or discriminating slight differences in shades of the same color
(e.g., determining corrosion). A considerable amount of decision-makiag
judgment is required as in troubleshooting a failed device or in cordin-
ating the actions of a number of personnel in the same system operation.
The information needed to perform the operation would involve the organiza-
ticn of many highly detailed facts derived from memory and deduction
of their implications for action. There is an extremely high human
error potential for inexperienced personnel, e.g., 50-75%. For exper-
ienced personnel the error probability is about 10-20%.
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S&SION 5

Instructions To Participating Enineers

In this session I will ask you to consider the preventive mainten-
ance requirements of the PTPS. These are listed on your new RAS sheet.
(Figure 8).

The following general information concerning preventive maintenance
is available:

1. Organizational maintenance of the propellant transfer system
consists of periodic visual inspection of all piping systema including
valves, controls and instrumentation; operating tie pumps for a short
period of time and lubrication if necessary; and inspection and cleaning
of filter elemencs.

2. Field maintenance includes replacing or repairing defective

lines, valves, hoses, pumps, motors, controls, and refastening of loose
piping and equipment.

3. Depot maintenance will include major repairs to pudps, motors,
and other machinery as well as major repairs to controls and instrumen-
tation.

Notice that these functions involve the whole range of preventive
maintenance functions: calibration, inspection, verification of accuracy,
checkout and lubrication.

Under the personnel section of the RAS we have listed the major
tasks to be performed by personnel maintaining the PTPS.

You will be asked to do two things in this session: (1) make a
functional flow diagram of the functions involved in performing preventive
maintennance; (2) describe all the design features you might provide
to aid the maintenance personnel in performing these activities. Mese
features should include:

a. required controls and displays;

b. special test and calibratiun on tools and equipment;

c. access spaces;

d. test points:

C~. c,'nnections;
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f. safety provisions, etc.

Here is a checklist which might help you to remember features
you may wish to incorporate in your design characteristics. If you
can think of a more effective way of performing the maintenance fumctions,
list any changes you would make. Add any maintenance tasks which you
feel would be required or be desirable, even if not listed on the RAS.
Remember the type of maintenance mar who will be provided to do these jobs.

Before you go ahead, however, I would like the answers to a number
of questions:

1. Do you have enough information to do what you have been asked
to do?

2. If not, what is lackingl W"hat Information wou>1 you like to
have? What information would you exp-ect to have'

3. Is thp information provided on the RA3 sheets useful in perfi•rm-
ing the task?

4. Would you ordinarily expect to receive information of this type
at this stage of system development? From whom? Would you generate
the information yourself?. How?

5. Does the checklist assist in any way,

6. If you knew the number and type of maintenance men you were
going to have, would this help you in performing the task?

The following questions are asked only of experimental subjects:

i. Do you find the information on your RAS sheets under T"sks
useful in performing the task? Task information was not provided to
control subjects.

2. Can you apply that information to today's task?

3. What equipent design implications can you draw from this
personnel information?

4. Would you ordinarily expect to receive this persoinel informa-
tion at this stage of system design? FArli'-rT Later?
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MAINTAINABILITY CHECKLIST

GENERAL
1. Standardization maximized 8. Labeling maximized
2. Components functionally grouped 9. Weight minimized
3. Console layout optimized 10. Calibration requirements known
4. Complexity minimized 11. Repair/replace philosophy known
5. Self-test incorporated 12. Maint. procedures known
6. Max. time to repair minimized 13. Personnel requirements minimized
7. Tools & test equip. minimized 14. Trade-offs documented

HANDLIN PANEL -IbPLAYS/CONTOLs
1. Equipment lifting means 1. Controls standardized

employed 2. Controls sequentially positioned
2. Equipment base reinforced 3. Controls properly spaced

(fork-lift app.) 4. Controls adequately labeled
3. Drawer & panel handles 5. Controls adjacent to applicable display

employed 6. Ruggedized meters employed
4. Assembly handles employed 7. Meters externally removable
5. Console castors employed 8. Panel lighting employed

(as applicable) 9. Indicator lights "press-to-test"
6. Damage susceptibility minimized 10. Fuse requirements satisfied
7. Weight label on console 11. Spare fuses provided

12. Warning lights employed-critical
4 RA -GEIERAL functions

1. Drawers on roll-out slides 13. Color of indicator lights adequate
2. Panels hinged 14. Controls placed by frequency of use
3. In-position maintenance

possible TEST POINTS
4. Cables connected vith drawers 1. Located on front panel

extended 2. Functionally grouped
5. Permnent cable inlets on front 3. Adequately labeled-number & signal

avoided value
6. Heaviest items on bottom 4. Internal test points accessible
7. Operator panels optimum 5. Degree of test indicated

position 6. Adequately protected
8. Air intake & exhaust prxv- 7. Adequately illuminated

isions adequate 8. Located close to applicable control

PACKAGING ADJUSTMTS
1. Plug-in components employed 1. Adjustment points accessible
2. Ccmponent stacking avoided 2. Periodic adjustments known
3. Acceseibility based on 3. Interaction effects eliminated

replacesent freq. 4. Adjustment locking devices provided
4. Wrong installation of unit 5- Factory adjustments specified

prevented 6. Adjustment points adequately labtl.A
5. Modules s mounting plates . Fine adjustmen's through l..Argc

labeled movement t,,
6. Guides used for module inst!&L- 8. Built-in ý!achs for m,'-r zalibrn-on

ation 9. Clockvieie Xdjustmen.s for incr,-i-ng,
7. Inte-,,hangerabiity £mncorpornted valuws
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PARTS/COMPONENTS ACCESSIBILITY I
1. Arranged in family groups 1. Access doors provided
2. Adequately labeled 2. Access doors self-supported
3. Adequately spaced for tool access 3. Access doors labeled

4. Individual parts directly accessible 4. Access openings adequate in size
5. Delicate parts adequately protected 5. Access fasteners minimized
6. Not vulnerable to excessive solder 6. Special tools minimized

heat 7. Component accessibility adequate
8. Guides for dangerous accesses

FAS•E•• S considered
1. Quick release fasteners employed
2. Fasteners standardized EPUVROHM
3. Quantity of fasteners minimized 1. Temperature & humidity ranges
4. Hexagonal socket-head fasteners used considered
5. Captive nut & screws employed 2. Illumination adequate
6. Minimum number of turns requiredi 3. Transportability conditions

considered
CABLES 4. Mobility conditions considered
1. Cables fabricated in removable 5. Storage conditions considered

sections
2. Cables routed to avoid sharp bends SAFETY
3. Cables routed to avoid pinching I. F]-etrlcal outleLo/junction boxes
4. Protection for cables routed labeled

thru holes 2. Interlocks employed
5. Cables identified 3. Fuse & circuit breaker protection
6. Cable clanaing support adequate adequate
7. Handhold & step prevention 4. Warning decals adequate

considered 5. Guards & safety covers-high
potentials

C0NFE¶TJRS 6. Protruding devices eliminated
1. Quick disconnect variety 7. External metal parts adequately
2. Connector spacing adequate grounded
3. Labeling adequate 8. Draver/panel/structure edges
4. Connectors keyed rounded
5. Connec-ors standardized 9. Tool use considered
6. Spare pins provided
7. Male connectors capped RELIABILITY
8. Receptae. - "hot" & plugs i. Allocated MTBF known

"cold" 2. Fail-safe provisions incorporated
9. Moisture prevention considered 3. Critical/service life considered

4. Wear-in/wear-out cycles considered
5. Failures traceable by test

When revieving layouts/dravings, this checklist may prove beneficial in
covering various design features applicable to maintainability. The Item
or categories listed are in most cases backed up vith more detailed questions
bai;cd on specific criteria. The list is so designed that Lhe answer to each
item (as applicable) should be "yesTM.

REFTRME DOCt"R2I SPECIFYING GOOD MAIWrIWA!BUITY CRITERIA

XAv"3HIPS 94-V4, Maintainability Design Criteria Handbook for Designers
of Shlphoard Klectronic Equipment
ASD-Th-61-42., Guide to _ntegrated System Design for Msintainability
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SEssi 6A

Instructions For Participating Engineers

In this session no further equipment inputs are available. However,
the Personnel Subsystem Group has provided two (2) time-line analyses,
one for operations, one for preventive maintenance, for the two major
fueling functions, fuel transfer to the RSV, and fuel transfer from
the RSV to the SLV. [Control subjects did not receive time-line analyses.2
(Figures 8A and 9A).

These time lines analyses represent the humar. performance require-
ments pertinent to the PTPS. Major functions are described in terms
of the time required to perform that function and the combinatior of
personnel ntcessary to successfully complete the functional requirements
of the system.

Functions are listed down the left hand coluni with the required
personnel indented under the particular function. Time requirements
for the particular functions are represented incrementally to the right
of the task.

Your task today is courposed of several parts:

1. Examine the time-line analyses. Note that they give you the
P-rsonnel Subsystem Group's concept of the types of PTPS personnel
reuiired and the length of time each oO their tasks should take. The
time-line analysis can also be interpreted in terms of the number of
personnel needed.

2. Using this Information and any of the inputs you received
previously, indicate how many control and/or display panels you would
need to operate and maintain the system. A panel is defined as any
physical space specifically designed to contain two or more controls
or displays. Please indicate also in what location they vwuld be
found.

3. Indicate the operating and maintenance functions to be performed
b each controlidisplay in the panel. Provide a rough layout of the panel.
P inition of rough layout follows.)

In addit.•i, we o,.uld like answers to the fullowing questions:

I. Do you hU.ave enough information to draw rough layouts of the
cont rol/di splay panel s?
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2. If not,, what information should you have? What inforution
would you realisticalU.y wish to have?

3. What information about personnel operations which you have.
not received in previous sessions vould you want to have?

4. What previous informutlin about personnel ope rtitns is relevant

to and would assist in your laying out the contra/dlsplay panels?

The folloving questiuns are asked only of the experimental gvm:

5- Do you have any difficulty interpreting the time-line

uallyses?

6. If so, what are these difficulties?

7. Does the tize--Une analysis provide you vith any information

you do not already have?

8. Can you tell me in a few vords what infarmtion the time-l1ne
ar..Lysis provides yWu

9. Do you agree with the personnel types an time require ents

indicated on the analyses?

10. If not, hby? What chen"-es would you make? Why?

11. Is the timi-line analysis information relevant to your task
of drawtrg the pbnels? IDes that information assist you in making
these drawings?

12. Does the time-line analysuii Information have any appication

other than to the task you have today? Could you have wed it earlier?
Might it be useful later?

13. What design implications can you dxw fron the time-line
analyses?



SESSION 6B

Instructions For Participating Engineers

In this session informttion has been made available by the Personnel 1
Subsystem Group concerning the personnel who will be operating and
maintaining the PTPS. This information, contained in the enclosed
memoranium, contains prelimirzary Quantitative and Qualitative Personnel
Requirements Information (QQPRI) for the PTPS. This information, broken
out by the Air Force Speciality Code (AFSC) describing the job, includes
position (job) descriptions and manpower estimates. There is no additional
equipment information available.

If you have not completed your sketches of the control panels
required in the previous session, this session will enable you to do so.

In this session we would also like you to list the individual steps
required to operate the control-display equipment and to perform any
other personnel operations you think necessary. List these steps in
terms such as "turn on power", "monitor LN2 pressure", "open valve
manually", etc. Keep in mind that safety is a prerequisite for any
operation. List the steps in the order in which they should be performed.
Indicate any overlapping steps. Where any step requires more than one
man to perform it, please indicate the number required.

I should also 2ike to ask you the following questions:

1. Do you have enough informatiou et this stage of PTPS develop-
ment to be able to list the operating steps?

2. If not, what information dc you think you neec or would want?

3. What personnel information would you ordinarily have at this
sTage of PS derelopment? Is this information sufficient? What
personnel information would you want?

4. Do you find any of the personnel information you have
received previously to be u!eful in performing the task? If so, what
information is this?

The followii g questions are asked of experimental subjects only:

5. Do you have any difficulty understanding fie QQPRI?

6. If so, what is the problem?

f. Would you expect to receive information of this type at this
stage of PTPS development?
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8. Do you find the QQPRI information useful in helping you with
the list of operating steps? If so, in what way?

9. What design implications can you draw from the position
descriptions; frum the manpower estimates?

10. Dn you feel that the information contained in the QPRI has
any major impact upon your design? Would you change your design in
any way because of the QQPRI?
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Preliminary Qutmitative And Qualitaive Personnel Regugrements
Information (iPKI)

TO: Design Engineering Group., PTFS Project

From: Humn Factors Secti on, Personnel Subsystem Group

Subj.: Preliminary QLantitative and Qualitative Personnel
Requirements Information (QPR)

In accordance with the statement of vork for the PTFS program,
paragraph 10.3, the Himnn Factors Section has performed the requisite
analyses and has dravn up a preliminary schedule of Quantitative and
Qualitative Personnel Requirements Information (QPM) for the PTPS.
The results of this effort are appended to this meoranftu and are
submitted to the PTFS Design group for its use in the PITS design.

Analysis of the functional requirements of the PITS within the
contractual constraints imposed by the customer has allowed us to
arrive at the following preliminary inwxmer estimate for operation
and maintenance of the Titan X SLV, Propellant Transfer and Pressuriza-
tion System.

Position Descriptions

The following Air Force specialities have been identified as
those requiring the least amnt of special training and familiarization
before reaching proficiency in operation of the system.

1. Fuel SUpply Officer (SO) (AFSC a54): will direct pre-launch

operation activities.

- will assigD technicians and specialists to launching crews

- will supervise propellant transfer operations from transporters
to RSV's and from RSV's to the launch vehicle

- will determine fuel load for lp~iicb vehicle

- will direct emergency uperations

2. Fuel SpecialIstiSuerlsor (re.s) (AFSC 64350B/70B): will be
responsible for the receipt, storage, issue and transportation of
alssile fuel, oxidizers and gases. He will also accomplish routine
maintenance and servicing of the PITS. ]e will assist the Liquid Fuel
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Systems Maintenance Specialist/Tecbnician in propeilant loading or
unloading operations.

3. Liquid Fuel Syste Mintenance SpcIliist/T*chnician (LPr/T)
(Auc 5685oB/ToB): vIii be responsible, tnder the direction of the !uel j
Specialist/Suervisor, for the condut of propellant loading and unload-
ing operations at the lauch site. including emerdency or damge control

ImIactivities if required.

Jhnpouer hstiutes (Fbr low skill,, high numer subjects oily]

Thx.i ion Number Required

Fuel Supply Officer 1

Fuel Specialist/Supervisor 3

Liquid Fuel Systems Maintenance 8
Specialist/Tecbnician

Total Complement
PM Operations
and Maintenance 12

Manpower Estiates [For higb skill, low nber subjects only]

Position Number Required

Fuel Supply Officer 1

Fuel Specialist/Supervisor 2

Liquid Fuel Systems Maintenance 6
Speciallst/Tecehician

Total Complement
P]M. Operations

And Maintenance 9
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SESSION 7A

Instructions For Participating Engineers

In this session we would like you to analyze the potential operating
problems which might be encountered after the PTPS system is put irto
use. The reason for doing such an analysis is that you may be able to
include in your design certain features which might prevent the occu-rrence
of such problems. Your list of operating problems should contain the
following:

1. Description of the problem in one or at most two sentences;

2. Severity of the problem in terms of its consequences for
completion of propellant transfer and safety of personnel.
We puggest the following categories which you can abbreviate
as A, B or C:

A. Catastrophic -- extreme danger to system and/or personnel;

B. Serious -- failure to complete propellant transfer;

C. Minor -- maximum effect is delay in completion of
propellant transfer.

3. Description of antic-4ated ýonsequer 2s to PTPS operation in
one or two sentences;

4. Design recommendoktions to reduce likelihood of error occurrence.

To help you in this Job the preliminary QURI given yuu in the
previous session has been ccnsiderably expanded (Figure 10A) to include:

1. A list of duties and tasks for each Air Force Speciality Code
(A•SC) together with the potential personnel errors t.at might
be made;

2. The per-formance reliabih'ty associated with these tasks;

3. The skill l,-vcl estimated to be required for each task;

4. A description of the job required of erch A.7C, including
the skill., involved;

5. The training required to make each indlividual proficiLnt.

[P given only to experimentftl subje.cts.]
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I would like to ask the following questions:

1. Do you have enough equipment information at this stage of
PM development to be able to list the potential problems? Enough
information about PTPS personnel and their operations?

2. If not, what information do you think you need or would want?

3. What personnel information would you ordinarily have at this
stage of PTPS development? Is this information sufficient to be able
to list the potenzial problems? What personnel information would you
want?

4. Do you find any of the personnel information you received
in previous sessions helpful in making up the list of problems? If so,
what information is this?

5. Can you say whether more of these operating problems are
equipment-initiated than personnel-initiated?

5. As a result of listing the operating problems, would you
change your design in any way? Add or delete anything?

7. Could you solve these problems without design changes?

The following questions arc asked of experimental subjects only:

8. Do you have any difficulty in understanding the QQYRI?

9. If so, what is the problem?

10. Would you expect to receive information of this type at
this stage of PTPS development?

For each of the categories _' QQPRI information, ask the following
questions:

11. Do you find the QQPRI information useful in helping you with
the list of potential problems? If so, in what way?

12. What design implications can you draw from each of the items
of QQMRI information?

13. Do you feel that the information contained in the QQY'RI In
any way influenced your li!3t of problems? If so, in what way? Iiould
it have riny impact upon your design?
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At the conc:usion of the session the investigacor will concentrate

on a review of the potential operating problems to determine:

a. Why the engineer feels it is a problem;

b. Whether the existence of the problem will in any way affect
his design;

c. What information he feels he should have in order to resolve
the problem.

I
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SESSION 7B

Instructions 1b Participating Engineers

This session should be considered as a continuation of the previous
one. Consequently, there are no new inputs available to you. If you
have not finished your review of your design in relation to the QYRI
furnished you previously, please do so. This review will assist you
in performing your major task today, which is to supply as complete list
of all the hardware you would include in the PTPS as you can. In makiag
up this list, please include the following:

1. Type of component (e.g., globe valve, flex hose, filter,
fluid, press);

2. Location of component (e.g., SLV vent to PLU line, RSV #1
return line);

3. Component function (e.g., shut off valve, drain valve,
filter, emergency relief).

We would also 'Ike you to flag each component which would be directly
operated (not maints~in'd) by PTPS personnel. Do not flag componcnts which
function only indirectly as a result of som personnel activation (e.g.,
the operation of a filter which results from personnel initiating fuel
transfer). The flagging of components in terms of personnel operations
will help us to define the impact of personnel on system design in terms
of the percent of components related to personnel operations.

While it is desirable thiat your list be as complete as possible,
it is unnecessary to break th. list down to a level of detail which
includes individual nuts and bolts. Where you know or can guess, you
should include major components internal to a higher order assembly
(e.g., pump in a PLU). The information you provide should be such that
a pricing specialist can take the list and mrke "ballpark" estimates
of the cost of your subsystem design.
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SESSION 8

Instructions For Participating Engineers

As sometimes occurs during system development, the System Project
Office (SPO) monitoring that development may impose changed requirements
upon the contractor. The memorandum you have just received indicates
that the original statement of work provisions (paragraph 7.1) regarding
the number and composition of the PTPS work force have been changed.
The SPO therefore requires you to examine your subsystem design to
determine whether you can modify that design to meet the changed
requirements. Note that the basic functions of the IPPS remain unchanged
and your design must still accomplish those functions.

Your task today will require you to review the engineering and
personnel inputs you have rzceived to date. As yc, do so, list the
following on a sheet of paper:

1. All changes in equipment requirements and characteristics

which will permit the desired changes in number and type of personnel.

2. All changes in operating procedures.

3. All changes in control-display hardware.

In each case, the reason for the change and its anticipated impact
upon personnel performance and crew composition should bi, noted.

Before you begin your review, however, I should like to ask the
following questions:

1. Is it clear what you are being asked to do? If not, what
would you like tc know?

2. Are the changed personnel requirement, reasonable., in your

opinion?

3. Do you have enough informtiun to pt.rforn the task?

4. I." rot, what equ•pment information do you thirnk you '

5. ,h~tt pierson.,l informatton do you thirak y'ou :','d$
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Redirection of Design Effort

CThe following was provided to the high skill, low number subjects(Group I)J

, 1967

To: Chief Engineer, PTPS Project

From: Project Officer, Titan X SLV Project

Subj.: Redirection of Design Effort

Ref.: Statement of Work, Air Force Contract 423-647C-1-67

1. Reference statement of work (paragraph 7.1) requested that the
contractor design and develop the Titan X SLV propellant transfer and
pressurization subsystem (PTPS) for operation and maintenance by a small
number of highly trained Air Force specialists. In any design situation
in which skill level and number of personnel had to be traded off, it
was desired that the criterion of minimum number of personnel was to
take priority. This has resulted in a PTPS design which, in the opinion
of this office, tends to make excessive demands on the availability
of skilled Air Force specialists.

2. It in therefore directed that the contractor examine the present
PM design configuration and recommend such changes as will permit the
subsystem to be operated and maintained by personnel requiring a minimum
amount of training and skill in the performance of their duties.
Although it is recognized that any reduction in the training and skill
level of operational personnel may require an increase in system manning,
any such increase should be kept to a minimum consistent with the safe
and efficient performance of the PTPS. The total composition of the
PTPS crew should not exceed N. [ariable number adjusted to each designer's
original manning estimate.] All non-supervisory personnel should have
no higher than a "5" level skill rating, with 50% of the group to be
composed of "3" levels. Basic PTPS functions and performance require-
ment3 shall not be affected by any proposed design changes. Moderate
cost increases will be permitted but must be specified in aetail and
shall be acce-ptable only-where a design change is warranted by its
effect on crew composition.

3. Within 30 days, therefore, the contractor will supply this office
with a memorandum listing those aspects of system design which he feels
can be modified to reflect the revised personnel requirements.
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4. The following design factors shall be considered in your analysii:

a. the allocation of functions b.tween equipment and personnel;

b. the des.ji of controls and displays;

c. operating procedures;

d. safety precautions;

e. the speed with which PTPS operations can be performed;

f. requirements for auxiliary test, muintenance ana instrumentaticn
equipment used by personnel.

Major design modifications, together with their predicted effects,
shall be described in detail.

5. The above redirection. constitutes an addition to '_he scope of the
referen.ced contrant. Estimates of the cost requlred to perform the
"tbove analysis shall be supplied to Mr. Robert B. Polhemis, Titan X SLV
Ccntracting Officer. Technical questions shall be refer-ed to Major
David Jones, Assistant Project Officer, Titan X SLV project.

By direction
Edward B. Rothe-rmere
Col., USAF
Projpe'.t Officer
Titan X SLV Project Office
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[The following was provided to low skill, high number (Group II)

subjects.3

, 1967

To: Chief Engineer, PITS Project

From: Project Officer, Titan X SLV Project

Subj.: Redirection of Design Effort

Ref.: Statement of Work, Air Force Contract 423-647C-1-67

1. Reference Statement of Work (paragraph 7.1) requested that the
contractor design and develop the Titan X SLV propellant transfer and
pressurization subsystem (PTIs) for operation and maintenance by
Air Force personnel who would require a. minimum amount of training and
skill in the performance of their duties. The requirement for mii.imum
skill level was considered to have priority over other manning criteria,
including the number of personnel required.

2. An analysis of Air Force manning resources has indicated that a sub-
stantial number of skilled personnel .n the speciality codes required
by the PTPS will be made available for this program by the progressive
phasing out of earlier Titan models. In view of this development it
may be possible to achieve reductions in the total size of the PTPS
manning by making appropriate design modifications reflecting the changed
nature of personnel requirements. As a design goal, it is requested
that the contractor examine the possibility of manning the PTPS with
a total of N personnel. [Variable number adjusted to each designer's
original manning estimate.] It is anticipated that all FTPS personnel
will have not less than a "7" level skill rating.

Basic P•PS functions and performance requirements shall not be
affected by any proposed design changes. Moderate cost increases will
be permitted but must be specified in detail and shall be acceptable
only where a design change is warranted by its effect on crew composition.

3. It is therefore directed that the contractor examine the present
design configuration of the PTPS and recommend such changes as will permit
the subsystem to be operated and maintained by a small number of highly
skilled Air Force personnel. The primary critrion in proposing design
modifications shall be the reduction of manpower, consistent with the
safest and most efficient performance of the PTPS.
Demainder of memorandum includes same material as previous memorardum.
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SESSION 9

Instructions For Participating Engineers

In this session we are going to deviate a little from our previous
procedure by giving you a number of special problems to solve.

1. Administer item 10 of Test II as described in Meister and
Sullivan, 1967. See Table 13 in this report for specific sub-items.

2. I want you to review mentally the various items of information
I gave you during your subsystem design these past weeks. Here is a
deck of cards, on each of which one of these inputs is described.
Take the cards (the investigator will shuffle them first) and look at
each one carefully in order. After you have looked at each card, I
want you to arrange them in the order in which you consider each item
of information to have been valuable, useful to your design. In other
words, place .he card with the most useful input first, the card with
the next most useful input next, and so on for each card. [See Table 10
in this report for specific items.)

After the engineer sorts the cards, review with him the reasons
ivy he sorted them in this way. Emphasize the following points:

a. Did the input provide any useful information;

b. Did the input have any effect on your subsystem design;
if not, why;

c. Was the ,equencing of the input appropriate.

3. Ask the engineer to pick out which of these inputs he would
wish to have at the very start of design. Wqhyl.

4. I would like you to think now of two design situations,
in both of which you are to design a propellant transfer subsystem
something like the one you have just finished designing. In the first
situation you will design for your own Marquardt technicians. In the
second situation you will design for Air Force personnel who have had
no prior experience in propellant transfer work, but who will be
graduates of a 3 months Air Force course in missile operations. The
subsystem shall be designed so that the Air Force personnel can operate
and maintain the subsystem without any Marquardt assistance or consulta-
tion. In every other way the design requirements (e.g., reliability,
duration of the operating zycle, etc.) are the same for th? two situations.
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Assume no restrictions imposed by cost. Primary design criteria are
safety and completion of propellant transfer to mission requirements.

We want to know what difference, if any, the differences in personnel
would make to your design. Here is a list of subsystem design character-
istics. Put a check mark in either or both columns, depending on
whether you would include a particular characteristics in your subsystem
design. You may of course include the same characteristic in both sub-
system designs or in either.

DESIGN CHARACTRISTICS AIR FORE

1. All operations performed from a
central control station.

2. Some valves manually operated,
others automatically.

3. All operations are computer
controlled; personnel functions
are restricted to starting the
operation and stopping it in
case of malfunction.

4. Multiple redundancy built into &1l
valves and other major equipment
units.

5. Automatic sensors built into all
valves, control units, RSV's, etc.
which will adjust or stop flow when
preset values are reached or an
out of tolerance condition arises.

6. Schematic display of all valve
positions and flow conditions.

7. Only critical valve positions and
flow conditions displayed.

8. 1o displays except a master malfunction
legend light.

9. All operations performed from fuel
carts which must be connected and
disconnected as required.
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10. Built in test equipment which auto-
matically senses out of tolerance
conditions, localizes the malfunctioning
unit and displays that unit location.

11. Manual calibration of major control
units (e.g., flcwmeters) required prior
to operation of subsystem.

12. Calibration of major control units (e.g.
flowmeters) performed automticaJly
prior to subsystem operation.

13. Continuous personnel montoring of
individual meters describing
propellant flow.

I4. Manual adjustment of valve controls
to make final "topping" adjustments
to propellant in rocket tanks.

15. Other (to be supplied by subject,
when he feels that other design
differences would exist).

After the subject has completed this item, review with him the
reasons for his choices.

5. You have been given the task of designing a propellant transfer
subsystem to be manned by Air Force technicians about whom you know
nothing. Here is a list of items of information which might or might
not be of use to you if they were included. in the statement of work.
Rank these factors in order of their importance to equipment design
and the degree to which they should influence you as the designer.
Dee Table Ul for specific items.)
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SESSION 10

Instructions For Participating Engineers

Today's session will involve a series of problems similar to the
ones you received in the previous session.

1. We will begin by asking you to design a propellant transfer
system to the same functional requirements as the ones listed in your
original statement of work. There will be, however, one major difference.
One of the requirements is that the system must be operated and maintained
by two Air Force personnel as a maximum. No further information about
these personnel is available. Cost should be a consideration in your
design, but not the primary one. You should take advantage in your
design of all state-of-the-art advances.

We wish you to analyze (in as much detail as possible) the design
requirements for such a system. It, particular we would like to know
what special equipment characteristics and modifications to your original
design would be required to insure its operability by two people.

a. In designing this system, what were the major items of
information you felt you needed and did not have?

b. You will be given a sc -r cards to sort. These cards
contain some of the items of information you might want to know in order
to develop an appropriate design for the system. We want you to rank
these items in the order of importance you feel they merit in terms of
enabling you to develop the most efficient design. Thus, the first
card you would place on the table would be the most important, the second
card you would put on top of this would be next most important, etc.

[See Table XII for specific items7

2. I would like to find out whether and to what degree your
design would be affected by certain requirements, if these were included
as part of your statement of work and no waiver were permitted by the
customer. You may dislike some of these requirements but consider that
they are forced on you by the customer. Assume you had the job of
designing a propellant transfer system something like the one you have
just finished designing. Each requirement is listed on a card; please
examine them in order carefully and then sort them into three piles,
one each for the following categories: design would be greatly affected;
desiag would be slightly affected; design would not be affected at all.

(See Table VIII for specific items-.
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APPENDIX II

I SCRIPTION OF SYSW Z IFFE TIVEESS8 MEASURES EMP1OYE
TO COMPARE OVERALL SUIBSYTEM DE8IGNS

RELIABILITY.

The reliability prediction made was based on the following require-
ments:

1. The prediction desired was a point estimate to four places of
the probability that the stem, once activated, will perform
its mission without interruption. The system has two mission
segments: (1) to transfer propellants from the railroad to
the ktorage area; (2) to transfer propellants from the stor.
age area to the rocket tanks. The two mission segments are
independent, that is, propellent transfer in mission segment
(I) will not necessarily be immediately followed by transfer
in mission sepmnt (2).

2. For purposes of this evaluation, a failure was defined as any
equipment malfunction which prevents completion of the sub-
system mission (i.e., transfer of propellants). Malfunction
of any device or interlock which was required for safety but
which did not physically prevent propellant transfer would
also be considered as a failure, since personnel would not
ordinarily be permitted to initiate or complete transfer once
such a malfunction was noted.

3. The probability estimate covered an operating period of 60

hours for each mission segment.

Schematics, bills of material and operating procedures, as supplied
by each designer, were reviewed and coordinated in order to determine the
logical subdivision of each system into its constituent elements for
which failure rates and corresponding reliabilities were available. Com-
ponent failure rates were obtained from the following two sources:

Failure Rates , AVCO Corporation, Reliability Engineering Data
Series, no date.

RADC Unanalyled Non Electronic Part Failure Rate Data , Technical
Report No. RADC-TR-66-828, Rome Air Development Center, Griffis Air
Force Base, New York, (1966).
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The general procedure for reliability prediction requires four
essential steps. These are: (1) system definition; (2) system analysis;
(3) modl formulation; (b) model solution (qumntitative results).

A more detailed description of the for steps follow:

1. stem Definition

Th reliability analyst anmlyses the compoaition and configure-
tion of the system. The system configuration includes the system
envelope, its flowtiomal and tieal boundaries, the objectives of
the system (i.e., its mission(s)) and a definition of what conati-
toes system failure. The latter includes alternate/degraded modes
of operation.

Th analyst mAst then investigate the system to ascertain how
the constituent parts work toether to pvide the required func-
tions. Certain parts will be found essentiLl, others my have
redundant co er s aan still others my not be required at all.
The results of this analysis eulmintte in the construction of a
reliability or probabilistic block diagram. This diagram graphi-
cally illustrates the fimotional interrelationakip of equipment
parts ioluding alternate although perhaps "degraded" modes of op-
eration. This diagram does not necessarily depict signal flow but
rather the system parts that participate in each mode of operation.

3. MnoAl Pbnolation

Using the probabilistic block diar am constructed in the
previous step, a mthemtical model is developed which permits com-
bination of the individu•g equipment reliabilities into an emlua-
tion of the overall system reliability.

Ii Mdel. Solution

OmntLtatiewsolutiou of the model reqaires determination of the
reliability characteristics of the individual system elem ts. This
can be accopli•h•d 11 several ways including the use of standard
failure rates, data sounress r empirically derived data. Ones these
data are determined they are inserted into the mathematical model to
obtain the overall system reliability.

DAIvidual subateps include:
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1) sriation of fatilure rates for a gr of essential,
statistically independent elements and

2) conversion of a failure rate to a probability and
suitable combination of probabilities where the step
above does not apply.

Significant characteristics differentiatisg the subsystem designs,

vhich affected the reliability predictions are listed below:

Mubect N

Design encludes redundant flowmters and a beater subsysten
Imrsed in the BOV. Design does not inelud either pumps or a
T.V. monitoring system.

Design includes a recirculating heat excanger smbsystem, and
a T.V. monitoring system. Design does not iniunde redundancy for
its pumps or floumeters.

SubjectJ

Design includes redundant flometers, but lacks redundancy for
its pimp(s) and does include a recirculating beat ibang.er. Other-
wise extremly similar to Subject N.

Sb!! D

Design includes redundant flowmters, a T.V. monitoring system,
and a recirculatiug beat exchanger system; does not include redun-
dancy for its single return pump, and does include a large multi-
point taeperature recorder.

Design includes redundancies for all major comonents in the
system such as p•mps, flovmewns, cmputer, SV tanks, etc. The
design is also distinguisInd by being the only totally automatic
system designed.

Design is distingulsbed by the large umber of coponents celled
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out, the T.V. monitoring system, and its redundant Pumps and flo•-
miterm.

BASIC DATA FOR GOST ANALYSIS

TAtZXIV

Distribution of Cost Among the Six Subsystems

Subjects
z 1,000) , N s D H K

1) Tanks 2e.0 200 220 200 280 250
)mp. Controls 75 25 45 75 75 75
Dump 20 20 20 20 20 35
nowhlte P'rvar a" 4 ~ *~ ~10 None

2) Mechanical Huqvm, 215 215 164 215 281 288
PUMPS - - 1.0 )#2 81 180

-- M -- M -W -- -- w -W

3) Ilectrioal instu. 69 30 30 85 8 50

.) major Elect. 18 18 25 25 25 35

5) Console 12 10 10 12 15 12
Display -a - - 20 -

-9 -10 ---- o -- 7 -

6 ) Rack~s, trays.etc. 8 5 5 8 12 5

Total 707 558 609 732 1#198 930
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SAFETY EVALUATION CRIMRIA

1) rsonnel ill be provided with the best a&vilable protective
clothing en respirtory equimnt and safety protective sys-
tems.

2) Potential personnel exposure is ideall~y ail, ezoept that t"a
operations oannt within mehanically feasibility be mode
remote, viz.; connect and disoonnect of road vehicles carry-
Lug piopellants, amd oonnect and disoonneet of flight vehcles.

3) froellant dum , bleeds, drains, discordn , ete., are not
released to the atmosphere, but are oontained in a closed
vessel thus eliminating gross atmospheric pollution and pro-
viding for disposal or reprocessing uder controlled conditions.

) Propellant and pressurazt vents are processed through a chemical
solution which processing renders inert the toxic games.

5) Propelsant flov lines and systems are assumed to provide ade-
quate design safety factors as provided in applicable code.
This assuption applies to all "code" items such as electrical,
electronle, deluge and sher system, fire and heat sensors
and warning devices.

6) Manual operations, ideally, are reduced to a minima so that
humn error as wall as personnel exposue is miniamsed.

7) Repairs and mintenance as required is scheduled at non-critical
time and under conditions that paragraphs (2) aMn (3) are com-
plied with to a eazinm degree.

8) All p•opellant vetted items are assu d to be of inzimm pro-
pellant omlpatability insofar am selected materials of eon-
struction are conerned.

9) Site utiliztion and layout will coly with the applicable
DOD instructions which will dictate utilization.

171 -
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TBIL XV. EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION NOTES

3.0 INITIATE PROPELLANT TRANSFER

3.1 START FEL FLOW - A remote operated fuel control panel will be
activated to start the transfer pump.

4.0 MONITOR FUEL TRANSFER

Monitor via inst. recorders on fuel control panel

4.2 a) Pump inlet pressure (30 psig)
b) Pump outlet pressure (150 psig)
c) PumpRpm
n) Pump discharge temp.

4.3 e) RSV liquid level (6P and sight glass with level
transmitter)

4.1 f) Puel flow rate - counts and gal/min.
g) Fuel temperature at meter

EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTiON - PUMPING OPERATION

Flex Hose - 2" - Stainless Steel - Teflon lined, continuous helical
convolution and SS wire mesh 100 psi

Filters - 2" - Meslý- type - Stainless Steed Wire, lODM 200 psi rating -
locate down stream of pump discharge

2Erps - Calned Type (Integral) no sniffing box, packing gland or
mechanical seal - impeller should be mounted directly on the shaft -
sleeve type shaft bearing - lubrication provided by the propellant
pumped (A-50) probably 3i, 60 n/, 440 volts - discharge pressure 150
psig, capacity 200 GPM

Check Valves - Swing or poppet type - low&P (1.0-2.0 psig)

Valves - 2,0 inch, pneumatic remote operated globe type (probably
Annin Co.)
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TABLE XVI. OPERATING PROCEDURE

OPERATING PROCEDURES FOR TRANSFER FROM STORAGE TAMKS TO SLV

6.0 i-erform SLV Tank Purge and Leak Check

1. Connect SLV Flex Hoses to appropriate valves

SLV-2-VV-l (Vent), SLV-2-P1-l (Press), SLV-2-FV-4 (Fill), 2nd Stack
Relief Valve, SLV-1-VV-1 (Vent), SLV-1-PV-1 (Press), SLV-i-FV-4
(Fill), ist Stack Rel. Valve

2. Check that control panel is de-energized and that all line valves
are closed

3. Open all Syst. Hand Valves - RSV, Line Filters, Instrumentation,
ON2 Regulation System (use Hand Valve Check-off Sheet)

4. Energize Propellant Transfer Panel - Confirm by Energy Display
Light

5. Open Valves, RSV-FV-41, RsV-FV-42, RSV-FV-51, RSV-FV-52, RSV-FV-55,
SLV-2-FV-I, SLV-1-FV-1, SLV-2-FV-3, SLV-2-FV-2, SLV-1-FV-3,
SLV-1-FV-2

6. Open GN2 Valve GN2-I or GN2 -2, Pre-set Pressure Reg. pressurizes
entire propellant transfer system

7. Monitor Gauge Pressure (system) using pump discharge pressure

8. Isolate system pressure by closing GN Purge Valve GN2 -1, or GN2 -2,
monitor pressure gauge. A constant d& -off in pressure will
indicate system leakage. If leakage is detected, institute
corrective action check-off list.

9. If Syst. Pressure Check is O.K. proceed to pressure check SLV-2 by
opening valve SLV-2-FV-4 and GN2-l or GN2-2 - isolate pressure by
closing GN2 -1 or 2 and monitor gauge pressure for decay. If
leakage is detected, institute corrective action check-off list.

10. If SLV-2 is O.K. close SLV-2-FV-4 and proceed to pressure check
SLV-I by upering SLV-1-FV-4 and GN2 -1 or 2 - Repeat Step 9.
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APPENDIX IV

GUIDE TO THE DEVELOPMENT AND USE OF

PERSONNEL RESOURCES DATA INPUTS IN DESIGN

Introduction

The purpose of this Guide is to describe:

(1) Those PRD inputs which are particularly relevant to equipment
design

(2) What should be contained in these inputs

(3) The design implications that can be drawn from these inputs.

The Guide is directed to both Human Factors specialists and engineers.
The former will want to know what and how PRD inputs should be developed;
the latter will be particularly interested ini how to apply these inputs to
design.

Since this Appendix will deal with only those PRD inputs which might
be expected to exercise an influence on equipment design, it does not
pretend to be exhaustive; other inputs, of value primarily to the person-
nel specialist, have been treated superficially or ignored.

The developmental time span in which these inputs are developed and
applied is assumed to start with the period preceding the preliminary
technical development plan (PTDP) and to extend through the contractor
definition (IB) phase. The reason for not going beyond Phase lB i- that,
as has been pointed out previously, beyond Phase 1B the probability of
influencing design significantly is very slight. Hence, the Guide covers
training inputs only as specification requirements and does not deal at
all with test and evaluation inputs.

This Appendix can provide, of course, only an outline and not a detailed
description of each PRD input. A complete treatment of the topic would
require another report as lengthy as the one describing the present study.

Much of the material has been extracted (and modified in the light of
the study results:from Rabideau, Cooper and Bates (1961) and for a mcre
detailed treatment, particularly of the mission/event and task analyses,
the reader is referred to these authors. Th. specific application of the
PRD inputs to design have, however, been derived from the results of
the present study.
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The following analyses and inputs will be covered:

(1) Mission/event analysis

(a) Determining system requirements

(b) Segmenting the mission

(c) Identifying system functions

(d) Describing personnel functions

(e) Describing personnel function interrelationships

(2) Task analysis

(a) List of tasks

(b) Task descriptions

(c) Task sequence

(d) Task criticality

(e) Task duration

(f) Task difficulty/error likelihood

(g) Time-line analysis

(h) Position descriptions

(3) Number of personnel required

(4) SkiWl descriptions

(5) Length/type of training required

(6) Personnel availability

(7) Personnel/equipment analysis

(8) Inputs required for the PTDP and RFP/SOW (Request for
Proposal/Statement of Work)

Each item above contains the following information:

- 180 -
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(1) Definition of the input

(2) What the input should contain

(3) Procedures for developing the input

(4) Developmental phase/document for which the input should
be supplied

(5) Design applications

(6) Example of analytic output (abstracted from Rabideau et al.(1961) and slightly modified for purposes of this discussion)

41
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PRD INPUT 1: MISSION/EVENT ANALYSIS

The mission/event analysis is begun at the earliest stage in system
conceptualization and culminates in a series of inputs to the PTDP. The
mission/event analysis makes possible baahic decisions regarding the
system configuration, e. g., the degree to which the system should be
automatE d.

There are four reasons why this analysis should be performed by the
Human Factors specialist: (1) to secure information which is required
for the specification of personnel requirements in the PTDP, RFP and
SOW; (21 to familiarize himself with the system with which he will have
to work later; (3) to check the system configuration developed by the
engineer to insure that it satisfactorily takes account of personnel
factors; (4) to influence that system configuration by means of the per-
sonnel information he provides to the engineer.

It may appear to the reader as if very little personnel-related inform-
ation caa be drived at these very early stages of system development.

This is not true. Few systems are complete technological innovations
and much can be learned by analyzing th.ir predecessor systems. In
addition, the logic of system design comes to the aid of the personnel
analyst. Assume, for example, that the system requirement is to
design a Mach 2 bomber with low-level penetration capabilities. Re-
gardless of any other special functions the system may have, the air-
craft will require a pilot and co-pilot. It will have to take off, navigate
to a predetermined position, release its bombs, return and land. Man-
ifestly certain mission segments and functions are automatically implicit
in the requirement. Certain cockpit controls and displays are also
obviously required, e. g. , altimeter, radio gear. Examination of reports
describing advanced avionics concepts will help the analyst conceptualize
at leasta rough configurotion or envelope for the aircraft. Obviously,
a great deal can be deduced from basic facts.

The entire process is obviously a creative one, but it is no more
creative for the personnel specialist than it is for the system engineer,
except that the former may have to work harder at gathering the equip-ment information which may be more available tc the system engineer.

Mission/event analysis is the determination of the operations which
must be performed by the system in order to satisfy system mission
requirements. It is a description (in verbal, graphic, tabular and
quantitative form) of the events which must occur in order for the system
to accomplish its stated objectives. As such, it is essential that the per-
sonnel specialist perform this analysis along with the system engineer.
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Since every system requires the determination of equipment functions,
a mission/event analysis will always be performed by engineers to
specify the equipment characteristics of the system. This engineering
analysis may or may not involve personnel factors, probably not. Al-
though system engineers will ordinarily not perform an exhaustive
analysis of the system's personnel requirements, the equipment analysis
they perform may residt in certain configuration decisions which deter-
mine and constrain personnel functions. The personnel specialist must
examine these equipment decisions to determine what their implications
for personnel functions are and whether these implications are acceptable.

Mission/event analysis is a fairly complex process. It includes a
number of activities, some of which are performed concurrently, so that
picking them out as individual steps (as has been dune in this guide) is
somewhat arbitrary and largely for convenience in discussing them.
Moreover, the Human Factors specialists should realize that this analysis
cannot be divorced from its equipment aspects, so that the system engineer
may well have performed studies which overlap, to a certain extent, with
the personnel analysis.

The outputs of this analysis will include the followiing, which should be
included in the personnel section of the PTDP, together with supporting
data extracted from the analysis:

(a) An estimate of personnel to be included in the operatirng/
maintenance crew of the proposed system

(b) List of functions to be performed and how these are inter-
related orn a time basis

(c) Descriptions of tasks to be performed to the most detailed
level possible

(d) List ot job positions for the personnel specified, referenced

to already available Air Force positions

'e) The skill leviel required for each job posi:ion

(f) Length and type of training required for each position
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PRD INPUT IA: DETERMINATION OF SYSTEM MISSION REJIWREMENTS

The obvious starting point for the analysis is the determination of what
the system is sa.apposed to do. Sources of information about the proposed
system include data from previous syste ms engineering and operations
analyses, the results of any preliminary feasibility studies, government
documents describing development objectives, etc.

(I) The Human Factors specialit must determine whether already-
established system determinants require that the system be
manned and the basic functional purposes for the manning. Ev.n
if the system is unmznned, almost certaily ground maintenance
functions will require personnel operations. Since the system
engineer is primarily concerned about equipment, le may main-
tain that personnel functions are minimal, and, therefore, not
wor-y of detailed examination. The Human Factors specialist
should in any event examine system requirements to pinpoint
those areas in which personnel will be needed. The list of per-
sonnel areas he will develop should suggest- -very tentatively,
at this point- -that certain control equipment will be needed to
facilitate persnnnel operations. The Human Factors specialist
should examine the engineer's data and reports to determine if
the latter has identified those points of personnel functioning.

(2) The Human Factors specialist should determine whether these
functional purposes are realis'ic, in the light of known human
performance capabilities and limitations. For example, will
a technician be asked to lift a 300-pound weight? If so, is it
planned to supply the appropriate lifting equipment?

(3) He should determine the general ranges of environmental vari-
ables to which personnel will be exposed, both normally and
under emergency conditions. Such variables may be acceleration,
noise, temperature, etc. In addition, response requirements
should be noted.

(4) He must determine what constraints, e. g.. physical envelope
delimiting the crew workspace, speed and accurac., require-
mnts, etc.. are impoasd on the system. Could these influence
the operator's performance? In whaZ way? Has the preliminary
design for the system taken account of these constraints? The
Human Factors specialist should point out to the engineer the
potential effects of these constraints on performance and. if
these are, severe limitations for personnel, determine whether
alternative configurations are possible.
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At this inital stage of persorxin- resources analysis, only a few
design applications for the data can bw. derived. The basic purpose of
this step is to gather necessary data for more detailed analysis. At
the same time the examination of the functional purp•.-ses for the humans
in the system, as well as the range of environmental variables, may
suggest certain operational conditions under which personnel may be
stressed unduly and which, therefore, require design modifications.
This step will provide preliminary functional allocation data to be used
later and will identify dynamic physical variables, e. g., acceleration,
noise, heat, which need further analysis. Data on static physical
variables relevant to the layout of workplaces, housing, access can also
be gathered.
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TABLE XVIII

SM-X SYSTEM MISSION REQUIREMENTS

GENERAL MISSION

Strategic Bcmbing of Ta•rgets Within 1200 Mile Range

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

General: Mid-Range Ballistic Missile

Range- Maxirr irn 1200 milee, minimum 400

Payload: 10,000 p-)unds

Propuls"on: Solid

Guidance: Inertial. Not susceptible to ECM jamming

Launch Capability: All missiles off ground within five minutes
following strike order

Areas of Deploy- All climatological and geographic conditions north
ment: of 45 degree N. latitude

Mobility: Temporary site, 15 minute lead time to initiation
of redeployment

Missile: Roadable, transportable on trailer-erector vehicle.

Nature of Site: Soft with provision of mobile living quarters for
squadron nersonnel. Surveyed bench mark required
at each site location

Logistics: Supply from closest air base, maximum separation
200 miles. Helicopter requirement for personnel
and components

MISSION REQUIREMENTS

Mission Mission Requirements

1. Strategic Bombardment a. System performance such as to
of Military, Industrial, minimize enemy capabi!icy for:
and Urban Targets with
High Yield Weapons (1) Detection of missile

(2) Adequate early warning and
dispersal

(3) Interception of missile or ECM

(4) Retaliation
(5) Strategic support of military
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TABLE XVIII (continued)

SM -X SYSTEM MISSION REQUIREMENTS

b. Satisfactory guidance accuracy

c. Effective control of warhead burst
altitude

d. Short reaction time - strike order
to launch

e. Mobility of weapon system

f. Low initial dollar cost per operational
missile (and associated equipment)

g. Low operations and maintenance costs

"h. Mc~cerate manpower regiirements

PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS

M.'.ission Requirements Performance Requirements

Missile Flight Perfc'mance 1. Engine ignition upon firing signal

2. Acceleration and velocity per program

3. Attitude control within tolerance limits

4. Nose cone separation per program
(following engine burnout)

Guidance Accuracy 1. Circular error probability (. 50)
radius of three miles

Warhead burst altitude control 1. Detonation at preselected altitude
+ 5, 000 feet

Reaction Time 1. All operational missiles launched
within 15 minutes following strike order

* Possible requirement for automated
launch subsystem

* Continuous mcnitoring of missile
readiness required, implying need for
fairly extensive display subsystem

* Possible requirement for highly skilled
maintenance personnel
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TABLE XVIII (continued)

SM-X SYSTEM MISSION REQUIREMENTS

Mission Requirements Performance Requirements

Reaction time (concluded) 2. Missiles continuously on alert (combat
standby)

3. Down time for maintenance not in ex-
cess of 10 percent

Mobility of System 1. Site capable of initiating redeployment
within 15 minutes

2. Total time required for site setup (to
launch time) not in excess of 30 minutes
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TABLE XVIII

SM-X SYSTEM CONSTRAINTS

System Constraints Description

Dollars Limited. Total availabe for R&D -

$100 million.

Schedule Time R&D complete by December 1960;
Production by 1964.

Physical Resources Unlimited for purposes of this system

Availability of Extremely limited en re AF 5 to 7 level
Manpower personnel with missile and electronic

AFSCs.

Environmental Programs

Climate and Weather Arctic, continental and marine climates
as found in Europe, north of 45 degrees
N. Latitude. Because of alert require-
ments, system must be capable of all
weather 24-hour operation.

Wind System must be capable of launch in winds
up to 45 mph.

Temperature and See climate and weather.
Humidity

Geography Installation may be located on any terrain
accessible by roads of less than 7%
grades. Level area of finite dimensions
required for site. Tuindra may provide
a problem. Trees may provide some
cover with respect to aerial reconnaissance

Atmospheric Composition Not relevant to mobile open site and solid

and Contaminants propellant operations.

Lighting and Audition Lighting and auditory noise anticipated as

design problems in trailer interiors.
Communication system requires lines
from living quarters to operations trailer.
Also need alternate means of communica-
tions between wings, squadrons, and sites.
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"TABLE XVII! (concluded)

SM -X SYSTEM CONSTRAINTS

(cor cluded)

Environmental Programs Description

Safety Hazards Accidental detonation of warhead,
premature ignition of missile power
p&ant, toppling of erect missile, falls
from work platform, electric shock.
Requirement for "buddy" system may
increase manpower requirements.

I
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PRD INPUT IB: DIVISION OF THE MISSION INTO SEGMENTS

AND IDENTIFICATION OF OPERATIONAL, TASK

AND ENVIRONM1L TAL OPERATING PERSONNEL

Segmenting is an arbitrary process which serves as a convenience,
in that it separates what may be a protracted mission period into smaller
segments which are more convenient to work with in identifying and ana-
lyzing system functions. Segments should have identifiable start and end
points.

An initial step in segmenting the mission is to draw a graphic profile
of the mission. The purpose of profiling the mission is to describe the
potential effects on personnel performance of changes in system variables
throughout mission time, from a preselected starting time to some end
point.

The profile consists simply of a graphic plot of the various stages of
the system's use, e.g., take off, rendezvous, bomb, return, etc. The
profile is plotted on a real time base -- if known- -otherwise a relative
time base.

The questions which the personnel specialist asks of the profile are:

(1) What is the human supposed to do at any particular point in the
mission?

(2) What are the operational factors to which the operator will be
exposed at these points?

(3) Can the operator perform his functions adequately with regard
to these operational factors?

(4) If not, what must the design configuration be in order to permit
the operator to function adequately?

In segmenting the mission, the procedure iE to:

(1) Divide the miss'on into convenient time segments, each of which
has a cohesive purpose and related operations.

(2) Segments should represent times when major functions start
and terminate.
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(3) Segments. although normally end to end, may overlap, provided
that analysis indicates a time overlap of differential groups of
functions.

(4) Determine or estimate the probable durations c' each tirne
segment.

(5) Graphically arrange segments on a time scale for checking
completeness.

The mission segments themselves are not useful in the design process
except insofar as they help in identifying those points at which the opera-
tional environment or the mission requirements may tend to overload the
operator.
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TABLE XIX

SM-X MISSION SEGMENTS i
Segment

Start Time
(in minutes) Segment Segment Demarcation

Variable by Transport system equip- Deployment order
distance, time ment to launching site
starts at site

0 Assemble missile and Reach site

prepare pad

10 Erect missile Missile moved to pad

15 Activate and checkout Missile in launch
missile guidance and attitude
control subsystems

23 Insert mission and Arm and fuze test OK
ta-get data

ITimehold Maintain alert status* Warhead burst
SIndefinite altitude set

27 Arm warhead Arm order-redeploy
order

30- Launch missile Fuzing check com-
plete strike order

- 30 Prepare for** Missile launched

Redeployment Trailers ready to

move

* This segment is not required if missile is to he launched immediately.

This segment is not required if missile is launch&d.
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PRD INPUT 1C. IDENTIFY AND DESCRIBE MISSION/SYSTEM FUN2TIONS

Mission functions are those things which the system must accomplish in
ordex V ' the system's performance may meet specifiable criteria. Func-
tionz arn usually identified by verbs, e. g., select, transport, arm, guide.
Mission functions are supposed to be independent of equipment design con-
siderations, but the engineer typically combines his description of mission
functions with the equipments he feels should implement these, and so
equipment functions are derived concurrently with .-nission functions.

Every mission function implies an equipment and personnel function.
It is the Human Factors specialist's job to identify and describe these per-
sonnel functions, since they lead directly to the ,pecification of the per-
sonnel tasks to be performed.

D-ta sources for miss-on function identification are previous missiori
profile and segment data, Lystem analysis/engineering functional data and
design feasibility data concerning subsystem requirements. The •rocedure
for determination of system functions is to examine the mission profile/
segment data and to determine what continuous or long duration and discrete
or short duration functions are required to implement the mission. This is
essentially a judgmental process, which means that no clear cut procedural
rules are available to describe it.

This activity is essential to the determination of personnel functions,
but it does not of itself lead to any design recommendations which the
Human Factors specialist can suggest to the enginee'-
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TABLE XX

SYSTEM FUNCTIONS, MUISILE SM-X

Mission Segment System Function

Transport System Equipment I. Supply automotive energy to transport
to Launching Site a. Missile

b. Warhead and n se cone
c. Guidance modules and spares
d. Transportcr erector
e. Operations trailer
f. Electrical power generator trailer
g. Crew quarters, mess, administra-

tive and security trailers

2. Control abovc prime movers as neces-
sary for trip from air base to site.
Co mmunications equipment and proced-
ures required for conmmunicatiný, among
vehicles during move.

Will status of missile and warheard have
to f, monitored duiring move' it !!0
low will movement of vehik:les affect
monitoring displays? What must and
and can be monitored during move)

Assemble Missile and 1. Transpc~rt W!H, nose cone. and
Pre-nre Pad guidance modules to missile

-. Mate components. Mating equipment
required. Implications fý_r weights o
be lifted by personnel.

3. Atta,:h components and physical link&
Stress im portance of identifying corn-
ponents for fast a~sembly.

4. Lay rortabi•. pad s ipport for rni le.

Erect Missile 1. Con-.trol ".ngukar flJVefentof mTfiSsile
from hwI. xontal to vertic:ZO pos tiun.

Secure mifstle on pad.



TABLE XX

SYSTEM FUNCTIONS, MISSILE SM-X

Mission Segment System Function

Activace and check out I. Activate gyros and other components
missile giddance and 2. Activate test instruments
control subsystems

3. Check yaw acruracy

4. Check roll accuracy

5. Check pitch accuracy

6. Identify, remove and replace mal-
functioning units

7. Communicate possible no-go situation
to launch trailer

8. Test warhead arming and fuzing
components

Insert mission and target I. Orient missile in azimuth
data z. Insert trajectory tape

3. Set warhead burst altitude
(bombardment misplon)

Maintain alert status* 1. Periodically monitor all loops for
in-tolerance functioning

2. Provide warning when malfunction
exists

3. Isolate out-of-tolerance condition to
specific module. Because of require-
ment for fast reaction, malfunction
diagnosis wl have to be highly
automated.

4. Remove and replace module

5. Report exijtiag and anticipated missile
out-of-commission time.

Armn warhead upon receipt 1. Arm warhead. Safety precautions.
of strike order 2. Recheck fuzing system.

* This function is not required if missile is to be launched immediately.
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TABLE XX (concluded)

SYSTEM FUNCTIONS, MISSILE SM-X

Mission Segment System Function

Launch missile upon receipt 1. Make final subsystem checks
of strike order (probably all automatic).

2. Activate firing circuit.

3. Clear launch area.

4. Ignite engine.

Prepare for site redeploy- 1. Remove missile from pad to TV
ment ** upon receipt of
order 2. Disassemble missile, nose cone

Lnd guidance.

3. L ad nose cone, guidance, and

spa1%s in helicopters.

4. Disassemble and stow launch pad.

5. Ready all trailers for movement.

This function is not required if missile is launched.
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PRD INPUT ID: DETERMINATION AND DESCRIPTION OF

FUNCTIONIS TO BE PER FORMAZ-D

BY SYSTEM PERSONNEL

In an ideal sense, this activity involves the allocation of responuibility
between equi.pment and personnel for the implcme.ntation of the function.
Supposedly, this is performed on the basis of determining for which
functions equipment can perform in a manner superior to personnel and
vice versa.

In actual practice, the nature oi the system often determines that
major (top-level) functions be performed either by machines or by men,
and no conscious allocation of responsibility is required. For example,
a human cartnot replace a jet engine as the power plant for a fighter. On
the other hand, the fighter cannot be unmanned (or else it becomes a
missile).

At the subfunction level, however, there may be alternative ways of
performing the subfunction and here tradeoffs are possible (see Tables
XXI and XXfl). Thus, a question might arise as to whether bombing
should be performed automatically by radar or by a bombadier using an
optical sight (or by both, with one backing up the other). This question
might have to be answered in termct of the accuracy required in the
bomb run as compared with the accuracy capable of being achieved by
the human, as well as other cost, weight, etc., factors involved in the
installation of an automatic bombing system.. In such: tradeoff situations,
the Human Factors specialist will input data concerning known human
capabilities and liraitations.

The formal methods reported by Rabideau and Bates (1962) which
describe how one allocates functions betwcen equ'-prneat aad 'personnel
are largely unused in the actual design situation. The engineer in .A-
most all cases (given equivalent cost, equal ability to perform the func-
tion, etc. 1, would prefer that a function be performed automatically.
Certain off-the-shelf hardware impose pa. ticiuaiar personnei functions.
In any case, the length of time available for making decisions of this
sort is not unlimited (as seen in the present study) and all the forma'
methods are overly complex.

The personnel specialist can do two things in this phase of tue
analysis:

(1) He can point out to the engineer fur.ctionZ which reqdire,
because of their special demands, human imp],- enfation.
Among these demands are complex decision-making, precise
perceptual discriminations, etc. Ile can list these special
requirements and suggest their implications for design.
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(2) He can review the functional allocations made implicitly by
the engineer to determine whether the functions allocated to
personnel will:

(a) stress the operator and, therefore, lead to inefficiency 'I

(b) require special kinds of equipment to permit the imple-
mentation of the function by personnel

From the engineer's standpoint, this kind of personnel analysis will
suggest where special kinds of equipment are required to assist the
human in performance of his functions or where, perhaps, it might be
advisable to replace a potentially weak human link with an equipment.
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TABLE XXIII

SAMPLE TASK TIME BASE LAYOUT FOR

SM-X MISSILE SYSTEM "ASSEMBLE MISSILE" MISSION SEGMENT

Function/Task 0 2 4 6 8 10

A. Transport WiH etc.

1. Attach sling to nose cone

2. Position crane (truck
mounted)

3. Attach sliwg to hook E11

4. Hoist nese cone to cleartruck bed

5. Rotate nose cone forward -
6. Position truck ahead of

ransporter -erector

B. Mate missile and nose cone

1. Use crane and truck
to mate components L

C. Attach nose cone to missile

1. Install bolts to a.tach
components

D. Lay pad

1. Carry sections from
T-E to pad area

2. Assemble sections to
form pad

- 05
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PRD INPUT IE: DESCRIPTION OF THE INTERRELATIONSHIPS

OF PERSONNEL FUNCTIONS

Once the personnel functi-nis have been specified, it is necessary
to describe how they interre~ate. The personnel functions which were
determined in the previous analytic step are now assigned to the -

dividual stages of the mission as described in the rnission profile.
Particularly where that profile has a time ba:.e, tits permits one to
specify the sequence in which personnel functions should be performed
(see Table XIII). The result can be described graphically in the form
of a time-line analysis and personnel functional flow diagrams (see
PRD Input 2C).

There are no specific design applications of this analytic step,
primarily because the functlon level (even that of the sub-function) is
still too gross to do more than describe the personnel aspect of the

systern in very general terms. However, it will permit the personnel
specialist to check the allocation of fiuctional responsibilities to
system personnel, to insure that too many functions have not been
assignedat particular stages of the mission to personnel. The time-
line analysis which will be derived as a function of the task analvsis
(PRD Input 2) is also an essential step in the derivation of the required
number of system personnel.
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PRD INPUT 2: TASK ANALYSIS

Task analysis is the primary method for developing all subsequent
PRD inputs. It foilows immediately upon performance of the niission/
event analysis. The outputs of the task analysis, in as detailed a
format as possible, should be available as inputs to :he PTDP, and
should be pregressively refined and made more detailed in the RFP
and SOW. More detailed task analyses can be performed after design
is initiated, but in general, etch analyses should led or at Last be
concurrent with the equipment for which the analyses are begun.

Task analysis outputs are as complete a description as possible of
how the operators and maintenance personnel in the system will func-
tion. From the task analysis implications may be drawn for personnel
requirements, such as number of personnel, skill level, job positions,
etc. , all of-which hav/e major design implications (.,hich wilt be dis-
cussed in connection with the individual task analytic output).

Task analysis outputs include the following-

(1) Lists of tasks

(2) Task descriptions

(3) Task sequence

(4) Task criticality

(5) Task duration

(6) Task difficulty/error likelihood

(7) Time-line analysis

(8) Position descriptions

A task is a complex of behaviors (perceeual discrininations, motor
rerponses, decisions and analyses) which are related to each other in
term5 of time, immediate purpose and a comnon man-machv~e output.

The prc-cedure for identifying tasks is to list the functio:,s to be
performed by personnel (see PRD Input I D). These r-ay be whole fun,- -
tions or functional elements performed wholly or partially Dy the

human, in which the human initiates some action or Ove acttion is directed
at the human or in which -he operator is a communicator or contr,Žller
of a machine function. For example, the follo'wing might be func:ions:
"Drive tank, navigate to IP point; diagnose malfunctions.
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The tasks and their functional elements, i. e., sub-tasks, should be
identifie-C-d-d labeled. The task is some activity whic- -implements the
overall functic-i described above, as, "Activate engine; plot position,
etc. " Sub-tasks in their turn imrrplement tasks, e. g., "Advance
throttle, turn steering wheel, engage clutch, etc. " Ordinarily the
task should involve the output of only one man in interaction with a
machine component. Tark and sub-task labels should start with verbs
which indicate the nature of the activity being prformed.

The results of this procedure will be the list of tasks. To secure
task descriptions in additional detail, it will be necessary to analyze
the inaividual tasks to specify the following:

(i) Equipment or personnel inputs which initiate the performance
of the task, e.g., flashin. indicator, verbal message

(2) The behavior involved in task performance, e.g. , activation
of the throttle, reading of a meter

(3) Outputs which result from the performance of the task, e. g.,
lever is activated, toggle switch is thrown

(4) Feedback available to the operator from task performance
which may lead to next task in sequence, e. g., verbal
message of confirmation, indicator light illuminates

(5) Estimation of task duration

Tasks are then grouped into ,nouitions. A position is a combination
of tasks bound by similarity of task claracteristics, physical location
of task performance, internal sequence of operations and imposed skill
demands so as to form a natural work procedure for one man. The
grouping wi tasks into positions helps to determine how many men will
be required and approximately what the individual skill requiremen's
will be.

Tasks are grouped into positions by performing the following steps:

(1) Lay out tasks on a time base. Estimates of task duration are
combined with data concerning the time phasing of the tasks
within a mission segment.

(2) Estimate task skill demands on the basis of decision and per-
ceptual/motor requirements levied by the task and the opera-
tional environment on the operator.

-208-
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(3) Arrange tasks according to tentative positions. This is
"cut and try" procedure. The attempt is made to reduce
"idle" time (men not being productively employed) to a
minimum.

The task analysis itself is a methodology. The personnel specialist
is concerned with communicating only the outputs of the analysis to the
engineer, not the methodology itself, which is of interest only to the

specialist.

20
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PRD INPUT ZA: LISTS OF TASKS

In this and in subsequent descriptions of PRD inputs resulting from
the task analysis, only the design implications of the input will be dis-
cussed, since the procedure for developing the input has already been
described.

An example of a task list is provided in Session 1 of Appendix I.
Note that the task list provides only the barest amount of information
to the engineer and should be supplemented with other ta.sk analytic
outputs, such as task descriptions, task criticality evaluations, etc.

As a minimum, the task list should be included as a basic input to
the PTDP, but in order to fully satisfy the personnel section of that
document, it should be supplemented with other task information.

The engineer is likely to view the task list as comparable to an
operating procedure or as a beginning step to the development of an
operating procedure. This is useful in itself, because it causes him
to think about the operational uses of equipment in terms other than
equipment functioning. As described previously, the engineer seems
temperamentally loathe to think iz operational terms, a form of analysis
which is required for incorporation of personnel considerations in
design.

The task list may suggest to the engineer that certain types of
control -display equipment are needed to permit implementation of the
tasks. For example, if the task is to control the amount of pressure
in a vehicle, it is obvious some type of control equipment with meters
or other displays will be required. Since this deduction is relatively
simple, it is likely that the engineer will make the same deduction also.
However, because of his personnel orientation, the specialist may be
able to read more into the task than that, particularly if the task is
described in detail. To the extent that the task list is detailed, it will
help suggest the general syatem configuration needed to permit imple-
mentation of these tasks.

In presenting the information to the design engineer. the Human
Factors specialist should not leave it to the engineer to draw his own
implications from the data but should recommena whatever design
implications the input suggests to him. This is a general principle
which applies to all PRD inputs. The system description in the PTDP
should, of course, incorporate all the personnel specialist's concepts
concerning system design (those which have survived comoromise with
the system engineer).
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PRD INPUT ZB: TASK DESCRIPTIONS

The task description is a more detailed description of the task
listed in Input ZA. Preliminary task descriptions should be available
as an input to the PTDP and more detailed task descriptions in the
RFP/SOW. However, it is unnecessary and unwise to present to the
engineer all the behavioral details with which the personnel specialist
would describe the task. Indeed, in line with what has bee,, learned in
the present study, it is preferable to describe all tacks in terms
linked as closely as possible to system operations.

Highly detailed task descriptive information should be extracted
and. presented in the PTDP only when a particular task is significant
for design because:

(1) It has a high probability of error

(2) It has special skill or knowledge demands

(3) It is especially critical to system performance (see Input 2D).

With regard to design implications, highly criticai tasks or those
with a high probability of error may require that special provisions be
made to accommodate these tasks in the design of the equipment with
which the task may require guarding. A special procedure or special
feedback indications may have to be developed for such a task. Inter-
locks, where applicable, may have to be designed.

If skill requirements for a particular task are excessive, the pro-
cedure and equipment imposing these demands rmlay have to be modified,
e. g. , breaking up one complex task into two simpler ones. A change
in procedure may involve a change in equipment design; from that stand-
point procedural changes can be considered part of design modifications.
Performance aids may be another solution. The point is that the task
description may indicate a potential problem area which, when brought
to the engineer's attention, may result in a design modification.

Table XXIV presents task and sub-task descriptions for one segment
of the SM-X mission.
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I
PRD INPUT 2C: TASK SEQUENCE

Task sequences should be displayed in the form of a personnel
functional flow diagram, examples of which are presented in Figures
4 and 5 in Appendix I. Note that the diagram will iLdicate major
Jecision points which may impose skill demands on the operator.

The personnel functional flow diagram, tze purpose of which is to
show the interrelationships among tasks, 3"ould be available to the
engineer at the same time the latter is deveioping his equipment flow
diagrams. The diagrams should also be included as part of the PTDP.

The interrelationship of tasks may suggesL to the engineer certain
logical groupings of functions within particular equipments, e.g.,
certain task/function gzoupings which are related might be incorporated
in ove set of control equipment, whereas another grouping might be
implemented by another group, etc. The interrelationships may also
suggest the necessity for communications equipment. Task sequeace
data wMll also be useful in developing preliminary "top level" system
operating procedures which, in turn, will structure the overall system.
equipment configuration. The grouping of tasks will help to suggest
job positions.

The Human Factors specialist can use the personnel functional flow
diagram as a mea is of checking on the adequacy of the system config-
uration by comparing diagrammed personnel events with corresponding
diagrams of equipment events. A one-to-one correlation must exist
between any personnel function/task and its corresponding equipment
function/task. Asynchrony will indicate that the equipment or the task
must be modified. Past experience suggests that in initial design the
engineer may overlook the necessity for supplying equipment to imple-
ment personnel task requirements.

2- 14 -



PRD INPUT ZD: TASK CRITICALITY

This is not an independent output, but one which is a deduction from
the nature of the task and is presented to the engineer with the task
description in form of a note to the task description.

There are three major steps in the derivation of task criticality:

(I) Identify the potential errors which can be made in performance
of Mh Usk. This is largely a matter ot considering the ele-
ments of the task and the perceptual, motor and decision-making
demands imposed on the operator. Thus, in a simple case of a
task which involves (a) reading a pressure guage regulating the
internal pressure of a rocket and (b) stopping a pump at a speci-
fied pressure, errors may manifest themselves in two ways:

(a) failing to stop at the prescribed point

(b) stopping the pump before the prescribed point

(2) Idenrify the effect of each potential error on system operation.

Thus, in the exarrmle above, failing to stop the pump at the
prescribed point may result in overpressurization and buirsting
of the rocket being pressurized. Stopping before the prescribed
point will result in underpressurization, so that certain sensi-
tive instruments requiring a pressurized atmosphere will func-
tion erratically.

(3) Estimate the relative criticality of the potential errors.
Criticality may be scaled in terms of categories such as, loss
of personnel, destruction of the system, mission failure or
abort, mission degradation, mission delay, etc. In these
terms, overpressurization may be more critical than under-
pressurization, since it may residt in explosion of the rocket
and destruction of the rocket and launch pad as well as loss of
life, while underpressurizatiou is less critical, since the
mission may (not certainly, but may) be degraded.

Pointing out a task as being critical to the engineer "flags" that task
as one requiring special cossideration in design. Among the solutions
which are possible (certainly the list is not exhaustive) are:

I
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(1) Replacing the human by an automatic means of accomplishing
the function if the desired level of correct performance c.n-
not be achieved in any other way

(2) Providing means to reduce the probability of error, e. g.
assigning a special feedback device to wain the operator when
the task is being performed incorrectly

(3) Assigning the task to only highly skilled personnel

Task criticality is highly related to specification of task difficulty/
error likelihood. Since the engineer thinks in terms of physical effects
on the system, it is preferable to flag the ýask as being critical without
indicating that it also has a high difficulty/error likelihood index. The
provision of quantitative indices of a highly precise nature, such as prob-
ability of operator error to four figures (e.g.. . 0013) is not advised,
since the engineer cannot interpret the quantitative values in design-
relevant terms. A gross categorization of task difficulty, such as a
three-part scale:

1. simple, routine

2. somewhat difficult

3. very difficult

is as rý'.ch precision as the engineer can Landle in design terms. More-
over, it is umnecessary to apply the above scale to each task, but only
to those few, very critical ones which merit design attention.

I
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PRD INPUT 2E: TASK "URATION

Task duration should be considered in two ways:

(1) as a system requirement, i. e., the tirme within which the task
must be performed in order to accomplish a given system
function

(2) as an anticipated human performance capability. i.e., the time
within which the operator can actually perfo'm the task.

Item (1) above is a criterion against which Item (2) can be evaluated
as satisfying or failing to satisfy system time requirements.

As a system requirement, a task may have to be accomplished in so
short a time period that the operator either cannot physically perform
the task in that time or the probability of his making an error will be
subetantiaUy increased because of the time-loading. In either case,
special attention must be drawn to such a task. If the system time re-
quirement is inflexible, it may be necessary to automate the function
involved (to eliminate the operator), or else to redesign the manner in
which the task can be performed or the equipment to be operated or
maintained.

Task duration is, of course, not c-itical unless the system's required
response time is also critical to the successful accomplishment of the
mission. Hence, it is necessary to analyze the mission segment in terms
of its time demands before examining any individual task duration. In-
formation required in order to p-!rform task duration analysis will include:

(1) system performance time requirements

(2) description of the tasks to be performed by personnel in each
mission segment

(3) estimated time required to perform the task

Of these infort-iational requirements, the -iost difficult to secure is
(3) because it requires data on the performance time capability of
personnel (e. g., hooking up an umbilical connection usually takes__
time). That information can be secured from previous comr:aiable
systems in which similar or identical tasks have been timed, or from
the body of general human performance data in the literature. Neither
of these two sources is especially available.

217-
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The following information should be set down by the Human Factors
• •specialist for each task:

(1) The time in minutes from the start of a mission segment, at
which a given output is required. This may also be expressed
as a tolerance range, "not earlier than, " "not later than"...

(2) The time duration of the task in minutes

(3) The maximum time permitted by system requirements for the
task to be accomplished

(4) Notes as to whether a given task is self-paced, machine-paced
or paced by uther task requirements. These notes may suggest
the manner in wtich a redesign of the task is possible.

Task duration data also serve as inputs to the development of time
line analysis (PRD Inrut ZG) and, hence, are useful in the determination
of job positions.

Table XXV is an illustration of a task duration analysis for the
"asse,.ble missile" segment of SM-X operations.
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PRD INPUT 2F: TASK DIFFICIULTY/ERROR LIKELIHOOD

The Human Factors specialist is especially concerned about task diffi-
culty because this, in turn, may lead to a higher error probability with

/ its• att,-ndant effects on mission accomplishment. Task difficulty arisesb- =ause system requirements are incompatible with and overload the skill
csapabtilitt fe manpower assigned a omperformenh. Taskd

Task difficulty is not the same as error likelihoc d. A difficult task
need not autonaticall- have a hMgher error probability, if personnel of
higher skill are available to compensate for the increased task difficulty.
The significance of task ditficulty is intensified when the task is also
critical to the accomplishment of the mission. Such difficult-critical
taskm automatically demand redesign because their attendant error prob-
ability cannot be accepted. As in 6he case of maximum task durations,
which the operator's performance cannot meet, it may be necessary to
automate the performance of the task, relax the accuracy requirement
(thus implicitly accepting a higher error probability) or redesign the
task to simplify it.

The determination of task difficulty must be made by analyzing the
individual task in terms of the inputs which initiate the task (e. g.,
verbal message) and the outputs which accormplish the task (e. g., switch
action). The Human Factors specialist will lookfor the following
characteristics which may (not necessarily will) indicate an excessively
difficult task:

(I) The input which initiates task requires excessively precike
visual discriminations or fine motor responses

(2) The operator's response to the initiating inputs nmust be per-
formed so quickly that he has problems in keeping up with the
initiating in Yute

(3) The accuracy demanded of the operator in responding to the
initiating inputs is excessive (e. g., heading erro- must be with-
Ln 0. 5 degrees)

(4) The task must be coordinated extremely precisely with other
taiks performed by other personnel

(5) The environment in which the task must be performed teads to
degrade task performance (e. g. , high noise levels, acceleration).

- -ZO0-
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(6) Information from multiple sources (e. g., several displays,
on a control panel) must be integrated by the operator in order
to make a decision

(7) The amount of information available on the basis of which a
decision must be made or an action taken is less than desirable

(8) The task is composed of many sub-task elements, the correct
performance of all of which is necessary to task performance,
but the amount of feedback provided (knowledge of correctness
or incorrectness of sub-task accomplishment ) is inadequate

(9) Short-term memory requirements for task performance are
excessive (e. g., memory for long sequences of target coord-
inates)

The design solutions available for reducing task difficulty include:

(.) Additional training provided or selection of higher skilled
personnel

(2) Simplification of the task by such means as combining informa-
tion sources, providing additional feedback, subdividing the task
among several operators, changing the manner in which the task
must be performed, etc.

(3) Reducing system requirements by accepting a higher error
probability, longer response time, etc.

The task analysis provided to subjects of this study in Session 4
(Appendix I) contains sample difficulty levels which, when applicable,
should be included in task descriptions in the PTDP, RFP and SOW.

Error likelihood has been discussed in connection with PRD Input
2D (Task Criticality).
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PRD INPUT 2G: TIME-LINE ANALYSIS

The time-line analysis (TLA) presents major functions and/or tasks
(depending on the level of analytic detail included in the TLA) in terms
of the time required to perform the functions/tasks and the combination
of personnel necessary to successfully complete the functional require-
ments of the system. Figures 9 and 10 of Appendix I present erAmples
of the TLA.

A TLA for major (top-level) functions must be available as part of
the backup data for the sysitern description in the PTDP. A TLA for
major tasks must be part of the backup data presented as part of the
RF P/ 3

The TLA provides m~ore detailed taik sequencing and interrelation-

ship data than the personnel functional flow diagram (although the latter
has its own uses and should not be replaced by the former). The TLA
may have implications for design when, for example, the analysis in-
dicates that workplace configuration must be considered to accommodate
several people working in the same area; or where communications or
other signaling equipment may be required for interaction among
personnel.

The TLA may indicate points in the mission sequence where the timing
of events is so critical that the ability of the operator to respond quickly
enough may impose a delay which could jeopardize mission success; con-
sequently, the operational sequence may have to be modified or the means
of implementing the sequence may have to be automatized. All of this is
in addition to its other primary function in helping to indicate the number
of personnel required, which also has its impact upon design.
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PRD INPUT ZH: POSITION DESCRIPTIONS

The position description describes the functions and ',asks to be
performed by each category of personnel to be assigned to thc system
crew. It is a summary cf the available information concerning what
must be performed by the individual in the individual job position.

A major element in the position description will, therefore, be the
task lists and descriptions described previously. Skill requirements
for the position and the training to be provided to the individual per-
forming t&e job should also be noted. The mximum number of per-
sowinel who will 'iMl that icb position should also be indicated.

Preliminary job descriptions should be available in the PTDP and
more detailed descriptions should be provided in the RFP/SOW, al-
though many of the elements of the information will be available earlier
than at these times, of course.

The design implications to be inferred from the poaition description
are those which have been described earlier as being implied by the
task data, e. g., lists of tasks, characteristics of those tasks and task
interrelationships. Beyond this the position description does not have
a major potential impact upon the system configuration.
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PRD INPUT 3: NUMBER OF PERSONNEL PERMITTED

The number of personnel permitted in the operational crew described
in forms of individual job positions, (e. g., three radar maintenance
mechanics), should be mad available to the design engineer in the PTDP.
This is phrased as a requirement, not as a recommendation, although it
will probably be the result of a compromise with the system engineer.

The number of personnel specified must be a maximum, for two
reason,: First, one wishes to have no more than the minimum number
of personnel needed to do the job; second, a maximum (not to be exceeded)
figure acts as a constraint on the designer by implying that any design
concept requiring the services of additional personnel will not be satis -
factory. A minimum figure (i. e., at least this number of personnel wil
be required) will not act as a design constraint, since with a minimum,
the engineer is permitted to design for any upper limit be wiahes.

The following is an exmple of an acceptable personnel requirement:
"The contractor shall design and develop the propellant transfer sub-
system for operation and maintenance by a maximum of six Air Force
personnel (I Fuel Supply Officer, Z Fuel Specialist/supervisors, 3
Liquid Fuel Systems Maintenance Specialist/Tocbnicians). Design doc-
umentation shall be provided to verify that the subsystem can be operated
and maintained by this manning structure.'

This input (number of personnel) is derived from the task analysis and
time-line analysis. Determining the number and type of tasks and their
distributim over time (overlap of operations) indicates the nuriber of per-
samnel needed.

The total number of personnel permitted directly affects the amourt
of automation required. With a certain minimum number of personnel
recourse must be had to automatization (this is, of course, not the only
or even the primary reason why one automates, but number of personnel
can be a significant factor in automation). Obviously, certain functions
cannot be performed by personnel when the number of personnel is re-
duced beTomd what the engineer considers a minimum for manual opera-
tion. It is unneceisary for the per.-3nnel specialist to make specific
design recornmendtions when he imposes this requirement, but he must
be aware of its design consequences (and in any event the engineer will
make him aware of them). Therefore, this requirement should not be
imposed lightly.
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Design Implicationi

(1) For automation. Certain system functions canmot be performed
with a given number of personnel without automati sing these
functions. If the number of personnel is small enough, c-om-
plete automation may be necessary. Once automation is
accepted in principle, many design modifkictions specific to
individual equipments may result.

(2) For system operating procedures. A smaller number of per-
sonmel may require that functions be performed serially rather
than concurrently, which Inleacs that overall mission time may
be stretched out.
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PRD INPUT 4: SKILL LEVEL DESCRIPTIONS

This information should be provided in at least general form in the
PTIJP, and in specific detailed form in the RFP/SOW. The determin-
ation of skill level and the provision of this information following the
start of design is of little value to the system engineer.

An adequate definition of skill level is extremely difficult to provide.
Its bahavioral dimensions are quite obscure. Consequently, the design
engineer has great difficulty in understanding the implications of this
parameter.

Iwo types of skill level descriptions exist:

(1) Skill required by the task

(2) Skill expected to be made available as a result of training or
selection. The former is wht is referred to commonly as the
skill level description. The latter is actually proficiency.
For optimal system performance, the two levels should exactly
balance out in the completed system.

Skill level app[.aars to contain the following dimensions which are
inversely related to the amount of skill required:

(1) Amount of supervision required (least and most)

(a) Highest skill level is represented by the operator's ability
to perform all tasks (critical or not) without supervision

(b) Performance of all critical tasks under supervision; all
other tasks performed without supervision

(c) Performance of major tasks under supervision; all routine
tasks performed without supervision

(d) All tasks must be performed under supervision

(2) Error probability; high error probability indicates that the task
demands high skill

(3) Need for performance aids, e. g., checklists

(4) Slow response time by the operator

(5) Task demands imposed upon the operator. These demands may
be scaled on a continuum of decision and/or perceptual-motor
complexity, e.g. , more complex decisionr in the task require
higher skill level
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The skill level description should be phrased in terms of the specific
tasks to be performed by personnel in operating the system to be designed.
Hence, the adequacy of the skill level description is partially dependent
on the detail in the task description:

A sample skill level requirement might be phrased as follows: " Hard-
ware design shall be accommodated to the following skill level require-
ments. The skill level of the five-level fuel maintenance specialist to
be assigned to the system will permit him to perform the fol-
lowing tasks without supervision:

(1) Capable of hooking up flex hoses connecting railroad cars to the
ground supply area

(2) Opening and closing manual hand valves in accordance with
written checklists

(3) Monitoring propellant flow

(4) Visual inspections of piping ("leak checks")

Under supervision to perform:

(1) Calibration of flow meters and associated instrumentation

(2) Purge and drain propellant lines

The five level fuel maintenance specialist is not qualified to perforn
any troubleshooting or diagnostic maintenance tasks."

Skill level does not have (presently because of lack of appropriate
research) direct design implications. In other words, one cannot directly
convert a given skill level into a particular set of design characteristics.
However, the following should be pointed out to the engineer:

(1) A high skill requirement and/or a "'w level of expected skill
requires the provision of greater positive feedback, more inter-
locks (if applicable), fewer combined displays, relatively
invariant and sluwer procedures, more checks to verify progress,
etc.

(2) As related to number of personnel, a lower skill level expected
may require additional personnel backup, but this has not yet
been demonstrated
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PRD INPUT 5: TRAINING

The training requirement specifies:

(1) Length of time training will be provided

(2) Type ot training, e.g., for particular job positions

(3) Degree of proficiency to be achieved after training, phrased
as an expected or available skill level

This information should be provi led iih preliminary form as a firm
system requirement to the engineer in the PTDP and further reffned in
the RFP/SOW. Once equipment design has begun, this information is of
no value to Lie design engineer.

The type of training and particularly the expected proficiency level
should be specified in terms of the same system operations uised as part
of the skill level description. Definition of the type of trainilig to be
provided in terms of f,.aztions only is not satisfactory.

Training has design implications only in terms of proficiency (achieved
skill level). The design implications are the same as those of skill level.
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PF.D INPUT 6: PERSONNEL AVAILABILITY

This input referm to knowledge of those personnel already in the Air
Force inventory who, upon the deactivation of a system similar to the
one being developed, will become available to man the new system.

This information is needed by the Air Force as one of its tradooff
criteria for the specification of skill levels to be included in the RYP
and SOW. If highly skilled personnel in particular job caterTuies
become available in time to man the new system, the procuring agency
will be able to specify as a design requirement to the contractor that
the system should bk, designed to that particular skill level in these
categories. The nonavailability of personnel with the particular cap-
abilities required by the new system may or may not cause U4 procur-
ing agency to require that system to be designed for relatively unskilled
personnel (depending on the amount of training it is prepr.red to provide
inexperienced personnel).

In this way, personnel availability aids in the specification of manpower
requirements. The design engineer is. of course, primarily interested
in the specification of the manpower needed by the new system (quite apart
from their availability in inventory) but the description of the kinds of
personnel who will be available to him (e. g., maintenance mechanic, four
years experience/such and such a system) will give him a clearer picture
of whorn he should design for. The absence of a personnel availability
statement will not, however, necessarily reduce design effectiveness,
if the new system's manpower requirements (regardless of personnel
availability) are described in detail.

Before determining personnel availability, it is necessary for the
procuring agency to know in advance what job positions must be filled
for the new systam. This information is derived from the preceding
function/task analyses. Using these job positions as criteria, it can
then examine personnel in its inventory projected over system develop-
ment time to determine the types of AFSCs which will become available
to match the iew system's manpower requirements. This kind of
prediction is, .f course, highly risky, since experience has shown that
operational systems (and the personnel they employ) do not always be-
come obsolete and available when anticipated. Should it be possible
to include a statement of personnel availability in the potential contractor's
RFP, it should be in as much detail as that r~,quired by PRD Inputs 3 and
4. In particulaz, skill levels, amount of previous experience and amount
of additional transition training to be provided should be specified in the
personnel availability statement. In addition, availahle AFSCs should be
equated with the job positions required by the new system.
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PRD INPUT 7: PERSONNEL/EQUIPMENT ANALYSIS

The Personnel/Equipment An&lysis (P/F A) is not a specific PRD
input to the engineer. Each time the personnel specialist submits a
memorandum to the engineer interpreting a PRD input in terms of its
design implications or reviewing an equipment design against system.
personmel requirements, he is engaging in P/E A. Hence, the P/E A
is not specific to any particular developmental stage or PRD input

The P/E A should contain the following elements:

(1) Statement of the personnel requirement, e.g., number of
personnel, skill level, etc.

(2) The implications of the personnel requirement for design,
i. e. , what should be done to meet the requirement in the
form ot changed equipment, procedures, etc.

(3) Alternative ways of meetiiig the requiroment

(4) Recommended design actions

(5) Review of equipment design and the relationship of that
design to the personnel requirement
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PRD INPUTS FOR PTV)P

The following PRD inputs should be inserted into the PTDP. Note
that this list includes only those inputs which are presumed to affect
the system configuration.

(1) Lists of tasks

(2) Preliminary detailed task descriptions

(3) Time-line analysis

(4) Personnel functional flow diagram

(5) Preliminary position descriptions

(6) Number of personnel required (overall crew)

(7) Skill level requirements for job position categories

(8) Preliminary training requiremento

Backuip mission/events analytic data, e.g. , mission profile and
system functions, are included in the system description and in the
summary of operations and maintenance requirements. The design
implications of the PRD inputs will also be included in the PTDP.

Other PRD inputs which are not of specific interest tc the design
engineer will be included in the personnel package, e.g., training plans,
training planning information.
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PRD INPUTS FOR RFP/SOW

The RFP/SOW will include all PRD inputs included in the PTDP plus
the following:

(i) More detail3d task descriptions

(2) Designation of critical tasks

(3) Maximum number of personnel required for individual job
positions

(4) Skill level descriptions keyad to individual tasks

(5) Length, type of training and proficiency achievable for each
job category

- 232 -
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